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THE NEW YORR STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
MEETING OF ADVISORY COUNCIL

The Veronica M. Driscoll Center for Nursing
Guilderland, New Y~rk

September 19·20, 1986
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THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
MEETING OF ADVISORY COUNCIL
Program and Department Highlights
September 19 &20, 1986
I.

ECllDIIC MD GENERAL WELFARE PROGIWI

A. Representation
On July 31, mail ballots were counted in the decertification election
of NYSNA as the representative of nurses employed by the County
of Erie. CSEA, UPNA, NYSNA, and none (i.e.> no representation) were
on the ballot. NYSNA received the greatest number of votes~ but
not the majority required to prevail. A runoff election is in
progress, ballots will be counted September 12.

NYSNA intervened on a decertification petition filed by nurses
represented by Local 1199 at St. Barnabas Hospital, Bronx, NY.
The National Labor Relations Board will conduct the election on
October 2. Approximately 200 nurses are in the RH bargaining unit.

The NYSUT filed a decertification petition for the fourteen nurses
represented by NYSNA at Visiting Nurses Association of Westchester.
The election date is pending.
NYSNA has been recognized as the collective bargaining representative
of the 20 Rt,s employed by LaGuardia Medical Group, P.C. The nurses
were previously in their own independent union.

8. Task Force to Establish a Delegate Assembly
The Task Force has met a total of six times and has completed
guidelines for the structure and functions of the proposed
Delegate Assembly. Having determined that representatives

to the Delegate Assembly must be elected, and that it will
be necessary to elect a nominating co1J111ittee to prepare a ballot
for the first election of .those representatives, the Task Force
has tumed its attention to the preparation of a slate for
the first nominating committee. Response to the request for

nominations has been less than required to prepare a ballot.
The Task Force will meet again on September 17 to plan for
an open meeting of CNP represented nurses at the NYSNA convention,
and to continue planning for the election of the first nominating
COl!lllittee and delegate assembly.
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ECONOMIC AND GENERAL WELFARE PROSRAN

A. Representation
On July 31, mail ballots were counted in the decertification election
of NYSNA as the representative of nurses employed by the County
of Erie. CSEA, UPNA, NYSNA, and none (i.e., no representution) were
on the ballot. NYSNA received the greatest number of votes, but
not the majority required to prevail. A runoff election is in
progress, ballots will be counted September 12.
NYSNA intervened on a decertification petition filed by nurses

represented by local 1199 at St. Barnabas Hospital, Bronx, NY.
The National Labor Relations Board will conduct the election on
October 2. Approximately 200 nurses are in the RN bargaining unit.
The NYSUT filed a decertification petition for the fourteen nurses
represented by NYSNA at Visiting Nurses Association of Westchester.
The election date is pending.
NYSNA has been recognized as the collective bargaining representative
of the 20 Rtls employed by laGuardia Medical Group, P.C. The nurses
were previously in their own independent union.
B. Task Force to Establish a Delegate Assembly
The Task Force has met a total of six times and has completed
guidelines for the structure and functions of the proposed
Delegate Assembly. Having detennined that representatives
to the Delegate Assembly must be elected, and that it will
be necessary to elect a nominating committee to prepare a ballot
for the first election of those representatives, the Task Force
has turned its attention to the preparation of a slate for
the first nominating conmittee. Response to the request for
nominations has been less than required to prepare a ballot.
The Task Force will meet again on September 17 to plan for
an open meeting of CNP represented nurses at the NYSNA convention,
and to continue planning for the election of the first nominating
comittee and delegate assembly.
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LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM
Ao

D. Continuing Education Program Approval

Council on Legislation

The following two programs wre granted Program approval for
a two-year period:

The Council on Legislation met on September 9, 1986 to propose
a program of legislation for 1987. The proposed program will
be handed out at the Advisory Council Meeting.
III.

a. Albany Medical Center Nursing Education Program; and.
b. National Center for Homecare Education and Research
(a subs1dia~y of the Visiting Nurse Service of New York).

NURSING EDUCATION PROGRAM

A. Workshop
Thirty-six (36) attendees participated in the second annual
nurse educator conference "Changes in Health Care Delivery Challenges for Higher Education in Nursin9 1 11 on May 29-30,
1986 at the ~s'!'Ond Americana, Albany, NY, The offering was
evaluate~ pos1t1vely. Subsequently, the paper Overview of
Changes 1n Health Care Delivery and Their Implications for
Changes in Nursing Education, presented by keynote speaker
Dr. Joellen W. Hawkins, was published in the August 1986 issue·
of the Journal of the New York State Nurses Association.
B. Nursing Education Programs
1. Associate Degree
The Board of Regents has authorized St. Elizabeth's School
of Nursing, Utica, to offer a program in nursing leading
to an Associate in Applied Science degree. Currently,
the school offers a three-year diploma program.
2. Baccalaureate
St. Jospeh's College, Brooklyn, has been authorized by
the Board of Regents to offer an upper-division program
leading to a Bachelor of Science degree at the college's
main campus in Brooklyn and its Suffolk branch campus at
Patchogue.
C. Nursing Education Issues
The Council on Nursing Education extends its appreciation
to those districts who responded to its request for a list
of nursing education issues prevalent in their districts
For those.districts who have not yet been able to respond,
the Counc1l encourages you to do so as soon as possible in
order that the returns may be compiled for their September
26, 1986 meeting.

IV.

IIJRSIIG PRACTICE AND SERVICES PR06U11

A. Council on Nursing Practice
The Council has been reviewing all past position statements
and is updating any which are not current. They recently reviewed
and endorsed a new opinion statement and g~idelines, •Opinion
on the Role of the Nursing Practitioner Re: Unlicensed Personnel•
and nReconmended Guidelines for Qualifications, Training and
Competencies of Nurses Aides/Assistants.• These documents
are attached to this report.
The Council has reviewd its areas of responsibility within
the Action Plan. It was decided to recOIIElld the development
of a Resourr.~ Directory of nurse specialists and a position
paper on self-governance. The development of a demonstration
project for different scopes of practice will be discussed
with the Council on Nursing Education.
8. Council on Ethical Practice
Annotate~ Bibliographies: Annotated bibliographies prepared
by Council members, on contemporary ethical issues wilt be
distributed at the 1986 Annual Convention.
New York State Task Force on Life and the Law: The New York
State Task Force on life and the law met with nurses on September
5, 1986 at the Veronica M. Driscoll Center for Nursing to have
informal discussion on termination of life support. The Task
Force will initiate discussion among its members on this issue
in early Fall of 1986.
C. Clinical Practice Units
1. The Co11111unity Health Nursing Clinical Practice Unit
Conmunity Health Nursing Clinical Practice Unit conducted
a survey of baccalaureate nursing programs in New York
State_conceming c01111unity health course content and clinical
exper1ence. The results of the survey 111ere published in
the June, 1986 issue of the Journal of the New York State
Nurses Association.
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Functional Unit of Directors, Associates and Assistants
The executive conmittee has been actively discussing issues

related to the coordination of patient care in all health
settings; the necessity to develop a meaningful interpretation
of the tenn 11 supervision 11 ; peer review and consumers' needs.

The co11111ittee has recorrmended future program planning in
the areas of a nursing practice symposium, AIDS and peer
review.

7. Functional Unit of Primary Care Practitioners
The Functional Unit of Primary Care Practitioners recently

protested a Department of Health memo which exempted nurse
practitioners from assessing and tr~ating patients in Long
Tenn Care Facilities while allowing physicians assistants
to act in emergency situations. As a result of this protest,
the Department of Health agreed to clarify its initial
statement.

8.

Organizational Units Meeting
On May 9 and 10, the executive co11111ittees of the Clinical
Practice Units and Functional Units and the members of
the Councils on Nursing Practice and Ethical Practice met
at the Center for Nursing to discuss issues of common interest
and concern. The agenda provided for discussion of NYSNA's
Action Plan implementation; innovative approaches to business
meetings; reimbursement and peer review; unlicensed personnel;
the definition of supervision; smoking as a nursing health
issue; national and state issues affecting nursing practice
in New York State and a legislative update. The meeting
was chaired by P. Reed, Chairperson of the Council on Nursing
Practice.

9.

Force on Alcohol and Substance Abuse in the Profession
of Nursing

Task

The Task Force members have been involved in educational programs
impaired nursing practice and have been representing the profession
on television programs, such as The Morning Show (Channel
7, New York City); Good Morning America (ABC-TV); Larry
King Live (CNN-TV); and, Midday with Bill Boggs (Channel
5, New York City).
on

There have been articles on impairment in The New York
Times and The New York Daily News. The Task Force members
have contributed three articles to NYSNA 1 s Economic and
General Welfare newspaper, Statewide, 11 Substance Abuse:
A Personal Problem or a Professional Issue?"; "Impaired
Practice and Professional Licensure 11 and 11 Intervening in
a Case of Impaired Practice: Management and Advocacy Perspectives."

\
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The Task Force has updated its document "Guidelines for
Hospital-Based Employee Assistance Program (EAP} 11 to reflect
current knowledge. This document is attached to this re~ort.
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VI.

LIBRARY

A. Oral History Project

The New York State Impaired Professional Law became effective
January, 1966. This law allows licensed professionals
to voluntarily surrender their licenses for the purpose
of obtaining treatment without entering the disciplinary
process. The regulations were published and becaY.e effective
June, 1986; they are attached to this report.
The Task Force has been exploring the possibility of developing
a peer assistance referral/hotline service. This exploration
has included collabcration with representatives of DNAs
13, 14, 16 and Nurses House, Inc.
At the 1986 NYSNA Convention in Lake Placid, the Task Force
members plan to meet with representatives of the District
Nurses Associations to discuss networking regarding impainnent
activities. Each district may send one or two representatives
to this meeting which will be held Sunday, November 2,
1986 from 7:30 am to 8:30 am.

The Library is currently involved in assisting the Council
on Nursing Research with preliminary research for the next
oral history module.
In addition, NYSNA's Oral History Project will be noted in
a forthcoming publication. The new directory will be entitled
Oral History Collections in the United States and will be published
by Oryx Press in 1987. BetMeen editions of the directory,
an electronic data base located at SiDIDOns College, Boston,
MA, will provide current infonnation on oral history collections.

I

l .

B. New National Association
The National Association of Health Data Organizations is a
newly fonned_ organization which is a collaborative project
of the Washington Business Group on Health and the Intergovernmental
Health Policy Project at George Washington University. The
primary goal of NAHDO is to act as a point of exchange of information
between publicly mandated health data collection organizations.
NAHDO's objectives are:

Y. QIIIJNICATIONS/PUBLICATIONS I PUBLIC RELATIONS
A. Publications
new "NYSNA Publications 11 brochure will be available shortly.
The 24-page booklet includes a list, with description and price,
for all Association print and audio-visual materials available
for sale or rent. The listing is categorized, and cross-referenced
as necessary, according to NYSNA's four Program areas: Nursing
Practice and Services, Nursing Education, Economic and General
Welfare, and legislation~ as well as the Library and general
items.

A

B.

Media

NYSNA members Madeline Naegle, Nancy West, and Carolyn McCullough
have been featured in the media lately. Dr. Naegle was included
in a July 26 New York Times article and also was a ~uest on
"Good Morning America 11 (ABC-TV) and "Larry King Live" (CNN-TV).
Her topic was impaired practice. Ms. West and Ms. McCullough
appeared on separate shows on WMCA-Radio. Independent practice
and New York City Council President Stein's hearings on quality
of care in HHC facilities were their respective topics.

C.

1.

Increase the uniformity of health data systems to enhance
their ability to do multijurisdictional comparative analyses;

2.

Ensure that health data organizations address the need
for data from ambulatory care settings. long-term ca,-e,
and physicians; and,

3.

Provide educational services in support of existing health
data organizations.

Resource Sharing
The NYSNA Library, through the generosity of members, has
amassed a sizable collection of duplicate journal titles. In
order to assist other health sciences libraries in their collection
development, duplicate materials are being offered to local
nursing libraries and selected state nurses' associations.

D. Donations
The Library acknowledges with appreciation donations from the
following:
Karen Ballard
Nettie Bimbach
Ellen Burns
Elizabeth carter
Jane Fielding

Kathleen Hoover
Josephine Lalim
Martha Orr
Richard Silber
cathryne Welch
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VII. ORGANIZATION SERVICES
Attached is the 1986 Convention Schedule. Please note that the
Board of Directors luncheon, in recognition of Unit Chainnen and
District Presidents/Executive Directors, will be held on Sunday,
November 2 at the Holiday Inn. Invitations will be sent on September
29, 1986. A response card will° be included.
The five primary Convention Hotels are all located within a 1
mile radius of each other. Most activities will be scheduled
at the Olympic Center and Lake Placid Hilton. while both the Awards
Banquet and Reception. and Brunch, 11 The Nurse As Advocate: Everyday
Ethics 11 will be housed at the Holiday Inn. The Inn is next to
the Olympic Center.
Shuttle Bus services will be available from all hotel sites to
each meeting/special event location. For the luncheon, please
board the "Board of Directors 11 bus. Further instructions will
be included on your invitations.
Flights and available Super Saver seats to Lake Placid are at
a premium. Therefore, I strongly recolllllend contacting Karen Zotta,
Young Holidays, to reserve seating as soon as possible. In New
York State, call toll free: 1-800-341-4121. In the Albany area,
or outside New York State, call: (518) 456-2011. Charter buses
are also being scheduled. Currently, interest appears to exist
in the New York City area only. Please ask nurses to contact
Young Holidays soon if they need charter bus service.
District 8 has graciously accepted responsibliity for the NYSNA
Hospitality and Tours Desk.
NYSNA has offered to provide complimentary exhibit space for all
Districts. Currently, two Districts have submitted the required
Exhibit Prospectus. Although copy deadline for the Convention
Program has passed, the possibility still exists for your participation.
Please let me know of your District's decision.

The enclosed Convention Brochure includes a Convention Registration
and Hotel Form. Please note that social events tickets can be
ordered on the Convention Registration Form. Also, please circle
the tours you are interested in attending.
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An Employee Assistance Program (EAP),

is a confidential, work based
system fort.he identification, motivation for treatment, referral and
follow-up of employees with problems that may interfere with the
ability to function at work. Access to the system may be by selfreferral or a mandatory recommandation when job performance has been
affected. Behavioral/health problems directly associated with one's
ability to function in the work setting include, but are not limited
to - alcoholism, drug use and abuse, financial, family or psychosocial
difficulties.

provide an additional system: for preserving valuable staff resources
and for reducing the econOlllic and human toll that results from health
problems.
SPECIAL NEEDS FOR NURSES:

Every year a significant nUlllber of nurses are referred for license

review because of unprofessional conduct related to alcohol abuse
and/or other chemical
dependencies.
While
Employee Assistance
Programs are highly effective in the identification, motivation and
referral of most employees in need of assistance, there are existing
barriers to program participation for nurses. These barriers include
l) the limited employment of nurse counselors in EAPs; 2) limited
personal control of work time, and 3) shift rotations. The attitudes
of health care providers, the gender oriented nature of treatment
approaches and the al,sence of strategies designed for professional
health care workers pose additional barriers. Additional assistance
is necessary to coordinate with institutions that employ nurses. such
assistance should provide mechanisms to promote early intervention,
motivate nurses to accept treatment and at the same time safeguard the
quality of patient care. Such a system does not replace the Employee
Assistance Program, but enhances it. Frequently, it is a peer
assistance program which is developed as the component to provide this
capability.

NEED FOR PROGRAM:

Employees with behavioral/health problems are often unable to devote
needed time and attention to their position performance and as a
result represent a severe human
and economic burden. This is
reflected in increased absenteeism, decreased productivity, excessive
waste, accidents, poor decision making, and higher insurance premiums.
In a hospital setting these problems interfere with the quality of
patient care and are often reflected in illegal activities, such as
drug diversion, theft or sale. Licensed professionals who practice
while under the influence of drugs or alcoh~l are in violation of
their license.
The work place provides an ideal setting for early intervention with
employees who are affected
by behavioral/health problems. such
employees often use employment as a· factor in their denial that the
problem exists. However, when these employees are confronted with a
choice of losing their position or accepting a referral for help, they
will choose assistance. Therefore, work based programs are recognized
as a means for effective early intervention with employees with hea1th
problems.
Within
these
programs,
activities
must
be
provided to intervene appropriately with employees who have specific
problems.
The legal implications associated with alcohol and/or
other mood altering substances require these activities in order to
assure the accurate identification of alcoholism and drug abuse.

-.\**************
PROGRAM MODELS:

The decision as to the type of program best
setting must be based on several factors:

suited

to

a

specific

number of nursin~ personnel to be served by the program;

Employee Assistance Programs provide a system within the work setting
whereby employees with problems are referred for needed assistance,
treatment or rehabilitation and follow-up, thus minimizing disruption
at the work place. While the programs generally do not provide direct
treatment
services,
they
are
inva1uable
for
motivating,
referral and monitoring. The follow-up provided to employees makes
it possible to identify needed additional services and assures that
recommended treatment and rehabilitation services are utilized by
program participants.

services available to employees; and
budgetary constraints.
Experience in program development and operation demonstrates that a
qualified full-time staff best promot~s optimal effectiveness. In
hospital settings where the number of employees does not justify the
designation of full-time EAP staff, the Employee Health Service or
Personnel Department may be able to include EAP services with other
functions. The staff must be properly trained. Program services can
also be provided by external consultants through a contractual
arrangement with the hospital.

Program services can be obtained by employees who either voluntarily
seek assistance or are referred through established procedures. some
programs are available to the family members of employees. All
information concerning program participation is confidential and
participation in the program does not jeopardize an ~.mployee•s
standing in the work place or promotional opportunities. These
programs do not replace
existing disciplinaz-y procedures. They

Regardless of the type of services selected, an EAP must be tailored
to meet the needs that exist within the institution where it will
operate. Typical staff functions within an EAP include:

!'.::_ })-;'·, :.: ~--.::/.
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orienting and educating personnel;

functions.
The committee's role includes involvement in the
development of a policy
statement,
~rocedures
and
staff
recruitment. The committee may cease to exist when the program
becomes functional, or it :may continue to serve in an advisory
role.

establishing and maintaining contact with referral resources;

STEPS:

educating administrative personnel
about the program;

and

labor representatives

liaison with a system of peer assistance for nurses;

-

assessing, referring and follow-up of employees who vountarily
seek program services and those who are referred ~ough
established procedures; and

-- developing and maintaining a system ot
program evaluation~

data

collection

the cooperation and participation of the administration,
representative labor groups.
The
following elements
included in the program:

staff and
should be

PROGRAM COORDINATOR

A program coordinator may be employed

part-time or on a full-time
basis.
size of program, number of employees and budgetary
considerations are some determining factors. Experience has shown
that a full-time staff person is recommended for 1,000 employees
or more. Regardless of hours of function, a coordinta.or must
fully understand EAPs and be able to assess employee problems,
make appropriate referrals
and
follow employee's progress.
Responsibility includes training, education and program promotion.
Program coordination with an external EAP can be established
through a liaison position within the hospital.

A.

Committee of concern (optional);

B.

Program Coordinator, staff and position descriptions;

c.

Educational programs;

D.

Program Definition;

E.

Policy Statement;

F.

Stated Procedures - which include liaisons;

G.

Insurance coverage;

H.

Designation of referral resources; and

Develop
a
position
description
and
professional and educational background.

I.

Data collection evaluation.

Review with the administrator who has overall responsibility.

RECOHMEHDED STEPS FOR PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION
COHMXTTEE

OF CONCERN

initial step of the development
in the selection of a program
coordinator. This Committee should include representatives from
staff and administration. The committee acts in an advisory
capacity in determining the program's structure, its scope and its

A

committee of Concern may be the

of a program and can be utilized

L

and

-- Define role and function of committee.
B.

A program must be integrated into the structure of a hospital and have

staff,

Obtain assurance from administration and labor representatives
that committee members will have work-release time to attend
meetings.

and

PROGRAM ELEMENTS:

A.

Identify committee members from administration,
representative labor organizations.

IDENTIFICATION AND DESIGNATION OF A COORDINATOR:
STEPS:

Determine position specification and competencies needed.
requir,aments

for

Revise and obtain approval.
Recruit, interview and designate.
Determine when additional education is needed.
Inform employees about appointment of coordinator.
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PROGRAM DEnNI'?J:ON

3.

disciplinary action~

STEPS:

4.

management of employee heal th and safety.

_

care
more established and active programs.

Review programs in other health

settings.

Visit

-- Recommend revision in existing procedures.

one or

-- Review guidelines.

-- Review existing needs in the health facility.
-- Designate an office for
recommend a new office.

overall program

responsibility,

-- Develop procedures suitable for your facility.

or,

-- Submit to appropriate administrative and labor representatives
for review and comment.

-- Define nature and scope of program.

-- submit to app~·opriate administration and labor representatives
for review and comment.
-- Revise.

-- Revise.
F.

STEPS:

-- J:nclude definition in Policy Statement.
D.

-- Review existing insurance coverage for each employee group.
Identify coverage, if any, to
outside services.

POLICY STATEMENT
STEPS:

-- Meet with individuals responsible for employee/union benefits
to determine feasibility of additional coverage through riders,
increased
insurance,
or a
fund
to cover special
treatment/rehabilitation services.

-- Recommend revisions of existing policies.
consultant

to

obtain

assistance

-- Periodically review insurance
recommendations for change.

-- Develop a policy statement.
-- submit to appropriate administration and labor representatives
for review and ca4Jllent.
-- Review and submit to appropriate governing body.

-- Issue and circulate Policy Statement.
E.

reimburse employees referred to

Determine changes necessary for appropriate coverage.

-- Review existing policies on problem employees and disciplinary
process.
-- Meet with regional or local
with policy development.

INSURANCE COVERAGE:

G.

coverage

for

adequacy.

Make

EDUCATJ:ONAL PROGRAM FOR ADMnllSTRA'l'J:VE, S'l'AFF AND LABOR PERSONNEL
It is the responsibility of the program coordinator to insure that
appropriate educational programs are provided at all levels of the
work setting.
The coordinator is responsible for curriculum
content.
STEPS:

PROCEDURE:
STEPS:

Review existing procedures with regard to:

-- Review education and staff development programs, e.g., inservice education, and program activity for :management,
supervisory and union personnel.

1.

employee performance evaluation:

Determine if educational and staff development programs cau be
incorporated EAP training.

2.

doCUllentation of absences:

Identify appropriate person(s) who will furnish b:'a.iningo

I
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- Admission procedures and lWtationsJ and
- Contact staff.

-- Determine date(s), time and location.

Develop a referral list.

-- Arrange for participation of
appropriate
persons
personnel, department heads and union repreeentatives.

with

Employee education and information
is
an ongoing process.
Posters,
direct
:mailing to
homes,
newsletter
articles,
distribution of brochures, audio-visual and verbal presentations
are some ways to accomplish this. The coordinator with the
assistance ot the Committee of Concern can generate activities to
meet the nee~s of a facility.
S'l'EPS:

-- Develop materials with information specific to the setting.

I.

-- Review and update list at regular intervals.
J.

EMPLO\"EE EDUCATION AND INFORMATION

-- Establish and maintain contact with
publications.

administrative

and labor

DATA COLLEC'l'!ON EVALUATION - PRIVILEGED INFORMATION
All information collected as part of
confidential.
Program participants

identified.

program eva1uation must be
can
not be reported or

STEPS:

-- Determine information to be recorded.
-- Submit list to appropriate
staff in the
personnel department and labor groups.
. -- Establish reporting schedule.
-- Review program utilization to
~odifieations are needed.

DESIGNATION OF REFERRAL RESOURCES

-- Distribute aggregate data to designated staff.

Several factors must be considerred in identifying resources to be
used for referral. These include available services, fees, types
of acceptable insurance, hours of operation, geographic location,
and admission criteria. It is essential that treatment strategies
recognize
factors
related
to
professional
role
and
responsibilities (e.g. attitudes and drui accessibiity). Another
important factor is the ease of coordination ·between program
treatment staff.
It is essential to maintain communication
regarding
employees referred for
services.
This
is
the
responsibility of the program coordinator.
STEPS:

-- Identify services within your community.
- Type and quality of service:
- Fee structure;
- Insurance reimbursement policy;

administration,

-- Develop a reporting form.

-- Plan a campaign for information dissemination.

-- Visit facilities to determine:

-

- 8 -

-- Work with instructor(s) to develop educational outlines and
content.

H.

---

determine

i~

any

program.
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APPENDIX II

APPENDIX I

OUTLINE OF PROCEDlJRE FOR NURSING StJPERVISORY

OUTLINE FOR A POLICY STATEMENT

TO THE
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

The policy state::nent defines the program, its scope and activities. A
policy statement about an EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM reflects the
style and language of other policies issued bf the employer. The
following are recol!!lllended items for inclusion in statements about an
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM.

AIM:

It is recognized that behavior/health problems are legitimate
concerns within the work setting. Their presence interferes
with the ability to function on the job.

B.

It is further recognized that behavioral/health problems are
treatable:
-- the majority of persons with such problems can be helped
through assessment, referral and follow-up;
-- the decision to seek assistance through the
ASSISTANCE PROGRAM rests with the employee;
-- the employer and union(s)

will

assistance to employeas.

EMPLOYEE

D.

E.

F.

are

I.

Participation in the EMPLOYEE
jeopardize future promotions,
employee benefits.
The

EMPLOYEE

ASSISTANCE

PROGRAM

may

related
and in

with

supplement existing
job performance or
not cooperate, or if
disciplinary action
procedures.

to
program participation will
be
a
manner consistent with
Federal

AND FOLLOW-OP EMPLOYEES

IDENTIFICATION
- monitors position performance and job related behavior and
attendance;
- documents job related behaviors;
- designates
improve.

ASSISTANCE PROGRAM will not
pay increases or any other

procedures for dealing with sub-standard
illegal activities. If an employee does
rehabilitation efforts are unsuccessful,
should be undertaken according to existing
All records
confidential
guidelines.

employees

REFER

Nursing Supervisor/Coordinator

offer encouragement and

offered to

MOT:IVATE,

WI~ BEHAVIORAL/HEALTH PROBLEMS.

PROCEDURE FORMAT:

c. Any employee with a behavioral/health problem will receive the
same access to services that
other illnesses.

IDENTIFY,

It is not a
function of supervisors/nursing care
coordinators to diagnose underlying problems which :may
be the cause of position pe~ormance difficulties (suc:h
as alcoholism or abuse of mood altering substances)
even if the supervisor/nursing care coordinator is a
clinical specialist certified to make such assessments.
All supervisory reZerrals
are based
on position
performance.

POLICY:

A.

'l'O

a

time period in which performance must must

IF PROBLEM PERSISTS • ••
II.

CONFRONTATION AND REFERRAL

Nursing supervisor/Coordinator failure to correct problea(s);

meets with employee to discuss

- presents employee with documentation of problems;
- informs employee that a referral to Employee Assistance
Program (EAP) is indicated;
- schedules an appointment with

EAP staff.
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The NYSNA Task Force on Alcoholism. and Substance Abuse
in the Profession of Nursing wishes to acknowledge that
these revised guidelines are based on a document which
was originally developed with the assistance of the New
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THE NEW YORK STATE BOARD OF REGENTS

IMPAIRED PR0FESS10NAL5 PROGRAM

These proposed regulations wi11 provide for a program to enable
licensed professionals in the 28 licensed professions who have alcohol
or other drug abuse problems to seek treatment without being subject
to professional discipline cha~ges.

These rules become effective June 25~ 1986. The program is
administered by the State Education Department through reconmendations
from the C0111Uittee for Professional Assistance.

Barbara W. Flynn has

been appointed Executive Secretary to the COlllilittee.
The process for the "voluntary surrender of a license" includes:

1. Application - The licensee files an application and consents
to release of treatment records and other required infonnation.
The licensee may be requiretl to appear before staff or
comnittee members.
2. Acceptance - An application is accepted ~,hen:

A. There has been no hann to a patient/client from
the licensee's problem with drug or alcohol abuse.
B. The applicant presents a proposed program of
treatment that is acceptable to the C011111ittee
and Department.
C. The applicant accepts all monitoring requirements
including a minimum of two years of monitoring
by the C011111ittee or its designee; these

two

years

will include the period of active treatment.

.,·'

-2-

1

I
l

D. The applicant provides an acceptable plan for

TBB NEtf YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCllTI:OH

informing patients/clients of temporary withdrawal

Council on Hursing Practice

from practice.
3.

RECO!iMEHDBD

GtnDEL:INES FOR

Reinstatement of License - The Conmittee will recommend

QUALIFICATIONS, TRAINIHG

reinstatement when the participant has made sufficient

COMPETENCIES OF NURSE AJ:DES/ASSISTAHTS

AND

.

progress in treatment; has met other program conditions
and is not incapacitated for active practice. The
participant w~y be asked to appear before staff or the
Conmittee. Conditions for reinstatement may include

York state Nurses Association recognizes that the phrase
"unlicensed personnel" refers to :multiple categories ot health-care
personnel. The following guidelines are recommended to ad.dress the
qualifications, training and competencies o~ nurse aides/assistants.

The New

continuing professional education; practice under

The term,
"nurse aides/assistants"' ia used generically in the
development of these guidelines. The tera may include, but not be
limited to, home health aides, personal care aides, nurse technicians
and nursing assistants.

supervision and limitations on the scope and nature of

QUALIFICATIONS:

practice.

1.

A secondary-school education or equivalent:

2.

Good moral character;

Professional Assistance. Health professionals who treat program participants

3.

Successful completion of an approved training progru.

will be required to submit monitoring reports.

TRAINING:

continued participation in a treatment program; monitoring;

Appeals regarding this process can be made to the Conmittee for

A complete copy of these rules can be obtained by contacting

new

York State ~urses Association, Nursing Practice and Services

2113 Western Avenue, Guilderland, New York, 12084, 518-456-5371 or
Mary Galllnon, Legal Assistant, Office of Counsel, Education Department,

Albany, NY, 12234, 518-473-8296
KAB/kc
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The nurse

includes:

aide/assistant COJllPletes an approved training program which

1.

Instruction,
supervision
professional nurse;

2.

Formal periodic
evaluation of performance carried out
documented in written format;

3.

curriculum content incorporates basic principles of:

and

evaluation

A.

Health and
illness,
hygiene, patient
terminology and activities of daily living:

B.

Normal aging process,

c. care of
D.

chronically ill;

Death and-dying1

by

a

registered

safety,

and

medical

Ad-uiOO(Z._j
'N\~itU~

e-' \
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4.

E.

Patient/client - aide/assistant interactions;

F.

Ethical considerations and confidentiality;

G.

COlmmnication skills.

Clarification of role
health care personnel.

limitations

and relationships with other

3.

COHPETDCD!S:

The registered professional nurse establishes the patient care plan
and identifies those tasks which are appropriate to be delegated to
the nurse aide/assistant.
1.

and reporting temperature, pulse, respiration,
blood pressure, height, weight, intake and output, and urine
testing for sugar and acetone;

Measuring

Observation and
condition;

c.

2.

l
l

Observation

reporting of changes in patient's/client's

and

patient's/client's
potentia1ly unsafe7

reporting
environment

of
changes
in
the
especially that which is

D.

Observation
and
reporting of
the
interactions wit:h family, significant
workers, and other social contacts;

E.

Observation and reporting of the patient's/client's reaction
to hisfner care.

E.

Normal skin care maintenance (intact skin);

F.

Safety in the Environment;

G.

Assistance with feeding.

Nurse aides/assistants may assist with:
A.

Bedmaking;

B.

Toileting;

4.

D.

Laundering;

E.

Shopping1

F.

Meal Preparation.

Since the nursing profession collaborates with other health care
professionals in the delivery o~ care, the nurse aide/assistant,
as directed by the registered professional nurse, cooperates with
other members of the health care team.

s. supervision and evaluation

by a registered nurse is an ongoing
process, and should continue throughout the employment period.

patient's/client's
others, health care

Nurse aides/assistants may contribute to care by padorming ·
treatments in the Nursing care Plan delegated by the registered
professional nurse.
These may include activities of daily
living, comfort measures and:

A.

Transfer from had to chair or wheelchair
without a mechanical lifting device;

B.

Ambulation with or without assistive device;

c. Passive range of motion:

Assistance with self-administration of medication hy self
directed patients (in the home):

c. Environmental cleaning;

lfurse aides/assistants may assist in collecting data tor the
registered professional nurse. These data may include:
A.

D.

or car with or

BOD/mh
6/6/86
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THE HEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
council on Nursing Practice

s.

OPINION
Role of the NUrsing Practitioner•
Re
Unlicensed Personnel

6.

distinguishes between bis/her responsibilities and thoee of
unlicensed personnel; and
is

responsible

:tor developing, i:aplaenting and evaluating

the plan ot nursing care.

RICOMMENDATJ:OH:
NYSNA Shall:

OVERVIEW:

Changes in the health care delivery system have resulted in increased
patient acuity in hospitals, early patient discharge, expansion of
hOJle care services, increased patient admissions, increased acuity in
long term care facilities and the development of alternative health
care services.

1.

develop guidelines
programs;

for

nurse

aide's/assistant's training

2.

offer consultation services to persons/agencies preparing
curricullllll and training aides/assistants;

3.. promote the development and im.plaentation ot a process in
order to have un1icensed. personnel education programs
approved by the Hew York State Education Department
utilizing NYSHA guidelines and consultation;

sociOC"Jl.tural transformation in America is having an impact on health
care. The health care dollar is shrinking. The projected growth and
assertiveness of the elderly population are influencing health care
planners. Ethical dilemmas in health care are becoming commonplace.
A more .knowledgeable consumer is pursuing a healthier lifestyle and
demaading holistic health care.

4.

elucidate the definition and ralld.ficationa ot the term
"supervision" as it relates to the registered professional
nurse and · unlicensed personnel.

PREMISE:

ConsUlllers are the core of the health care system and all have a right
to quality health care. Equal access to all professional health care
providers is a basic consUlller right. Nursing is a large component of
health care. The consumer needs to be assured of the availability and
accessibility ot nursing care.

* 'l'he title Nursing Practitioner refers to the
HYSNA Position Description title approved by the
NYSNA Board of Directors, June 1972. :It is
recommended that this position description and
title replace all existing descriptions pertaining
to "General Duty Nurse," •staff Nurse,• "Primary
care Nurse,"
"Pediatric Nurse Practitioner,•
"Family Nurse Practitioner,• etc. When designation of a clinical focus is desired, it should be
included as an adjective, i.e., "Nursing Practitioner, Pediatrics,• "Nursing Practitioner, Family
Health Care," etc.

RATIONALE:

Historically, the nursing profession has recognized the contribution
ot unlicensed personnel in assisting professional nurses in delivering
care.
In recent years,
these personnel have been misused as
substitutes for professional nurses rather than in their legitimate
roles under the supervision of the professional nurse.
In it's landmark document, Nursing: A Social Policy Statelllent (1980),
the American Nurses• Association explores the social context of
nursing and the nature and scope of nursing practice. The ANA
Standards of Nursing Practice support the consumer's right to quality

ot health care.

In ReY York State, the practice of the profession of nursing as a
registered professional nurse is defined as: "diagnosing and treating
hUlla?l responses to actual or potential health problems through such
services as casefinding, health teaching, health counselling and
provision of care supportive to or restorative of life and well-

being."
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The New York State Nurses Association's Action Plan specifies that the
professional nursing organization should "ensure nursing profession
control of the preparation and function ot any group providing
services within the scope ot nursing practice."
since 1975, the New York State Nurses Association has sponsored
legislation known as the Exempt Clause Repeal Bill. Enactment of the
bill would stop the dangerous and anachronistic custom of allowing
aides to practice nursing including the administration of medications
in sute institutions coming under the jurisdiction of the Office of
Mental
Health (OMH) and the Oftice of Mental Retardation and
Developmental Disabilitiu (OMRDD).
:tn 1984, the HYSNA Voting Body passed a resolution which recommended
that "the HYSNA · Board ot Directors give immediate priority to a
thorough investigation of this lllUlti-taceted issue with the intent of
developing a position, establishing guidelines and undertaking any
other measures requirad to ensure sate, effective utilization of
unlicensed personnel perforlling nursing related activities."

Section 29.1, •Regents RUles on Unprofessional Conduct," (b) (10)
states, as a criterion of unprofessional conduct:
•delegating professional responsibilities to a person when
the licensee delegating such responsibilities knows er has
reason to know that such person is not qualified, by
training, by experience or by licensure, to perform them.•
Therefore, it is the nursa•s obligation to judiciously determine tasks
that can reasonably be delegated to unlicensed persons.
OPINION:
The New York state Nurses Association emphasizes that the nursing
profession has the responsibilities for determining the nature and
scope ot nursing
practice.
There is evidence that unlicensed
personnel are given responsibility for which they are not prepared.
It is the belief of the Nev York State Nurses Association that the
registered professional nurse:
responsibility
for
nursing
practice based on
specialized knowledge, judgJlent and skill derived from
principles of basi~ and applied sciences;

l.

bears

2.

remains accountable when delegating nursing activities and
uses nurging judgaant to decide what task can be delegated
and to whom it is delegated1

3.

is accountable for the unlicensed person's performance of
nursing related activities and the consequences of the
delegated action;

4.

has the responsibility to verity the preparation and ability

of unlicensed personnel;

.,
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CCWVENTICIII HIii - OCTOBER 31 - NOVEMBER 3
LAKE PLACID. JEW YORK

CONVENTION SCHEOI.LE

WEDftiEBJAY. OCTOBER 29
TIME

EVENT
Preliminary Financa Meeting

11-IURSOAY. OCTOBER 30

TIME

EVENT

10:00 a.m. - Nam

Finance Committee

Noon - 6:00 p.m.

Board of Directors

B:30 p.m. - B:30 p.m.

Board/Staff Reception

FRIDAY. OCTOBER 31
PRE-CONVENTION WORKSHOPS

TIME

.·

...

i,

·:·.•~•.·.·::·:.·j

.~tii

t\~
:.:ii

EVENT

8:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.

Establishing a Successful Business

8:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.

ABCs of Finance for Nurse Managers

Noon - 7:30 p.m •

Registration

I :00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m •

Hospitality/Tours Desk

2:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.

First Timers• Orientation

3:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m •

Exhibits

Cf:O0 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Voting Body Session - General Session

6:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.

Hospitality/Tours Oesk

·#j
;l'.l,

;f

.,,~,...

.}

·C.OJ~(!j,

.:a_~~~.~&

A: :·!4)~·""" ..

8:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.

Welcome Reception

6:G0 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.

Poster Show

7:30 p.m • .,. 10:00 p.m.
1O:DO p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

,ll _·c~l\.)ru \ i.._~r.:...,.,.:.•;,

10:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

Seven North: Primary Care

6:30 a.m. - 7:30 a.m.

7:30 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Keynote Addreim/Banquet

8:00 a.m. - 'f:00 p.m.

10:30 a.m. - Noon

8:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.

8:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.

8:3D a.m. - 10:00 a.m.

EVENT

Nursing Rising in Politics
(Breakfast: ticket reqd.)
Understanding the Fundamentals of
Nursing Diagnosis

I

I

10:00 a.m. - 1 t :30 a.m.
10:00 e.m. - 3:30 p.m.
10:15 a.m. - T1:15 a.m.

10:15 a.m. - 11:15 a.m.

Audio Recordings (morning CE sessions)

1 J:30 a.m. - 1:OD p.m.

Foundation Luncheon

1:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Introduction ta ORGs

I :30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

I :30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Cl 7 min.)

Impaired Practice: More Fact Than
Fiction: •Sherry Ames. RN• rws
A Problem

How Research Really Gets Done

3:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.

Refreshment Break

3:30 p.m. - 5:45 p.m.

Voting Body Session

Career Counseling Strategies

Sex-Based Wage Discrim-

ination: An Issue for Nurses

9:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

(7 min. )

NSANYS Board of Directors

3:30 p.m. - 0:00 p.m.
8:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.

ity to Care

t I :30 a.m. - I :00 p.m.

Aerubics

Montreal Trip

[56 min.)

The New Nurse: A Career for
All Reasons

NSANYS Halloween Dance (ticket reqd.J
•cress as Your Favorite Oecade•

Registration

Nursing

Primary Nursing: An Opponun-

SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 1

TIME

Film Pi matatiana
Nursing: The Politics af Caring (22 min.]

Fishing Trip

5:45 p.m. - B:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m. - 7:lf5 p.m.

NSANVS Board/General Meeting
Hospitality/Tours Desk
Business Meetings - Clinical Practice
Units

Poster Show
8:00 p.m. - Midnight

The Gathering Place

8:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Ice Skating Show

9:00 p.m. - I I :OD p.m.

Open Ice Skating

Exhibits
NYSNA CNP - Represented Nurses
Meeting
New Timers' Orientation

9:00 p.rn. - J 1:OD p.m.

Naw York State Nurses for

Pollticar Action - Fund Raising Fashion

Show

SUNDAY. NDVEMBER 2
EVENT
6:30 s.m. - 7:30 a.m.

·.J
-i

·_)
-·
·.. ·.·.,·
......1 .

Aerobics

7:30 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Registration

B:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.

Hospitality/Tours Desk

B:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.

DRC3s. Patient Acuity and Unbundling
Nursing Costs

8:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.

Progressing Toward Professional
Goals

8:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.

Forecasting Role Differentiation for
Baccalaureate and Associate Degree
Graduates

1D:OD a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

Hiking Trip

10:00 a.m. - 3: 15 p.m.

Exhibits

10:30 a.m. - Noon

s_

·.._,_-

:;·

-.,. ,.~

Noon - I :30 p.m.

Board Loocheon/Organizational Units/
District Presidents & Executive Directors

Noon - lf:00 p.m.

Hospitality/Tours Desk

1:'JS p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Business Meetings - Functional Units

2:00 p.m - 3:00 p.m.

3:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.

Refreshment Break

3:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.

Voting Body Session

6:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.

Hospitality/Tours Desk

7:30 p.m. - B:OD p.m.

Awards Reception

B:00 p.m. - 10:30 p.m.

Awards Banquet

8:00 p.m. - l 0:00 p.m.

Film Pa

Q

I~

High Tech - High Touch at Home

10:30 a.m. - Noon

Preparing Students for Social and
Health Policy-Making: Why and How

I 0:30 a.m. - Noon

The Nurse as Advocate: Everyday
Ethics (Brunch; ticket reqd.)

£19 min.]

(28 min.]
(28 min.]

[22 min.]

Room II
Personal ••• But Pertinent - Sexual Concerns
and Nursir.g Responsibilities
Preparing Children for the Hospital
Experience
The New Nurse: A Career far All
Reasons
Nursing: The Politics af Caring

. y.;

-:fd

atatiana

The Right to Oie
Alzheimer's Disease: Discharge Planning
Depression - Beating the Blues
Medication Errors

Exploring Implementation of
Nursing Diagnosis Through Educational.
Practice and Administrative Frameworks

t0:30 a.m. - Noon

!I

Room I

".7 .~-·
. ;··It"'

·~

Informational Reception for Nursing Students

and Non-Members

.. 8:00 p.m. - Midnight

The Gathering Place

['10 min.)
(2B min.]

Ct7 min.]

(22 min.]

.-:a5

't&ra,(~,t.,.
Melf«JAY. NOVEMBER 3

KM/jes

8/25/88

8:30 a.m. - 7:30 e.m.

Aerobics

7:30 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.

Registration

8:00 a.m. - 9:DD a.m.

Dabato: It is Appropriate far a
Nurse ta Refuse an Assignment

B:DD a.m. - 9:30 a.m.

Hospitality/Tours Desk

9:15 a.m. - Noon

Voting Bady Session

Noon - 3:00 p.m.

Board of Directors
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llarlha L Orr, MN, AN

ComtHuent of The AfflltflCall
Nu1"141S Auoctatlon

&ecutlweDINCtor

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
2113 Western AHnue, Guilderland, N.Y. 12084, (518) 456-5371

Se~tember 3, 1986
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TO:

Board of Directors

FROM:

Martha L. Orr
Executive Director

RE:

Summary of ANA House of Delegates Action
and Related NYSNA Implementation Recommendations

~N1YrW~

e-f /J1vli

In order to determine the implications of the actions taken
by the 1986 ANA House of Delegates for NYSHA, a brief item
summary and recommendations for appropriate NYSNA implementation
follows. Informational reports for which there was no House
action are not included in this review. Resolutions which were
referred to the ANA Board of Directors have unknown
implementation requirements at this time.
leport o~ the Cabinet on larsing Serytces:· Long-term Care--A
Priorit~ tor Warsing

Action taken directs AHA to establish a Commission on LongTerm Care. The commission is to develop a compreh~nsive position
statement on long-term care and an action plan on related issues
such as education, reimbursement, and control of practice.
NYSNA: The Association has several members who would be
highly qualified for such a commission. Upon determination of
ANA procedure and timetable for such appointments, consider
submitting recommendations of HYSHA members.
2eao1ationa 1. 2. 3 and 5 on various aspects of long-term care
will be ref6rred to the Commission on Long-term Care for its
consideration and utilization in development or its work.

•eso1utioa 4:

o~ Ked~care

Health Care Bene~1~a

Amended and adopted. Directs AHA to oppose any Medicare
reimbursement criteria that may compromise the ANA Standards and
Scope or Nursing Practice.

•

.

.

•· ~~y'.$0£-_j

.m~i "'~.
HYSHA:

;~ '.,-

No direct implications for implementation

COJtJ(!J'

.

Report o~ the••• Board oC Directora:

s•&

lesoiutioa 6: Sapport tor Adult Day &ealtb Care
Directs AHA to pursue legislative initiatives in support of
such care.
NYSNA:

lesolutioa 9: Boapice Care
A substitute resolution was adopted and directs ANA ta
pursue collaboration with the National Hospice Organization and
other appropriate organizations to obtain reasonable and
sufficient reimbursement for terminal ca.re services which
includes hospice care.
IYSIA:

IYSNA: Since the resolution asks SHA action, I recommend
that an appropriate communication be sent from the NYSNA Board of
Directors to tne United States Senators and Representatives from
lev York.

•urse Expert Witness and Consu1tation Ser•ice
to

the

ANA

Board

'-'·f

Directors

for

its

leport ot the
Board or Directors: Loag-Bange, Strategic, and
Buaineaa Planning tor the Aaericaa •ursea' Association
Each of these plans was amended and adopted.

NTSMA:

Since the plans will have significant immediate and
long-range effects for both AHA and NYSNA, I recommend that an
analysis be undertaken by starr in relation to the plans and the
HYSIA Action Plan. Consideration ~hould be given to revising the
NYSIIA Action Plan next year. I also recommend distribution or
the AHA plan3 to tbe KYSNA Districts.
•
0,

.t.

; ·1:" .,·~
(µP'".

/

ror

Amended and adopted; directs ANA and the SNAs to support the
people of Guam, the Commonweal\h of Puerto Rico, the Virgin
Islands, American Samoa, and the Commonwealth of Northern Mariana
to secure their voting rights.

Referred
consideration.

.

:Mu D

i

No direct implications ~or implementation

Resolution 11:

I

NYSHA: Given the expectation that Kew York delegates will
have to take a position on this issue at the 1987 House, and that
advice will have to be given to the delegates from the Board of
Directors, I have the following recommendations:

,

!~-

Resolution 10:
or the Rigbt to Yote in
President and Yice-Preaident or the United States

...l:J..uJu

The House ot Delegates took the following action related to
this informational report:
directed the AIA
on Bylaws
to prepare amendm~nts for the 1987 Bouse of Delegates that permit
SNAs to expand their member~bip to include the future technical
nurse; also directed the AHA Board of' Directors and Constituent
Forum to develop a report to the 1987 House of Delegates
discussing the consequences of membership options.

No direct implications ror implementation

2eaoia~1oa 1: Dlaabarge Planning
Referred to the AHA Board ot Directors for identification
and clarification of issues stemming from the resolution, w 1th
consideration or development of a policy statement and an action
plan tor review by the 1987 House or Delegates.

:

1.
Distribute the discussion questions used by the
Constituent Forum in its delibera~ions or the subject ta the
DNAs.
Ask that the Districts plan and conduct (with JJYSHA
assistance) an open Corum tor membe:- discussion or the questions t-J'4~/},
and/or related materials. Distribute to the DI.As the Final Report_..,.,
of the Task Force on Organizational Implications ot the 1985
Proposal for their use in discussion.

2. Dedicate the spring meeting of the DIA Advisory Council
to a full discussion of the matter.

I~

L -v,,f':to
oi-'V..J
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1
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Y

3. Publish an invitation for members to express their views
the Board of Directors.

ij.
Provide for •dedicated• time in the Spring Board ot
Directors meeting for extensive discussion or the Districts and
members' feedback.

5. Hold a meeting of the Delegates to the: 1987 House prior
to (or as a part of) orientation activities to have· a full
discussion of strategy re the decision.
Unless this process is preempted by an IYSKA voting body
action this fall, it should provide sufficient input for a Board
or Director's recommendation to IYSKA delegates. There is not,
however, an organizational position or record vhich could be used
a to instruct delegates.
'<l-c,..w\,d, h~---J,.~lrN

Repor~ ot tbe
Board ot Direo~ors:
Liabili~r Iaaarance

Malprac~1oe

Amended and adopted. Directs tbe AIA Board to pursue
alternatives through which nurses can obtain atrordable
profesnional liability insurance; also adopted was dir0cti0n to
evaluate the restriction ot AIA's insurance plans to
only.

MYSHA:
2

•eport oa Fatare

lo direct

tor

3

•

_j

'.ro~iU?\ ·.
C°'->fl.J~, \

lesolat.ioa 12:
Fat.are

••••a

to

E•ery aurae~

Amended and adopted. Directs ANA to continue to implement
strategies to heighten tbe public auareness of the value of
nursing services. draw attention to tbe factors influencing
quality nursing care and reinforce the rights of nurses as
professionals.

HYSHA:

Ho direct implications for implementation.

luolut1aa 13:

Job-Pro~ected Parental and Medical LeaYe

Adopted as presented. Recommends to the ANA Board of
Directors a new legislative initiative to secure job-protected
parental and medical leave.
HYSIU:
Forward recomraendation to the NISHA Council on
Legislation tor its consideration.

leaolatioa 15: Tbe
ot For-Profit
Boapitala oa the ••raing Proteaaion and Patient Care

or

Referred to the AHA Board of Directors.

leso1ution 16:

Proteatiag

Civil Rights

Referred to the AHA Cabinet on Human Rights.

Report or the Cabinet on ••rsing Education: Scope or Practice f'or
Technical and Pro~essional lursiag
Although an informational report was given, the House of
Delegates adopted a specific timetable for completion of work in
progress to delineate scopes of practice for the future
professional and associate levels of practice.

Report or 1.be Cabinet on •ursing Education: Grandf'at.hering of'
Liceased Practical aurse/Licenses Vocational aarse to Associate
larae
The report was adopted along with an AHA position that
whenever a given state implements the title "associate nurse",
currently licensed LPN/LVNs be grandfathered into technical
nursing practice w 1th that title, and that the educational
requireaent of the associate degree in nursing be waived.

IYSNA: This position is consistent with the NYSHA bill and
requires no further implementation.
leaolatioa 17:

So~ool

Referred to the AHA Board of Directors.

lesolation 18: Iola ot t~•
Oraaaizat.:lo•• ••• Del.iwery ot Dlaaakr SePTt. . .

t••

Amended and adopted. Asks tbat 1•1 undertake a series or
actions to address th• role ot the protessional nurse in the
planning, organization, and del1Yery ot disaster aerYices. Aaong
the resolves adopted is •that the s•as be requested to sponsor
continuing education otterings oo disaster preparedness in
co!ljunction vith agencies sucb as the led Cross.• and •that AS.I.
encourage SI.la to urge their
to participate in already
existing disaster preparedness plans at the dtate and local
levels.•

NYSKA: I suggest that the IYSIA nursing education
be asked to consider a continuing education prograa on this
topic, and that tbe resolution be published in Report or Journal
to encourage individual
to participate in existing
disaster preparedness plans. Starr can identity appropriate
agencies and resources for
use.
leaolatioa 30: ••solution to Sapport tbe hrtb &nnadel
Their Deciaion o~ Unit
This res~lution was amended and adopted.
is required.

Resolution 20:
AIDS

Kobilizatioe o~

Referr~d to the Cabinet on

Report ot tbe Cabiaet on
luraing Protesaion

:la

lo turtber action

tor Care ot Persons with
Bights

l:lglata:

in the

Amended and adopted. AIA vas directed to develop a plan to
encourage recruitment and retention ot minority students in
nursing, to encourage SI.ls to recruit
nurses into
association membership. to encourage s•As to ~uggest names or
minority nurses tor
to SIA and national-level
positions.
Further, the res~lution asks AIA and the SKAs to
evaluate the processes through vbicb data are systematically
collected on characteristics or SI.I.
in order to make
information on affiraative action available.

HYSMA: I suggest that the first two SIA
be
referred to the IYSl.1 Council on
Rights tor it:s
consideration and recommendations. Alternatively. a
or
the Board could be appointed to consider the requests in some
depth. The
regarding collection of data can be
reterred tu staff to analy~e current aad projected ITSIA data
gathering.

5
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lesalatioD 21:

c~f\J~ \
..

Cultural DlYersitJ ln lursing

Amended and adopted. Directs ANA to demonstrate its
to improving the quality cf nursing education and
nursing care by inclusion or culturally relevant information in
tuture standards of nursing practice, nur-s1ng diagnoses,
certitication offerings, and continuing education offerings.

IISIA: Mo direct implications for implementation.
leaolatioa 23: Proaotion aad Sapfort tor Bealtb Care tor tile Poor
Referred to ANA Board or Directors.
lesolation 2,:
S~•t•- la laraiag SerYicea

of Co11paterized •ursins

Adopted as presented and directs AIU to encourage and
support nurses in the development and application of nursing
systems.
IYSXA:

Xo direct implications for implementation.

leaolatiea 25:

Saoke-Free Society

The resolution formally adopts the U.S. Surgeon General's
goal of a smoke-free society by the year 2000 and specifies a
number of actione to promote that goal.
IYSHA:

No direct implications for implementation.

leaolutioa 26: Use

or Saoke1eaa Tobacco and Cloye Cigarettes

Amended and adopted. Calls for a variety of AHA efforts to
educate consumers about the dangers associated with the use of
smokeless tobacco Bnd clove cigarettes.
AHA is directed to
support legislation to address this health issue and to request
SNAs to take similar efforts at the state level to develop
labeling practices which will in~orm potential consumers of the
risks attendant with the use of these products.

KTSNA: I suggest that the r&~olution be referred to the
Council on Legislation for its consideration.
leao1atioa

2T:

KYSIA:
Since lev York alreadJ has aandatory seat belt
legislation. no ~urther
is required.
Report ot
Board ot Directors:
Seleeti•• SerYice
legtatra~loa tor A11 Beait• Care Pro~...10-1.a

The House acted on this report by adopting the following:
"that
ot this Bouse •••utilize grass ro0ts action to
educate the public and congress about the history ot ~his
proreasion in voluntarily responding to the call ot this nation
in times ot conflict and peace. In addition. express to our
legislators our
as a professional group t-o be
required to register tor this dratt vhile tbe
or our
members have been denied equal rights.•
IYSIA: Since the Washington office is actively lobbying all
members ot Congress on this
there is no additional IYSHA
requireaent tor
·
leaolatioa 29:

larsu•

la t~e Aaericaa led Croaa

The resolution (subaitted by IIYS5A) vas aaended and adopted.
Actions include AIA
or SIAs and
to write
letters of concern regarding nurses' role in local chapters of
the American Bed Cross as well as regional Blgod Services; and
ANA
ot the
or SIAs to seek
representation at the 9olicy
level or tbe local and
national Bed Cross.
IIYSNA: I suggest that Jerry Cohen be asked to
to the MISKA Board or Directors his
appropriate

Incidental
adopted by the Bouse do not appear to
havG implementation considerations tor IYSIA.

MLO
8/7/86
(I:HLO)

Car Passenger Sa~ety

and adopted. Directs AKA to support its constituent
SIAs by endorsing state ettorts to achieve mandatory safety belt
use legislation. AIA is directed to participate in the national
~tfort to reduce highway deaths and injuries by working with
coalitions and other health and education groups concerned with
paasenger satety issues.
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THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES Assoc,ATION
ORGANIZATION CHART
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SPECIAL
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9/19-20/86 ADVISORY COOlfCIL ATTEBDAMCE
Dutrict:

1

2
3
4
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s
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Barbara Saullen, President
Respanv.

C.~ ~ , ~'dt.J-

In.grid Pearson, Presidant

Judith L,nch, President - 9/20 only

Martin Gleeson, President

7

Joanne Byrnes, President

8

Stasia Arcarese, President

9

10
11

12

13

,,,,

Charlene MclCaig, President

Louise Ivan, President-elect - 9/20 only

v

V

llepreaentative
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Haney

Michela, President

Anne Oboyski, President
Ellen Hunt, Past President and Board Member - 9/20 only

Patricia Sommers, President

Mary Ann Valinski, President
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Diana Mason, President 9 9 Rena Murtha, Executive Director

Nettie Birnbacb, President - 9/19 only

Barbara J. Malon, Executive Director
Shirley Haddad, President

Catherine Cornu-Quinn, President

17

Barbara Bodnar, President

18
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NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

·2113 We1tem Avenue, GulJderland, N.Y. 12084, (518) 456-5371
September 15, 1986
To:

Juanita Hunter

From:

Re:

Martha

Orr

Advisory Council

Enclosed for your use in preparing to chair the meeting or
the Advisory Council is a copy or the most recent meeting's
minutes.
The expected attendance for this meeting is excellent,
with sixteen districts having notified us that rep res entat i ves
will attend.

OBIEHTAT!OH DAY, September 19
The orientation day will include brief presentations of all
Programs and
Departments will address the following questions in their
orientation presentations:
1.
What are the general responsibilities of the
Program/Department?
2.
Vhat organizational units are staff by the program
and what is the nature of their functions?
3. Who are the principal staff members?
_4. What are the resources/services available to the
DF~•s and/or memhers through the program/department?
programs and departments, as well as the two of us.

For your presentation on governance of the Association, I

suggest that the participants be asked to refer to the by-laws
sections IV, (Board of Directors); VI, (Standing Committees);

VII, (Councils); and VIII, {Clinical and Functional Units). I
will have the organizations table of organization for their use.
(enclosed)
Y~ur discussion would be informal, and could simply
follow the by-laws, particularly Article IV. I also suggest that
you mention the committees of the Board: Appointments, Awards,
Finance, and Executive.

r
'

A

I also .suggest that you talk briefly about meetings o-r the
iY-,rd, and encourage the participants to attend a Board meeting
.(v,1.th advance notice). Explain that the agenda or the Board is
usually derived from the reports of organizational units,
requests of members, or requests from AHA.
Finally 1 I suggest that you mention the role or the Board in
maintaining liaison relationships with such agencies and
organizations as the Kedicel Society, the State Board, and other
nursing organizations.

In my presentation on Administration, I will explain the
staff structure and the staff role in implementing the policies,
programs, and activities of the Association. I iiill talk about
the organizational calendar and our efforts to achieve
systemmatic communication with the Districts and the membership •
_

BUSI HESS DAY: September 20

•

.1\~

_,kµ~v-•'"'1' Ahfl T

. 1'l:!: Agenda item IV includes the Program and Department
@~~J(/rHighlights which you received Saturday.
The President's Report
-~
usuallly includes a discussion of significant Board action at the
most recent meeting. I suggest that you report on the following:
••• development of the Association's manual of policies and
procedures

g~

••• approval of draft guidelines for the Commission on Health
Care (MSSHY, NYSHA)
I will report on the relocation of the Hew York City ofrice,
update on the data processing improvements,
figures,
and the mail ballot. I will also review the poli~y and procedure
on review of DHA By-laws.

Under agenda item V., ANA Activities, I suggest that you use
the House of Delegates implementation summary distributed at the
Board meeting to review the plans for implementation.
However,
since there are no implamentation plans that specifically involve
the Districts at this time, I suggest that you concentrate on the
future membership plan.
Stress the importance of avoiding a
voting body action· on the subject until the actual proposed bylaw is available ••• that we believe it premature to •close the
record" on this subject at this time •.• and that a plan f'or
obtaining the input or members and districts will be set in
motion if it seems impossible to avcid House of Delegates action
on the subject next June.
Since it is likely that some of the District Presidents were
&t the ANA convention, you should probably provide an opportunity
during this discussion for them to bring up matters or concern to
them.

.!llliri0~,1

I hope tbe!se suggestions are helpful to youG I'm sorry that" ·,.
I won't be able to see you Thursday evening, but I cannot get
beck from New York City until after ten o'clock.
I think a
breakfast meeting should be sufficient.

· ··
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back
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Martha L Orr, MN, RN

Con1Utuent of The American
NUl'lel AaoclaUon

Executive DINclor

. ,.,

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
2113 Westem Avenue, Guilderland, N.Y. 12084, (518) 456-5371

In my presentation on Administration, I will explain the
staff structure and the staff role in implementing the policies,
programs, and activities of the Association. I will talk about
the organizational calendar and our efforts to achieve
systemmatic communication with the Districts and the membership.

September 15, 1986
Juanita Hunter

From:
Re:

Martha Orr

BUSINESS Dlt: September 20

Advisory Council
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sizteen districts haYing notif'ied us that representatives
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I also suggest that you talk briefly about meetings or the
Bbird, and encourage the participants to attend a Board meeting
(with advance notice). Explain that the agenda of the Board is
usually derived from the reports of organizational units,
requests of members, or requests from ANA.
Finally, I suggest that you mention the role of the Boa?d !n
maintaining liaison relationships with such agencies and
organizations as the Medical Society, the State Board, and other
nursing organizations •
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For your presentation on governance of the Association, I
suggest that the participants be asked to refer to the by-laws
sections IY, (Board or Directors); VI, (Standing Committees);
VII, (Councils); and VIII, (Clinical and Functional Units). I
will have the organizations table of organization for their use.
(enclosed) Tour discussion would be informal, and could simply
follow the by-lavs, particularly Article IV. 1 also suggest that
you mention the committees of the Bo~rd: Appointments, Awards,
Finanee, and Executive.
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obtaining the input of members and district~ will be set in
motion if it seems impossible to avoid House of Delegates action
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Since it is likely that some or the District Presidents were
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I hope these suggestions are helpful to you. I'm sorry that
I won't be able to see you Thursday evening, but I cannot get
back from New York City until after ten o'clock.
I think a
breakfast meeting should be sufficient.
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Orient:aUon t:o BYSlfA Prograas, Departaent:s, Services

~11.J,~
9; 30 am
Governance:

Board of Directors
Committees of the Board
Liaison Relationships

10:00 am

Administration:

10:30-10:45

BREAK

10:45-12:30

Programs:

·
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Staff Organization
Organizational Calendar
Communication

Nursing Practice and Servi(je~
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Nursing Education
Legislation

Economic and General Welfare
12:30-1:30

•
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LUNCH
' ~

1:30-4:00

Departments:

I.(;)
· Data Processing

'J Membership
i:.J.u

~.
J;,
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Services

Services
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""Subject to revision and reordering at meeting
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Presiding:

Regular Bu~.. Jleet:iag

Juanita K. Hunter, President-elect

I.

Call to Order

II.

Incroductions

III.

Auuouncements

IV.

NYSRA Activities

.

I I ~ \ £Nit

A.

President's Report

B.

Executive Director's Report

c.

Program and Department Highlights

V. ANA Activities

VI.

A.

House of Delegates Action Summary

B.

Call for Nominations for 1987 Elections

Districts' Swmoary Reports

VII. Other Items
VIII.
IX.

MID/la
9/10/86

Next Meeting
Adjournment
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District Number: 1
President; Charlene Mcl<afg, R.N.
Administrative Director: Constance Cookman

Representative attending meeting: Charlene McKaig

Membership: 412 NYSNA/DNA

fil

DNA only

District Meetings:

1. Annual Meeting and Installation of Officers. Speaker: Dr. Virginia Allen,
Executive Secretary, State Board for Nursing.
May, 1986

2. District 11, Annual Convention Day and Awards Luncheon.
Speaker: Dr. Franklin Shaffer, NLN

3.

General Membership Meeting. Speakers:
by District #1 delegates.

Report of the ANA Convention

June, 1986

September 23, 1986

4. General Membership Meetings Calendar: November 10, 1986 and January 15
and March
16, 1987. Annual Meeting - May 18, 1987 and Annual Conference Day
June
4, 1987.

Special Projects:
1. Nurse and Legislator breakfast celebrating Nurse Recognition Week - Hay 9, 1986.
Hore than 65 people attended including Tl legislators or aides. Hosted by
District #1 legislative Conmittee.

2.

•call the Nurse Night" - Nurse Practice Conmittee and Channel 4 WIVB-TV
Call for Action program. Three nurse practitioners answered 40 calls on
women's health on May 25th. Health of the School Age Child will be the

second call the Nurse Night topic on October l, 1986.

3. Boulevard Mall Health Fair Days, June 11-13, 1986. District #1 and NYSNA
shared an infonnation/recruitment booth.
i
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4. Eleven
Sponsored:
5 week Clinical
Nurse Refresher Course - June 2 - Ju1y 3, 1986.
participants
•
5. Sponsored: One Day Line Therapy Program - June 17, 1986.
Forty six participants. To be repeated October 1986.
6. Continuing
in Nursing. activity:

two presentations of module on Ethical Decision-Making

7. Continuing activity: Nurses Helping Nurses Program
8. District 11 Newsletter: Sunmer and September, 1986.
{over}

1325 north forest road, williamsville, n.y. 14221 (716) 688-1252

Membership Promotion Activities:
1. District sponsored a membership co11111ittee member to ANA Membership
Reg;onal Workshop in Philadelphia - September, 1986.
2. A~inistrative Director attended 2 conferences, May, 1986 and staffed
a recruitment table.
District #1 goals for 1986-1987:
Support clarification efforts for Entry into Practice
Increase Membership
Continue Fiscal Stability

THE HEW YORtC STAT:':: NURSES ASSOCIATION
STAFF ROSTER FOR ADVISORY COUNCIL BEPRESEHTATIVES
September 1986
Executive Director - Martha L. Orr
Deputy Director - Elizabeth Carter
Director of Business Affairs - Robert R. Sacco
Administrative Assistant to the Executive Director
Wendy H. Burbank
Confidential Secretary to the Executive Director - Lee Marsh
~d•inistrative Asaistant to the Deputy Director - Grace Kimmey

Assistant, Business Affairs - Jill Lind

Director of Membership Services - Janet Palombo
Administrative Assi~tant, Membership Services - Sylvia Cornell
lursing Education

Director - Josephine LaLima
Associate Director - Barbara Zittel
Administrative Assistant - Gloria Bourque
5arsiag Practice and Serwices

Director - Frances Feldsine
Associate Director - Karen A. Ballard
Associate Director - vacant
Administrative Assistant - Melissa Kaczor
LegislatiYe Progra•

Director - Janet P. Hance
Associate 9irector - Christine L. Tofflemire
Administrative Assistant - Martha Radley
and General VelCare

For questions about E&GV matters, please call:
Martha L. Orr, Executive Director
Orgaaiza~ion SerYicea

Director - Karen Maune
Assistant - Jane Schwartz

1

I

ea...n1cat1ona. Publications and Public Relations
Director, Communications and Publicationa - vacant
Coordinator, Public Relations - Hardi J. Massaroni
AdministrativP. Assistant - Wendy Lang
Library
Director - Warren G. Hawkes
Administrative Assistant - Jean Van Voris
••cords

Project

Records Managesent Coordinator

WMS

9/19/86
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Carol Gallacchi
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American Nurses' Association, Inc.
2420 Pershing Road, Kansas City. Missouri 64108
(816) 474-5720

Washington Office:

1101 14th Street. NW.

Suite 200
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 789-1800

Margrelta M. Styles, EcW., RN., F.A.A.N.

President

Judilh A. Ryan. Ph.D., R.N.
Executive Director

TO:
. FROM:

SNA Presidents and Executive Directors
Margretta M. Styles
President

DATE:

August 20, 1986

RE:

Report to ANA's Members and Organization Officials Regarding Fiscal
Status of the Organization

During the transition of the American Nurses• Association into a federated
structure, the Board of Directors has paid particular attention to its
fiduciary accountability for the corporation and to the concomitant need to
clarify fiscal relationships between ANA and its member states.
In 1983, the association moved to a function-based budgeting system in order
more clearly describe the functions and related program activities in which
ANA was engaged. In 1984, an accounting system which provided the capability
to identify how much those activities cost was instituted.
to

ANA's financial position is fully described in the annual reports for the
years 1983, 1984, and 1985. Throughout those three years ANA's operating
expenses increased, primarily due to expansion of programs to meet the needs
of the profession and constituents and to the effects of inflation. Operating
revenues, however, could not keep pace.

:;j

The base rate of the ANA dues/assessment has not changed since 1980, when it
increased from $35 to $55. Nevertheless, in the period 1981-1985, because of
inflation {estimated at 30.6 percent for the period) and because of the number
and amounts of increases in SHA dues rates (increases in 47 SNAs), the net
effect has beeP a substantial shift of financial resources within the
federation. The proportion of the total •dues dollar• coming to the national
organization has declined, and the share retained by the state organizations
has correspondingly increased. Such a shift is cc;nsistent with streamlining
the operation at the national level and diverting additional resources for
program implementation to the state level.

-J!t

In 1984 and 1985, in spite of careful management, planning and investment, ANA
has had net operating losses. This, in turn. has had deleterious effects on
the Reserve Fund as monies from the Reserve Fund have been needed to offset
operating deficits •
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At _the pre-convention Board of Directors meeting in June, shortfalls in
proJected revenue for convention and certification were identified.
Subsequent cost analysis in August verified a total pt·ojected deficit of
$2.336,000. It is within this context that the ANA Board of Directors is
examining association operations.
As of June 30, 1986, the Reserve Fund balance, available to finance deficits

in the General Fund, had a cash and investment balance which represented 10-12
weeks of General Fund operations. Any dues assessment increase that might be
proposed cannot be implemented unt"il January 1988. Furthermore, potentia 1
revenue from non-dues related income will not be substantial enough in 1986 or
1987 to impact the association's fiscal status.
In the face of this fiscal picture, the Board of Directors faces a three-fold
challenge: 1) to assure efficient management of program activities budgeted
for 1986; 2) to launch AHA' s strategic plan; and 3) to invest sufficient
resources to undertake program activities which have the potential to realize
significant non-dues revenue 1n the illDllediate future.
The Board of Directors, therefore, thoroughly reviewed all budgeted activities
for 1986 within the parameters of the action of the 1986 House of Delegates
and strategic plan. All FUNDED PROGRAM ACTIVITIES Will PROCEED EXCEPT THOSE
REFLECTED IN THE FOLLOWING ACTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Budget adjustments have been made to realize savings of approximately one
million dollars in the following areas:
l!i1CU.(MS
{]fl~-

o Eliminating travel and per diem for official visits, field services and
consultation to constituent states, barring prior commitments.
o Funding one representative, rather than two, to the meeting of the
Constituent Forwn in December.
o Reducing costs associated with executive and governance support to the
Washington office.
o Establishing a moratorium on development of new contractual relationships
with external consultants.
o Sharply curtailing the number of staff and official participants in
critical liaison activities.
o Eliminating ANA stipends and reimbursement for SNA participation in the
following activities:
• Strategy meeting on labor relations (November 11-12);
- Advanced staff development/labor relations (October 30-31);
- Regional local unit leadership development workshop.
o Deferring, until January 1987, the orientation of officials to priorities
within the strategic plan.
o Deferring the following meetings for the remainder of 1986 and scheduling
meetings in 1987 within the parameters of the strategic plan:
- ColllJlittee on Bylaws;
Connittee on Ethics;
Cabinet on Economic and General Welfare (strategy meeting with SNA
representatives and cabinet work day will be held);
- Cabinet on Human Rights (cabinet representatives will be used to consult
an AIDS activity);
Cabinet on Nursing Education (Scope of Practice Task Force will meet);
- Cabinet on Nursing Researchi
Cabinet on Nursing Services;

TI .,
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Cabinet on Nursing Practice Peer Review Conaittee;
Cabinet on Nursing Practice Task Force on Future Practice;
Council on Continuing Education Executive C011111ittee;
- Council on Cultural Diversity in Nursing Practice Executive ColllDittee;
- Council on Medical-Surgical Nursing Practice Executive Committee;
Board on Accreditation;
- Board on Certification;
- Committee on Credentialing;
- Committee on Impaired fL:-c:.ing Practice;
- Conmittee on Legislation;
- ANA-PAC Board (third meeting);
- Task Force on Accreditation~: nursing Services;
- The Technical Advisory Counittee to the Center for Nursing Research;
- Task Force on Access and-Utilization of Nursing Information Resources.
o Deferring the development and implementation of the following new
initiatives:
- Leadership develoixaent program for SHA Presidents and Executive
Directors;
- Practice Management Program.
o Marked curtailment or deferral of the following <lCtivities:
- ANA staff travel and staff development activities;
- Hospitality expenditures;
- Cancellation of the Executive letter, and two issues of the Political
Nurse;
- Cut pages from three of the four issues of The American Nurse if the
editorial content is not supported by advertising revenue;
- Production of annual SNA survey for 1987;
- Development and production of new marketing brochures;
- Development of models for perinatal nursing practice;
- Council recruitment activities;
- Elimination of contributions to external organizations;
- Deferring implementation of new model for accreditation of continuing
education;
- Cancellation of conferences and workshops that do not meet existing
criteria for cost effectiveness;
- Consideration of deferral of board appointments;
- Requesting that the ANA affiliate organizations reimburse ANA for
selected costs.
The Board of Directors has made additional budget adjustments related to fixed
costs and will review additional cost analyses fo September and make every
effort to further reduce expenditures to achieve a lower deficit than had been
previously approved by the board.
ANA staff will work directly with member SNAs and officials to develop
alternative ways in which to continue the critical work of the organizational
units by telephone and mail.
Streamlining the operation and fiscal reorientation townl ANA' s strategic
plan will require creativity1 careful comunication, and coordination. We
know that members, officials, and staff share in a 1111tual coaitment to
enhance the organizational strength of ANA.
HMS:mw
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Administration,

Board of Directors
Committees of the Board
Liaison Relationships
Staff Organization
Organizational Calendar
Communication

BREAK

10:45-12:30

Programs:

12:30-1:30

LUNCH

l:30-4:00

Nursing Practice and Services
Nursing Education
Legislation
Economic and General Welfare

Departments:

Library
Communications/Publications/Public Relations
Data Processing
Organization Services
Membership Services
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Presiding:

-

Replar BWliueaa lleet:ing

Ellen H. Burtis, President

I • Call to Order
./ II.

Introductions

v' III.

Announcements

J1v.

HYSNA Activities

/A.

Executive Director's Report
ri~~, JnJl{ ·.j: °\JJ,w,;,l.-.,'Jy/:,
C. Program and Department
.
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VI.

A.

House of Delegates Action Summary

B.

Call for Nominations for 1987 Elections

Districts' SWllll8ry Reports

VII.

Other Items

VIII.

Next Meeting

IX.

HLO/la

9/10/86

Adjournment
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Martha L Orr. MN, RN

Executlwe Director
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NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
2113 Western Avenue, Gulldertand, N.Y. 12084, (518) 456-5371

August 14, 1986
TO:

Presidents and Executive Directors, Constituent District
Nurses Associations

FROM:

Martha L. Orr, Executive Director

RE:

Guidelines for Review and Evaluation of Bylaws of

Constituent District Horses Associati~ns and Horses

Associations Wishing to Becoae Constituent

Associations

At its April 11, 1986 meeting the NYSNA Committee on Bylaws noted
that policy and procedure do not exist to interpret and apply
consistently and formally the provisions in NYSNA Bylaws which
delineate the bylaws requirements of constituent district nurses
associations. The Committee also noted that Constituent District
Nurses Associations frequently request NYSNA assistance in formulation of bylaws and bylaws amendments which are •in harmony
with• those of NYSNA, as NYSNA's Bylaws require. The Committee
determined that establishment of formal guidelines for such
interpretation and application of NYSNA Bylaws requirements is
essential for effective response to pending and anticipated
requests for assistance to DNAs and ~ssential for procedural
compliance with NYSNA bylaws provisions contained in Article

XVIII.

The Committee formulated the attached •Guidelines for Review and
Evaluation of Bylaws of Constituent District Nurses Associations
and Nurses Associations Wishing to Become Constituent Associations.• These Guidelines were approved by the Board of Directors
at its July 1986 meeting. Relevant NYSNA Bylaws provisions are
included in the Guidelines for DNAs' review and application of
the document.
The Committee has determined that, in order to implement properly
the procedures set forth in the Guidelines, all district bylaws
currently in force should be reviewed. A response form is

enclosed.
The form should either accompany a copy of your
district's current bylaws or convey the mes~age that your
district's bylaws were sent to NYSNA within the past few months
and no amendments to those bylaws are contemplated at this time.
If you have any questions or comments about the Guidelines and
their application, do not hesitate to contact me. Thank you for
your· assistance.

WMB

Enclosures

cc:

NYSNA Committee on Bylaws
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GUIDELIIES FOi aEYIEV
EYALUATio• OF
BYLAWS OF COISTITU£1t DISTIICT IUISE3 lSSOCIATIOIS AID
JSSOCIATIOIS WISBIIG TO BECOME
ASSOCIATIOIS
(in compliance with provisions contained in
NYSNA Bylaws Article XVIII)

IHTRODUCTIOH
for use by:

These Guidelines are intended
1.

Constituent district nurses associations and nurses
associations wishing to become constituent associations
in their preparation of bylaw provisions affected by
NYSlfA Bylaws Article XVIII - Constituent District
Nurses Associations.

2.

The NYSNA Committee on Bylaws in its advice to
constituent district nurses associations concerning
proposed bylaws amendments related to constituency
requirements and its examinations of such amendments
For compliance with NYSNA Bylaws Article XVIII, and in
its review of bylaws of nurses associations wishing to
become constituent associations.
The NYSNA Board of Directors in its consideration of
the Committee's findings concerning compliance with
NYSNA Bylaws Article XVIII of constituent district
nurses association's bylaws and bylaws of nurses
associations wishing to become constituent associations.

All evaluations of and actions concerning bylaws of constituent
di~trict nurses associations and nurses associations wishing to
becoae constituent associations shall be made in accordance with
the provisions of NTSMA bylaws.
In their evaluations and
actions, the Committee on Bylaws and the Board or Directors shall
not, in any circumstance, exceed the scope of authority
established by the provisions or NYSNA bylaws.

8ELEYAII IYSKA BYLAWS PROVISIOXS

IJSIA Bylaws Article XVIII
Associations, states, in part:

Constituent District Nurses

Section 1.
District nurses associations which have been or which
hereafter
be 6rsan1zed, whose bylaws are in harmony
vitb the bylaws or this association and have been
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approved by a majority vote of the Board of Directors
this association, shall be recognized as constituent
associations or this association.

or

Section 3.
It shall be the duty of each constituent district
nurses association of this association to:
a)
require that all or its members have the
qualifications specified in Article II Members, Dues, or these bylaws;
b)
confer with the Committee on Bylaws of this
association concerning any proposed
amendments related to constituent
requirements;
c)
adopt and maintain bylaws in harmony with the
bylaws of this association and send to this
association up-to-dPte copies;
Section JI.
Any constituent district nurses association which fails
to
with the constituent requirements of these
bylaws, or for other cause deemed sufficient, may be
disqualified as a constituent association of The Hew
Tork State Nurses Association by a two-thirds vote of
the Board of Directors, provided due notice bas been
given the constituent district nurses association at
least three months before the vote is taken.

Section 5.
A constituent district nurses association which has
been disqualified may be reinstated by a two-thirds
vote of the Board of Directors.
IYSNA Bylaws Article II - Members, Dues, states, in part:

Section 1. Qualifications
A member is one:
k)
who has been granted a license to practice as
a registered nurse in at least one state,
territory, possession or District or Columbia
of the United States or is otherwise lawfully
so entitled to practice and who does not have
a license under suspension or revocaticn, and
b)
whose application for membership has been
accepted in accordance with association
policy, and
d)
who has not been suspended or expelled by
this association.
IYSNA

Byla1u Article VI - Standing
on Bylaws, states, in part:

b) the
2)

Committees,

Section

3.

shall:
advise constituent district nurses associations
concerning proposed bylaws amendments related to
2

3)

constituent requirements;
review the bylaws or a nurses association wishing
to become a constituent association o~ this
·association and report its findings to the Board
of Directors.

DEFIHITIOHS OF COHSTITUEHCI REQUIREHEITS
NYSNA bylaws require that. in order to be recognized as
constituent associations of NYSNA, di3trict nurses associations:

1.
2.

Maintain bylaws which are •in
with• those of HYSHA;
and
Require that all of their members have the qualifications
specified in Article II - Members, Dues, or NISIA b~avs.

The Association deems the term •in harmony with• to express the
elemental aspect of the constituency issue,
incorporating both
its own intrinsic definition and the Article II requirements
concerning membership composition..
Hence, the Association
interprets the term "in harmony with• to mean that:
1.

DNA stated purposes and functions can be greater than
or less than the stated purposes and functions of
NISHA, but not in opposition to or in conflict with
those of NYSNA.

2.

DNA membership qualifications must specify that a
member is one:
Ca) who has been granted a license to
practice as a registered nurse in at least one state,
territory, possession or District of Columbia of the
United States or is otherwise lawfully so entitled to
practice and vho does not have a license under
suspension or revocation, and (b) whose application for
membersnip has been accepted in accordance vith
association policy, and (c) who has notbeen suspended
or expelled by this association.•

•It should be noted that, although Article XVIII requires that
all constituent district nurses association members "have the
qualifications specified in Article II,• deliberate exceptions
are made of the qualification "who has paid the current dues 9 in
Section 1 and all qualifications contained in Section 2/Dues.
Hember5 of separately incorporated and/or organized, autonomous
constituent associations who are not also
ot
have
no obligation to remit the organizational dues to which these
qualifications refer - i.e.,
dues.
Inclusion of these
qualifications as constituency requisites would be tantamount to
requirement that constituent association members be HYSHA members
as well. Such requirement would be wholly inappropriate in all
cases. In the cases of incorporated nurses associations wishing
to become or remain constituent associations, such requirement
may be unlawful.
3
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PROCEDURE

fil

SUBMISSION AID EVALUATION OF PROPOSED BYLAWS

Constituent district nurses associations should submit proposed
bylaws
to the NISNA Committee on Bylaws by October 1
or by March 1 of the year. The Committee w111 review bylaws in
meetings scheduled in November and in April. The Com~ittee will
identify provisions of constituent district nurses associations
bylaws amendments which may require modificstion and advise and
provide assistance to the constituent associations concerning
such modification.
The bylaws of nurses associations wishing to become constituent
associations will be reviewed and evaluated by the Committee and
Board accordinc to the timetable contained herein.
The
will make any necessary recommendations resulting
fro• its evaluations to the Board or Directors at its regularly
scheduled meetings in January and in May (or June).

IILO:VMB:b
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&ppro•ed by tbe IYSI& Board or Directors July 1986
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THE IEW IOR~ STATE IURSES ASSOCIATION
RESPONSE FORM

SUBNISSIOI OF DISTRICT BYLAWS FOR ROUTINE REVIEW
District I _ _ _ __
The District submitted current bylaws to HYSNA in
&nd year)
They

.

are current bylaws; the District does not anticipate

amending them in the near future.
The

District's current bylaws are attached.
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COMMENTS_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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------------------

Date
• • e._________________________________
District Position

---------------------------

Address ________________________________

Telephone

---------------

Plea&Se return this form to: v. M. Burbank, NISHA, 2113 Western
AYenue, Guilderland, II 12084.
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9/19-20/86 Advisory Council
Report of District 5
Date of Annual ll!eting:

May 19. 1986

lllaber of District Neetinqs: 5 General Membership Meetings
9 Board of Directors Meetings
I.

ll!libershfp

Total Membership: 310
Of the above total, 214 are District Only members.
II.

Nljor Program

Presented

September 23, 1986 - Wine and Cheese Reception
Speaker: Denise Murray. RH, Director, NY-Penn HSA "Health
Issues Affecting Our C01J111Unity•

'

1

Novembor 11, 1986 - Speaker:

i

I

•coanunication Disorders•

Donna Every, Speech Therapist

January 13, 1986 - Speaker: Elizabeth Carter, NYSNA Special
Associate for the Entry Into Practice Project
•Entry Into Practice Legislation•
March 11, 1986 - Joint Meeting with Sigma Theta Tau, Zeta
Iota Chapter
Program: SOS Players - Family Violence
May 8, 1986 - Fourth Annual Champagne Breakfast to Honor
Nurses' Week
Workshop: •Ethical Dilenmas in Nursing•
May 19, 1986 - Annual Banquet
III.

Areas of Nijor District Activity

District 5 goals for the year 1985-1986 included:
1.
2.
3.

To continue political activism and affect change in
nursing and health legislation.
To develop a positive professional image of nursing
in our conmunity.
To tighten the internal organizational structure of
the Oistrir.t for more effective team work.

-All-

',.

"

HSA Liaison - This non-voting Board member continues to keep
the District Board of Directors informed of HSA activities
and also relays Board concems to NY-Penn HSA.

UFLEIDTATION

Education and Practice C011111ittee - This connittee represents
a combination of the former Nursing Education and Nursing
Practice coamittees. Members planned all educational components
of general meetings and continued to serve our connunity
by coordinating monthly radio interviews with nurses on various
to~ics of health which have particular interest to consumers.
Th1s c011111ittee coordinated the Fourth Annual Nurses• Day
Champagne Breakfast attended by approximately 150 nurses
and friends of nursing. Mary Rohling, RN, was hono\-ed by
her colleagues for excellence and longevity in nursing practice
and was the keynote speaker. Fallowing the Breakfast, a
two-hour workshop was held entitled aEthical Dilennas fn
Nurs1ng.• Future coanittee plans include continuation of
work on a District Speakers• Bureau and networking with NYSNA
Districts 3, 4 and 15 plus Support Unlimited to present a
regional continuing education workshop in April 1987.

Nurse Pr~~titioner Special Interest Group - No formal meetings
were neld tM~ year.
Gerontological ~urses SrJecial Interest Group - This group
was officially wlco~~ under the District umbrella in May
1986~

Legislative C011111ittee - Members supported and continued active
participation in the NYSNA legislative program. Tw coanittee
members attended the invitational workshop held-by NYSNA
in December 1985. Intense lobbying, letter writing, and
telephone activity with Senator Warren Anderson and Assembl)men
Tallon and McNeil on Entry Into Practice, Exempt Clause Repeal
and Advanced Clinical Practice Bills were the hallmarks of
the legislative session. Coimittee members attended the
Legislative Reception in Albany in February 1986 where they
met and lobbied with several local legislators. A Lobby
Day ~as held on March 4, 1986. Approximately 15 graduate
nurs1ng students received their initial lobbying experience
while about 15-20 undergraduate students learned about the
legislative process. The conmittee sent two NYSNA representatives
to speak at the Nursing Forum on •Nurse Practitioners and
the Nurse Practice Act 11 on April 3, 1986. The Chair presented
the Second Annual District 5 Legislative Award at the Nurses
Day Breakfast to retired Assemblyman James McCabe fer his
many ye~rs of support ~f the Exempt Clause Repeal legislation.
The_Cha1~ and the Pres1dent ~resented a seminar on nursing
~eg1slat1on to graduate nurs1ng students in a professional
1ssues course where legislative participation was a portion
of the course requirement. The Chair also spoke at our local
conmunity college school of nursing on Entry Into Practice.
Future plans include continuing attempts to include more
conswners in committee activities and beginning work on studying
health as well as nursing legislation.

Public Relations and Membershi¥ Collllrittee - Members announced
the agenda for National Nurses Week to the media and arranged
for several TV and radio interviews. The Chair presented
the Second Annual District 5 Media Award to Mr. Bill Parker
and radio station WNBF for their continuing support of nursing
through their monthly interviews with local nurses. The
coamittee arranged a press conference at the Nurses' Day
Breakfast which was attended by several local media. The
comittee was also responsible for the appearance of a one-page
op/ed set of articles on the pros and cons of collective
barg~inin~ in the local press, May 1986. Future plans include
cont1nuat1on of work on the feasfbility of a newspaper column
to be written by District members plus other projects aimed
at increasing the positive professional image of nursing
to our co111r1Unity. Also, members wilt plan the annual Wine
and Cheese Reception which has as its primary focus an increase
in District membership.
Bylaws Connittee - All revisions were completed and approved
by NYSNA. The new bylaws were voted into place at the annual
~nquet in May 1986. One revision is to change the District
f1scal year to November-October--thus, the election of officers
will take place in November 1986. All current officers graciously
offered to remain during the transition from May to November
1986.

Finance Conmittee - Members will be doing a prospective budget
for the new fis~al year 1987.
-A12-

Othe: - President~ Vice President and Chair of Legislative
Con1111ttee attended the AHA Convention in Anaheim, California
in June 1986.
IV.

Innovative Efforts to Involve Nurses in the Association

Annual Wine and Cheese Reception is specifically aimed
at increasing District membership.
The Historian project continues to trace the root~ of
District 5.
-A13-

Media campaigns continue to.present a positive professional
image to the cOM111Unity and to other nurses as well.
This helps area nurses to see the benefits of District

memershfp.

Increased networtfng with other NYSNA Districts, local

schools of nursing. Sigma Theta Tau, and special interest
groups helps the District in program development and
idea sharing.

Special meetings to meet special needs - i.e., District
held meetings with local nurses who had been "outplaced 11
from acute care institutions to help with short-term
problem solving and decision making.
(signed) Judith Shannon Lynch
President

-Al4-

1986-87

1986-81 ll'SWA-U.I.

KOffBLY C&LEIDA•

1986

October 1986
ftSIA
10/21

Board Committee on Appointments

10/30

Committee on Finance (pre-convention)
Agenda:
Committee Annual Report
Year-End Audit

CA.LUDD

Board ot Directors (post-convention)
Agenda:
Review or business transacted by Voting
Body

to Co-ittee on Finance
Schedule or Board and Finance
tor year
Voting Body Action Summary
to Board or
Directors, constituent district nurses associations,
organizational unita, CIP chairaen

Board of Directors (pre-convention)
Agenda:
Convention/Voting Body
Matters
Appointments to Committees/
Councils
ANA Nominations/Bylaws/
Appointments to AHF, COGFIHS

Orientation for newly elected Board
Committee on Bylaws
11/19

Welfare Plan Trustees

11/15

Deadline for nominations for AIF, COGFIIS

ns•a-ua
10/15

Deadline for AHA units to submit suggestions
to SIAs for nominations to national elections

.,

1986-87

1986-87

MOITBLY CILEIDAI

NOITBLY c.&LEIDU
.January 1981

1986

ltSIJ.

ns•&

Committee on Finance
Agenda: propose convention tees, delegate subsidy
Board of Directors

Agenda:

ffSl&-AIA
12/1

Deadline for nominations for 1987 national
elections

12/2

Deadline for suggested bylaws amendments

12/6-7
12/10-12

Constituent Forum

12/31

Comaittee on Bylaws reco-endations re
district bylaws
Approve convention tees, delegate subsidy
Appointment3

or

Awards Committee, Board

on Appointments

Advisory Council
Agenda: Schedule

or

meetings tor year

Board of Directors
Reporting Qf delegates to 1987 House of
Delegates

1/6

Deadline for nominations for AHA Council Executive
and Nominating Committees

IYSIA

1986-87 IISIA-AIA NOITBLY C&LEID&I

1986-87 IYSIA-UA IIOITBLY CD.EIDll

February 1987

llarcll 1987

IYSIA
Committee on Finance
Board or Directors
Agenda: consider KYSKA Honorary Recognition tor
selection in June

Nominating
ffSEA-AIA
3/1-3

HSIA-DA

ARA Board or Directors

Nominations due tor Council Awards
3/17

Deadline tor proposals to go betore Bouse
Delegates

or

1916-87

1986-87 IYSWA-U.I KOUBLY C.ILEIDA•

IIOITBLl'. CAI.UDO
llay 1987

April 1987

ns•1

aYSl.1

Committee on Bylaws
Agenda: NYSNA Bylaws
J>HA Bylaws

11/7-9

Mailing of first delegate packet

Orientation tor ITSIA delegates to 11A House ot Delegates in
Guilderland and lew Tork City Otticea (atter the 20th)
Awards

(or June betore Board

5/13-15

Mailing or second delegate packet

5/15

Deadline tor
ot
Co-ittees on Bylaws and Ethics

tor

1986-87

1916-17

IIOffBLY
.June

Ja1y 1987

1987
USIA

Awards Committee (or Hay)
on Finance
Agenda: Budget
Board ot Directors

Agenda:

Sudget
Committee on Bylaws recommendations re
district bylaws
Awards Committee recommendations
Honorary Recognition selection

6/3-5

Board of Directors

6/8-11

Bouse

or

Delegates

BOffBLY CD.EDD

.

.

1986-87

1986-IT

MOITBLY

ns•.a-u.a

Septellber 1987

August 1981

Weltare Plan Board of Trustees

Board Co-ittee on Appointments
co-ittee on Finanue
Agenda:

De~dlir.e for
for appointment to AHA Committees
on Honorary Awards, Mary Mahoney Award, Pearl Mciver Public
Health Nurse Avard, Hall of Fame, Credentialing, Delegate
Credentials and Reference

IIOffBLY CALE.DA•

Audit

Board or Directors
Agenda:
Board Co-ittee on&ppointaents'
£or appointments
tor AKA Rational Awards
(due 10/2)
Advisory Council (two-day orientation/business
before Board of Regents Legislative Conference

IYSl.&-.&IA
9/16-18

Board o~ Directors

... -

1986-87

•rs•A-UA NO.TBLY CALEIDAa
October 1987

ns•a
Committee on Finance (pr&-convention)
Agenda:
Committee Annual Report
Year-End Audit
Board

10/2

vmb

or

Directors (pre-convention)
Convention/Voting Body Matters
Appointments to Councils/Committees not
made at September meeting
AHA Nominations/Bylaws

Agenda:

Deadline tor nominations for national awards

end of document
inclusive or 13 months
dratt: 9/86

Good afternoon.
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ua Ellan Bu:ms, President o:f the lfev York

State .Nurses Association, a professional. nurse J1811bership organization of approxhately 31,000.

I presented the Allsociation•s

statement to the Regents in 1984 aa President-elect and ma pl.eased.

to have that opportunity onca again.

one

unsettling aspect o:t this

presentation is that I will be addressing several of t h e ~
S1'ATEIIE!iT

OF
THE NEW YORIC STATE RtmSES ASSOCIA'rIOlf

BY
EI,I,Elf H.

ms,

HSN, RN, PRESIDENT

issues that I did in 1984.

OUr

Association's hope is that nov,

with the pacesetting Regents Action Plan di•-1nated and under
imple11entation, the Board 01! Regents will be able to turn its
attention to resolving the long-standing issues :facing the profession of nursing.

TO

BOARD OF REGENTS
LEGISLATIVE CONFERENCE
SEPl'EMBER S, 1986
ALBANY, NEW YORK

We have reviewed the Prelim.nary Slmllaries of the Regents 1987
Legislative proposals and vould like to coaent briefiy.

Certainly

efforts to assist ainority accaaa into professional education murt
be

strengthened.

Streamlining the professional'disciplina process

is also Ccmmlendable.

OUZ' Association would request

an opportunity

to study the new proposals in the Praliwinary SU'Jmlaries in detail
so that we can work with the Regents in improving the systea.
Since the purpose of this ~eranca is to provide input froa
the profession prior to tha Board of Ragants finalization of its
l.987

legislative proposals, this statnant vill :fOCIIS on those

professional nursing i&aues Which :uy nqqira a COllbina.tion at
legislative, budgetary and progrrmtic support trma the Regents.

~5
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For twenty years the professional organi%ation of nurses has
sought upgrading and standardization of its educational base.

The

Clearly the rapid escalation ot lmovledga and technology
requires changes in nursing education, just as it spawned the need.

professional organization has also proclaimed the grOliing need for

to update general education.

nura.. with graduate educational preparation for teaching, leader-

who are prepared to deliver the services required.

ship and research positions.

programs, for example, are the only nursing education prograas that

these

over and over again, the need f'or

changes has be.en doc:uaented.

'l'be latest doCUlllent to which I

'l'he needs of society

tfew•nd

nurses

Baccalaureate

prepare students to function in COllllUJUty settings as wall as in

draw your attention is the March 1986 Report on Nursing from the

institutional facilities.

United States Department of Health and ·Human Services.

sites and home care tar exceeds the supply of adequately prepared

One of

their findings is that, •Population growth, the aging population

The rapid growth in ambulatory care

nurses.

and other factors are expected to increase the demand for the

services of health personnel in the future.

It i~ ~xpacted that in

The federal government took action to stimulate an increase in

most of the heal.th fields, supply and requirements in 1990 and 2000

nurses with graduate preparation in clinical areas by passing the

will be in rough balance.

Hurse Education Amendments of 1985 (P.L. 99-92).

However • • • the supply of nurses

'l'he legislation

prepared at baccalaureate and higher degree levels are expected to

was described as recognizing that •unprecedented advances in

fall short of the projected requirements.• Specifically, the Report

scientific knowledge and the application of new ~ecbnologies have

states that "projected requirements for full-time equivalent

increased the complexity of patient care and have created a criti-

registered nurses with bacealaureate degrees are about twice the

cal need for nurses with specialized education in ~ainiAtration,

projected supply for 1990 and 2000.

primary care, geriatrics, h0118 and commnity based nursing • • • 11

For nurses with graduate

degrees, tbe requirements are about three times higher than the
projected supply." In contrast, the supply of diploma and associate

The shortage of nurses prepared at the graduate level has

degree prepared registered nurses is projected to far exceed the

also led to a paucity of nursing research, thus hindering the

demand, and a fast approaching over supply of licensed practical

advancem8Iit of basic health care research and illness prevention

nurses is projected by 1990.

modalities.

The practical nurse projections are

Despite continued financial support by the federal

confirmed by recent data detailing the decline of employment

government, the Institute ot Kedicine study in 1983 concluded. that

opportunities for licensed practical nurses across the country.

more needed to be done to prmaota nursing rasearch.

An autcoae o:t

that realization was the passage of the Health Resaarch Extension

~:3

,,~-yg
.Qd..>vl·!::()tl.~
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Act ot 1985 (P.L.

99-158) which created a National Center for

establish needed generic baccalaureate

Nursing Research at the National Institutes of Health.

which I have referred concludes that the federal government has
calls on

the

a continuing supply of entrants into the (nursing) profession and

to rectify imbalances in geographic and specialty distribution".
OUr Association has noted the recommendation for closure of

five hospital diploma nursing programs during 1986 for which the
The

New York state Nurses Association

would ask the Regents to continue preparing for the future by
including in their plans for 1987, the following actions:
Support and active lobbying in seeking passage of the Entry
Into Practice legislation.

Such legislation would require

baccalaureata preparation for entry into professional nursing
and associate degree education for entry into associate
nursing.

A grandfather provision and delayed effective date

of the legislation will protect non-degreed nurses currently

licensed and those engaged in currant nursing studies.

2.

Encourage the establishment of generic baccalaureate nursing
programs in areas of th.estate without such programs and

Encourage the expansion of graduate degree nursing

prograJU

especially at the doctoral level and establish doctoral

The Report

privato sector to pick up their rightful responsibility to "assure

1.

3.

nursing programs within the State university systea.

states along with the health care industry and the

Regents are to be commended.

within the

State UnivGZ'sity systa.

The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Report to

recognized the need tor action and taken that action.

p:rc,gfflJIS

4.

Discontinue the addition of new associate

deg-res nursing

programs since those now in existance llC>ra thm.1 ll8et the need.
Of course we would seek support from the Regents tor the
Association's continued efforts to remove an exe-ption clause frOll
the current Hurse Practice Act, which allows unlicensed personnel
within the Office of Mental Health and the Office of Mental Retardation and Developmental Disabilities to practice nursing, and the
on-going efforts of our association to protect
Nurse Practice Act.

the

integrity of the

The Association's own 1987 legislative program

will be finalized at its convention in late October and will be
forwarded to the Regents and Department of Education officials.
I would like to close by reminding the Regents that the

changes in nursing education that I have outlined are a natiomu
concern and :movement.

The Changing nature of heal.th servic,ess as

well as problematic structure and finanetng of the health care
delivery system demand the aost coat-effective utilization of the
largest number ot providers - professional nurses.

IJlproving the

educational base of the profesHion and providing tor the efficient

use or nurses is consistent with socially responsible plamtlng to
provide needed heal.th care to the people of Hew York while assuring
both ~iacal responsibility and quality.There is still time for Hew

York State ta be the first ot tha large states to 1:ake definitive
action and prevent: the shortfall 1n adequately prepared nurses
which is otherwise destined to occur.

your help now.
Thank

EB/JPK/11r
8/26/,i6

you.

The nursing profession needs

I Would be pleased to answer any questions.

DI B1W YOB STATE NUISIS ASSOCIATIOR

'?BE UV YOB STAB Nl1ISES ASSOCUTIOB

Report to the Board of Directors

Report to the Board of Directors

Council on Human Rights
(Program)

Council on Human Rights
(Program)

March 14-1S, 1986
(Date of Board Meeting)

March 14-1S, 1986
(Date of Board Meeting)

Organizational Unit or Person Requesting Action:

Organizational Unit or Person Requesting Action:

Council on Human Rights

Council on Human Rights

Action Requested: The Council on Human Rights recommends that a letter
be sent from the Board of Directors to Directors of Nursing Service
-in New York State urging them to provide their nursing staffs with ongoing,
up-to-date educational programs on AIDS. NYSNA should make assistance
available to them in the form of names of potential consultants and other
useful resources upon request.

Action Requested: The Council on Human Rights recommends that a letter
be sent from the Board of Directors to Deans, Directors and Chairmen
of nursing education programs in New York State urging them to insure
that nursing students be required to learn current information about
AIDS and that experience in caring for AIDS victims be provided where
possible.

Backgrouud and/or rationale for request: New information about the disease
AIDS and its transmis&ibility is being uncovered regularly. Segments
of the press distort and sensationalize news about AIDS. Reports of
reluctance on the part of nurses and physicians to care for AIDS victims
continue and in some cases AIDS victims·have intentionally defied isolation
restrictions.

Background and/or ration.ale for request: New information at-out the
disease AIDS and its transmissibility is being uncovered regularly.
Segments of the press distort and sensationalize news about AIDS. Reports
of reluctance on the part of nurses and pbysicans to care for AIDS victiaa
continue and in some cases AIDS victims have intentionally defied isolation
restrictions.

T!le Council believes the AIDS crisis is deepening and that communication
from the Board to Directors to Nursing Service and Nursing Education
Programs is the most effective action the Association can take at this

The Council believes the AIDS crisis is deepening and that coimmnication
from the Board of Directcrs to Nursing Service and Hursing Education
Programs is the most effective action the Association can take at this
time.

time.

HLO/la
2/12/8$
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NEW YOll STAT! NURSES ASSOCIATION

REPOB.T TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

COUNCIL ON HUMAN RIGHTS
March 14•15, 1986
The Cou11cil on Human Rights met on March 7, 1986 and plans to meet next
on Kay 16, 1986.

I.

GRADUATES IH FOREIGN SCHOOLS OF NURSING
Reports of discriminatory activity against graduates of foreign
schools of nursing continue. NYSBA is comunicating this to the
Attorney General's office. Members of the Council on Human Rights
and NYSNA staff are actively seeking written evidence of alleged
discrimination.

II.

AIDS

New information about the disease AIDS and its transmissibility
is being uncovered regularly. Segments of the press disto~t and
sensationalize news about AIDS. Reports of reluctance on the part
of nurses and physicanG to care for AIDS victims continue and in
some cases AIDS victims have intentionally defied isolation restrictions.
The Council believes the AIDS crisis is deepening and that communication
from the Board of Directors to Directors of Nursing Service and
Nursing Education Program is the most effective action the Association
can take at this time. The Council therefore recOllll!!ends that:
Reca..endation 1

A letter be sent fro.a the Board of Directors to Directors of
Bursing Service in Bev York State urging them to provide their
nursing staffs with ongoing, up-to-date educational programs
on AIDS. RYSIU should make assistance available to thea in the
font of naaes of potential consultants and other useful resources
upon request.
le~ndation 2

A letter be sent froa the Board of Directors to Deans, Directors
and Chait'lletl of nursing education programs in tfev York State
urging thea to insure that nursing students be required to leam
current inforaation about AIJ>S and that experience in caring
for AIDS vi.ctilla be provided where possible.
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THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
MEETING OF ADVISORY COUNCIL
The Veronica M. Driscoll Center for Nursing
Guilderland, New York
September 14-15, 1989

irector

Council

OD HW1811

Rights

TENTATIVE AGENDA

Carol S. Fonehouse
Barbara C. May
Dorothy L. Ramsey
Claude H.H. Willis
I.olita Corapas, Chairmen

3/10/86

September 14
Orientation to NYSNA
9:30-

Welcome, introductions, announcements

9:45

Structure and governance of NYSNA
Table of organization

Articles of incorporation and bylaws
Board of directors
Administration
10:30

Presentation on the role of the conswner advisory
committee by chair of NYSNA's Conswner Advisory.
Council

11:00

Break

11:15

Relationships of constituent district nurses
associations and advisory council to NYSNA
Corporate
Bylaws
Leadership development
Decision making
Consensus building, joint actions
Membership recruitment
Other

12;45

Lunch

1:45

NYSNA programs and departments
Major programmatic directions and services

3:00

Break

3:15

NYSNA programs and departments, continued

4:00

Adjournment
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Juanita K. Hunter, NYSNA President

call to order
'II.

Introductions

., III.

Announcements

i
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_ _ _ __
TIME_____________
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TO REACH:

Jv.

INQUIRY

I

I

NYSNA MEMBER._ _ _ __
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Update on major issues

JA.
'
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Activities related to nursing shortage - f f ~ . & - ~
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AMA proposal for registered care technologist - .,-.(. J3cJL!v'rl...,

.JC.

ANA 1989 House of Delegates -

I

VIII.

av___

NAH~ ________________TITLE.______________

Jrv.

J VII.

TOPI ...· - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

f. -··· --'1~-1-0N_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _DATE: _________TIME : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Business Meeting
Presiding:

INQUIRY

Cl)yn~t L

September 15
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XI.
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THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

Conslltuent of The ,. .aertcan

ll!lrthll L Orr, UN, RN
Eucullft Dfractor

NurwAaocJallon

Nursing Practice and Services Program
TOPICS

FOR
TELEPHONE MESSAGES

1.

AIDS

2.

Credentialing/Certification

J.

Ethical Issues

4.

Entrepreneurship

5.

Legal Issues

6.

Miscellaneous

7.

Nursing Shortage

a.

Registered care Technologists (RCTs)

9.

Request for Publications

10.

Request for Speakers

11.

Scope of Nursing Practice

12.

Third Party Reimbursement
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NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
2113 Watem Awnua, GuUdedand. N.Y. 1208C, (511) Gl,.5371

THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
Council on Ethical Practice
Position Statement on Abortion
OVERVIEW: The council on Ethical Practice, in response to increased
legislative activity concerning the abortion law as we11 as requests
frOlll the professional nursing community with regard to their rights
and responsibilities and the rights of their clients pertaining to the
issue of abortion, has studied and researched the issue and hereby
presents its opinion and recommendations. This pasition statement
essentially incorporates the American Nurses• Association•s 1978
Statement on Abortion. (Attachment)
POSITION STATEMENT: ·The 1973 decision of the Supreme Court legalizing
abortion remains a controversial issue. Advocacy groups on both sides
of the issue, Pro-life and Pro-choice, remain locked in legislatures,
courts, and media of the nation while debating their diverse and
separate positions. In the midst of this national conflict are the
nurses and those clients that are directly and actively involved in
abortion procedures.
Both the nurse and the client have individual rights that are clearly
supported in the l'.NA Code for Nurses with Interpretive statements. In
addition, the professional nurse has certain responsibilities that
must be met while providing care to women who choose to have abortions. These rights and responsibilities can be described as follows:
CLIEN'rS 1 RIGHTS: Women have individual rights to decide if
they will bear a child and under the law may decide to have a
legal abortion. Women also have the right to information
regarding alternatives. The patient who chooses to have a
·legal abortion has a right to competent, supportive care, both
physical and psyehological.. The nursing profession accepts
the obligation of providing competent nursing care as a major
responsibility. The patient who Chooses to have a legal
abortion has a right to freedom from imposition of other•s
beliefs or judgmental attitudes. The patient who chooses to
have a legal abortion has a right to information and counse1ing in an environment where there is .AUtual trust and personalized care before, during and after the abortion is performed. The patient who Chooses to have a legal abortion has
a right to receive care·in an environment which provides
privacy with specific nursing expertise.

•
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IRJBSES' RIGHTS AND RESPONSrBrUTIES: Professional nurses have
a right to their own moral, ethical and religious beliefs.

Nurses have a responsibility to give good care without impos-

ing their personal beliefs on patients who choose to abort.
The nurse has a right, except in an emergency situation where
the client's needs will not allow tor substitution, to refuse
to participate in a voluntary termination of prsgnancy. The
nurse further has a right not to he subjected to coercion,
censure or to discipline for reasons of.such refusal. The
nurse has a right and responsibility to seek employment in
areas where the care of women choosing abortions will not be
assigned. The nurse has the responsibility to give the
patient objective information and to provide access to resources before, during and after a voluntary termination of
pregnancy. The nurse has a right to an educational preparation which will enable one to meet the emotional, physical and
psychological needs ot women who are considering having, or
have had a voluntary termination of pregnancy. The nurse has
a responsibility to obtain this education.

.

RECOMMENDATION: The council concurs with the guidelines for nursing
actions with regard to abortion procedures presented in the 1972 issue
of the NYSNA Legislative Bulletin which are listed below:
1-

In recognition of an equal right to privacy and personal dignity,
no patient should be subjected to prejudicial attitudes or undue
pressure on the part of nurses regarding one's individual decision

on abortion.

2.

No individual patient or group of patients should be left unat-

tended or uncared ~er in any stage o~ an abortion procedure. All
efforts should be made by health administrators to provide the
patient with services of registered nurses who do not object to
the concept of abortion.

3.

Registered nurses who object to participating in abortion
procedures must make this fact known, in writing, to their employers.

4.

caring for the patient before or after an abortion is not regarded
as participating in an abortion.

5.

Registered nurses who object to direct counseling of the patient
seeking abortion should refer the patient to the agency or provider where counseling can be obtained.

The council on Ethical Practice maintains the position that abortion
is a moral rather than a social or health issue and reaffirms its
support of the 1971 legislation (A-1781, Wemple) protecting the rights
of professional nurses who refuse to participate in any operation that
violates an individual's conscience or religious beliefs.
Approved by the HYSNA Board of Directors, Kay 18-19, 1988
B:IBL:IOGRAPHY

American Nurses• Association. Code for Nurses With Int~retive
statements. Kansas City, MO: American Nurses• Assocation, 1985.
Horsley, J.E. "Can You Refuse to Assist in Abortions?"
1987):

65.

NYSNA. NYSNA Legislative
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BUlletin 14 (April 1972): 2 •

Thompson, J.E. and Thompson, H.o. Bioethical Decision Haking ror
Nurses. Norwalk, CT: Appleton-century-crotts, l.985.
Wallis, c. "Abortion,· Ethics and the Law• Time (Ju1y 6, 1987): 82.
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Conslltuent af The American
NunesAaodatlcn

Martha L Orr, MN, RN
ExecutlYe Director

AMERICAN NURses· ASSOCIATION

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

Diviiion on Maternal and Child Health Nursing Practice

2113 Western Avenue, Gulfdertand, Nttw York 12084-9501

Statement on Abortion

TEL (518) 456-5371

NYSNA's POSITION ON

PROLOGUE

.
The rights and responsibilities of both clients and nurses are philosophical and ethical issues.
The American Nurses' Associ;,tion gives due consideration to both the needs and rights of clients
and·ihose of nurses.
'
CLIENT'S RIGHTS

A woman has the individual right to decide if she will bear a child, and under the law, she may decide
to have a legal abortion. The patient who chooses to have a legal abortion has the right to competent
supportive care, both physical and psychological. The client who chooses to have a legal abortion
has tile right to freedom from imposition of others' beliefs or judgmental attitudes. The client who
chooses to have a legal abortion has the right to information and counseling in an environment in
which there is mutual trust and personalized care before, during, and after the abortion is performed.
The client who chooses to have a legal abortion has the right to receive care in an environment that
provides privacy and specific rursing expertise.
NURSES' RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

The nursing profession accepts the obligation of providing competent nursing care as the major
req,onsibility. The nurse has a right to her own moral, ethical, and religious beliefs. Nurses have a
responsibility to give good care without imposing their own personal beliefs on clients who choose
to abort. The nurse has a right, except in an emergency situation in which the client's needs will not
allow for substitution, to refuse to participate in a voluntary interruption of pregnancy. Nurses
further have a right not to be subjected to coersion, censure, or discipline for reasons of such refusal.
The nurse has a responsibility to give the client objective information and provide access to resources
before, during, and after a voluntary interruption in pregnancy. Nurses have a right to a~ educational
preparation that will enable them to meet the emotional, physical, and psychological needs of
women who are considering having or have had a voluntary interruption of pregnancy. Nurses have
a responsibility to avail themselves of the opportunities to obtain this education. Nurses who do not
consider voluntary abortion ethical have a right and responsibility to seek employment in areas
where they will not be assigned the care of women choosing abortions.
Adopted by the Executive Committee, Division on Maternal and Child Health Nursing Practice
June 12, 1978
Ann L Clark, M.S., ff.N., Chairpe:son
Ruth E. Redmann, M.A., R.N.
Carolyn Stoll, M.S., R.N.
Donna Nativio, M.S., R.N.
M. Elaine Wittmann, Ed.D., R.N.
Kathryn Barnard, Ph.D., R.N., F.A.A.N.

FAX# (518) 456-0697

HEDICA IO FUNDING FOR ABORTION
The New Yot'k State Nurses 1\ssociatio!'l supports maintai_n_ing the existing
New York State policy providing for Medicaid reimbursement for medically necessary
abortions.

Ii

:( ,1:

BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE
In the United States women have the legal right to an abortion (Roe v. Wade,
U.S. Supreme Court 1973). Federal and state funding for abortions under the-Medicaid Program were authorized for medically necessary abortions.l Then, in
June 1980, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled the federal government and individual
states haven~ legal obligations to pay for medically necessary abortions
(Harris v. McRae). In July· 1980 the Hyde Amendment (1979-80 version) restricting
federal Metticaid fundlng for abortion to cases where the woman's life is endangered
by pregnancy and cases of rape or incest, went into effect.
States may elect to pay for Medicaid abortions not covered by the federal
government. New York State's Medicaid Program covers all medically necessary
abortions: however, legislation has been prefiled in the New York State Legislature to "amend §J65a Social Services Law to exclude from medicaid, cost of abortion
and related care, services and supplies except when rendered under circumstances
which, pursuant to federal law and regulations, constitute full eligibility for
federal reimbursement or aid for cost thereof." (S.430 Donovan, et al.;
I

Medicaid fundi~g for abortions should not be confused with the differing
viewpoints on whether or not abortions should be legally permissible. In 1970,
NYSNA endorsed repeal of the abortion law on the belief the present (1969) Law
"encourages poor health practices and deprives certain se9ffl(?nts of the population
of adequate medical care."2 Within the parameters of existing law, women have the
riqht to an abortion, and the Association believes the ability-to-pay should not
limit a woman's opportunity to exercise h~r legal rights.
SociC't.y is tr1kin1T st•:•·· to rl!movn l.,1·ricrs to ;irl,..,11.11:P hP.A.lt:h care, and 11.·.
l\.s•:ociation has supported I, ._.islative f'r-<,posals dr:i:.. 1:,,:d tu i"'(>,·uve tl,r: publir:· :;
c1c1:ess to health care servic:r~. The cun·,mt New Yc, .. k Stat..- Ht!<li.caid .Jbortion fumHnq
,,r.Iicy is consistent with l111• J\!'.sociation's ovcral.1 I '•JislM•i.ve pursuits. Re,:;trict i,.,, M12:Ji,:o1id sur•tt«..'rt in thr. "'-"inner prn1·n::,:d by Sen;i, .·. Bill IJ•l limit.'.: th~ riqhl.,;
r,f women who can leasi: affpr,! to avail lht:msr.lves of this h~'• Lth servic,, indP.f"'!1,Jcnt ly. Such· a di.:e:criminat.01-y 1,olicy wo11l1l be incon;,·, :t.•:?nt ,_.,irh UYSNA's inngsl,u1tti1,•r
brlief tlmt health care i~ •• .li.,sic right of dll pe<•;·'·"·

lic-r.orrmendP.d l,y thr. ,vr::N.,J c,, .. , :~i l on I,,-.~_:.: fot1'.(111 and
Nr~;NA Bo.·u•d of Dimet,n•s, .r,,mar!I 22, 19111.
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1 The U.S. Supreme Court ruled the determination an abortion is medically
necessary "is a professional judgement that ••• may be exercised in the light of
all factors - physical, mnotional, psychological, familial and woman's age
relevant to the well-being of the patient. All these factors may relate to
heal~h." (B2£_ v. Bolton, 1973)
-

2NYSNA Legislative Bulletin, No. 1, January 12, 1970.
comment: In 1970 the law was changed to legalize abortions in New York state
when performed with consent of the woman and by a licensed physician within 24
weeks from beginning of pregnancy. In 1972 N.Y.S. legis•1ation to repeal the
1970 Abortion Law vetoed by Governor Rockefeller.
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9/12/89

.

Attorney-at-law ·
Pattison, Sampson. Ginsberg & Griffin
22 1st Street

Troy, NY 12180

(518) 272-7500 .
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FRANCINE 6. SCHWARTZ
363 W. 18th Street, Apt. 3
New Yorks NY 10011 *
(212) 242-8316
T789

Exp Date

90

Consultant - Health Insurance
(same address)

May 10 - Schenectady Assemblyman James Tedisco followed staff
nurse Nancy Hermans on her patient work assignment in
the Gynecology Unit and was given a tour of Bellevue
Hospital in Schenectady by Jane Sanderson, patient care
coordinator.

Dist
73

ROSEMARY O. SHERIDAN
203 Colonial Avenue
Albany, NY 12208 *
(518) 482-4206

~P/H

Exp Date

90

Exp Date
!PP!
~--g-g

91

Dist

90

Director
New York Markets Labor Accounts
Empire Blue Cross/Blue Shield
622 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10017
(212) 490-8290

--rr

115-103 222nd Street
Cambria Hgts., HY 11411 *
(718) 723-6136

Exp Date

May 11 - Onondaga Assemblyman Harold Brown followed staff nurse
Nancy Agard in the Emergency Room at the Syracuse
Medical Center.

-r

ALTON R. WALDON, JR.

1,en

Media coverage - Story ran on two local TV stations and
one local radio station.

Dist

SHER SPARANO
102-20 67th Drive
Forest Hills, NY 11375 *
(718) 997-01i7

Di st

KEEP PACE WITH A NURSE
UPDATE - September 15, 1989

CoD111issioner
NYS CoDlllission of Investigation
270 Broadway
New York, NY 10007
(212) 577-0700

74

..,, Members have been assigned the NYSNA District in which th~y reside for
geographic/legislative reference.

May 12 - Onondaga Assemblyman William Bush followed Agard.
Both Assemblymen's visits were arranged by Judy
Maugerie, clinical nurse specialist.
Media coverage - Both assemblymen requested no media
coverage.
August 15 - Tioga Assemblyman Martin Luster followed staff nurses
Beth Nowak, in the well child clinic, and Maria Glosick,
in the perinatal clinic. He also went on home visits
with Pauline Baumbeck, public health nurse in chronic
care. District 5 and Shirley Tiffany, nursing director,
arranged the visits at Tioga County Health Department.
Media coverage - The story was carried by one local TV
station and two local radio stations.
September 5 - Broome Assemblyman James Tallon participated in a
round table discussion at Wilson Memorial Hospital with
hospital nursing council chai=s Lisa Chamberlin, Dori
Thaete, Carol Simon, Debbie Shay, and Kathy Halloran,
Vice President for Nursing Anthony Disser, Assistant
Vice President for Nursing Debra Lis, several nursing
directors, and Pamela Stewart, president-elect for
District 5. This was arranged by District 5.
Media coverage - Story was carried on all three local TV
stations and one local radio station.
The Keep Pace with a Nurse Project is an ongoing part of NYSNA's
Campaign to Eliminate the Nursing Shortage. These are the visits
that have taken place so far and others are being arranged. For
more information on how to participate contact Debra Lamb.
Help educate government officials on what nurses really dol

EC:k ·
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ADDENDUM
NEW YORK STATE FAIR REPORT

i

THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
;,,.

MEETING OF ADVISORY COUNCIL

September, 1989

September 14-15, 1989

NYSNA had an exhibit booth for the eleven days of the State Fair in

Syracuse from August 25, 1989 through September 4, 1989. The
purpose of the booth was to offer information about nursing in
order to recruit people into the profession; and to provide health
assessments, color vision testing and health counseling to
fairgoers.

HIGHLIGHTS OF DISTRICT ACTIVITY
District 2

The booth is in an ideal location and was very popular with
fairgoers. over 2,000 health assessments and counseling were
provided, and more than 700 people received information about
nursing as a career, schools of nursing in New York state and
financial aid available for nursing students.

Continuing education:

Although the primary purpose of the booth was recruitment, those
activities were not done to the extent planned. For example,
people were often standing at the nursing information table, but
volunteers staffing the booth could not speak with them because of
constant involvement in doing the health assessments and counseling. Also, signage for the booth did not address recruitment (as
it did in other exhibit booths).

Membership recruitment and retention: Outreach meeting to encourdge membership was held in Ontario County, June 15.
1989. Sixteen new members from Ontario
County joined as a result of the outreach
efforts.

A definite advantage that exhibiting at the Fair provided was the
opportunity to make the Association and its work visible and to
recruit members. Many nurses came to the booth. They were pleased
to know that NYSNA was there and many asked for membership applications. In addition to the membership applications distributed at
the Fair, requests are currently being filled from over 100 nurses
who left their names and addresses and asked that membership
packets be sent to them. Clearly, exhibiting at the Fair is
excellent in terms of public relations for NYSNA.

Public Forum on Nursing Shortage will
be held September 14, 1989 at the Rochester
Academy of Medicine. Co-sponsors are
Epsilon-Xi, Sigma Theta Tau, and several
local schools of nursing.

Membership trends:

Current members: 788 (250 tri-level;
538 district only)
Membership as of May 1, 1989: 757
Membership as of May 1, 1988: 644

Professional image:

The Public Relations C011111ittee has
updated the Media Directory. The news1etter is being changed to a more professional appearance. The logo for the
newsletter is new.

District 7
Membership recruitment and retention: Annual meeting with presentation of
two scholarships to students pursuing
their RNs. Also recognized 2 members
for many years of dedication to the
organization: Louise Hall and Joanne
Symes. Continue to offer discount
to students. new graduates and retired
nurses.
Membership trends:

Remains about the same. Members continue
to bring non-members to meetings.

Professional image:

Mohawk Valley Players presented a skit
on 11 Stressu at annual meeting.

Other concerns:

RCT programs. another TV program portraying nurses _nERa.

-2-

District 9
Continuing education:
Membership recruitment and retention:

ship
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District 18
June 1, 1989, Anna Sabia spoke on 11 Use
of Touch in Nursing Practice. 11

We will be holding two general membership
meetings this fall and our focus wi11
be: 1) family violence/mandated reporting
and 2) hospice.

Continuing education:

Proposed change fn district-only memberrenewal to yearly in October beginning
October, 1990.

Membership recruitment and retention: We will be represented at local high
school career nights.

Membership trends:

Appears to be an increase in districtonly membership.

Membership trends:

Stable. We will be voting on a dues
increase in September.

Professional image:

Working on developing a district speaker's
bureau to enhance nurses' image in
the conmunity.

Professional image:

We will be working with school nurses
to set up and encourage involvement
in our annual contest with 2nd and
4th grades - 0 What is a Nurse• - followed
by formal recognition of the winners.

District 10
Continuing education:

Membership trends:

Other:

We will be sponsoring a luncheon program
with Hospice of Fulton County on Sept. 20
entitled "Body-Mind-Spirit: An Integrated
Approach" about the interdisciplinary
team care of hospice patients. (This
will not provide CNE credits.)
Our major goal for the coming year
is to update our membership records
and recruit new members into District
10 and/or NYSNA. This will entail
at least one large mailing.
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As of September 13, Sherry Warner assumed
the position of District 10 president
vacated by Vicki Rosenberg, who will
assume the position of vice-president.

Sponsored two Annual Multiphasic !lood
Analysis programs; one at Norwich in
Chenango County and another at Oneonta
in Otsego County, for preventive screening and health maintenance.
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District 15

Professional image:
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THE NEW YORK STA'l'E NURSES ASSOCIATION
REPORT OF MEETING OF ADVISORY COUNCIL

May 19, 1989
PRESIDING:
I.

Juanita K. Hunter, President
ATTENDANCE
Representatives attended from thirteen districts.
attendance roster is appended to this report.

An

Staff:
Martha L. Orr, Executive Director
Elizabeth Carter, Deputy Director
Karen A. Ballard, Director, Nursing Practice and
Services Program
Wendy M. Burbank, Associate to the Executive
Director
Barbara Garrett, Associate Director,
Nursing Education Program
Gretchen Crawford, Director, Nursing Education
Program
E. Joyce Gould, Director, Legislative Program
Warren G. Hawkes, Director, Library
Debra Lamb, Assistant to the Director,
Communications, Publications and Public
Relations
Deborah J. Matterson, Director,
Organization Services
Bernard T. Mccann, Associate Director,
Legislative Program
Janet Palombo, Director, Membership Services
Anne Schott, Director, Communications,
Publications and Public Relations
II.

Those present introduced themselves.
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INTRODUCTIONS

III.

DISTRICT REPORTS AND ISSUES

District representatives supplemented written reports
and information contained in newsletters and other
materials.
District 2 - enrollment is increasing.
District 4 - consumer advisory committee activity
continues; hospital tours by state legislators were
productive.
1
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District 5 - media and legislative awards were p~esented at annual breakfast; recruitment committee has been
active; media coverage of events and issues is good;
promotional button is popular.

about the recommendations contained in the COAR
report, which include restoration cf RN licensure
as a requirement for individual membership in
SNAs.
meeting of the executive committees of the
Connecticut, Pennsylvania and New York SNAs was
held to develop strategies to amass support for
the Commission's recommendations. At this meeting
the "Coalition for Credible Compromise" was
formed. The Coalition will comprise the
presidents of those SNAs that are willing to
assist in the effort to obtain the 1989 ANA House
of Delegates' acceptance of the COAR recomnendations. Several SNA leaders have expressed
agreement with NYSNA about focusing on
recommendations on which consensus can be obtained
and, hence, focusing on compromi~e.
A

District 7 - reception is planned for graduating students; awards will be presented at annual meeting next
week.
District 9 - members who have held membership for fifty
years or more were honored at membership meeting;
Districts 9 and 10 plan to present award to assemblyman ..
District io - attempts to arrange media coverage of
meetings have been unsuccessful; long-time members and
state senator were honored recently.
There was a brief discussion about ways to obtain
media coverage of events. District 10 and other
districts will continue to attempt to obtain
coverage.

Dr. Hunter and Ms. Orr reported that proposed ANA
bylaw changes which would provide for
organizational units concerned with economic and
general welfare are of concern to NYSNA.

District 11 - district received Nurses' Week plaque
from Ulster County legislature; retention activity is
high.
District 12 - new officers, including a new president,
have been elected; scholarships are being offered.

Some district representatives reported that discussions about the COAR report are taking place at
district meetings and informal gatherings.

B.

Dr. Hunter, Ms. Orr, Ms. Bal.lard, Dr. Crawford and
Ms. Gould reported on activities related to the
nursing shortage.

District 13 - celebration of eighty-fifth anniversary
of founding was very successful; twenty-eight long-time
members were honored; membership meeting held in Bronx
resulted in recruitment; historic photographic display
was prepared for anniversary celebration.

The Council noted and discussed: the May 10
meeting of NYSNA representatives with Governor
CUomo at which the shortage was among the topics
discussed; information shared by district representatives about practice conditions; the impact
on the legislature of NYSNA's "band-aid" campaign
and the need to co~tinue to inform legislators
about the shortage; recruitment and retention
activities undertaken by the Council on Nursing
Education and the Regional Plannjng Camti.ttees on
Nursing Education.

District 14 - scholarships will be offered at annual
meeting in May; attention was directed to philosophy
adopted by board in February.
District 17 - county-wide nurse recognition day was
held; district will offer scholarship.
District 19 ~ district recently held second annual
meeting.
IV.

PROGRESS REPORTS ON MAJOR ISSUES
A.

Repcrt of Commission on Organizational Assessment
and Renewal
President Hunter reported that the m!'SNA president
is communicating with presidents of other SNAs
2

Activities related to nursing shortage

D.

AMA prop0sal for creation of registered care
technologist
Ms. Ballard directed attention to the written
report of the Nursing Practice and Services Program. It was noted that there is no known movement in New York toward preparation of RCTs at
this time.
3
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offering the workshop on prescription writing that
is required for nurse practitioner certification.

It is the objective of the State Education Department for all nurse practitioners to have taken the
prescription writing course by January l, 1990.
NYSNA is exploring with the Department appropriate
and acceptable alternative arrangements for individuals whose special circumstances may prevent
compliance with the law by that date.
F.

i

l

NYSNA mentor program
Dr. Crawford directed attention to the written
report of the Nursing Education Program and the
separate material about the mentor program
entitled "Socialization of Nursing Students and
Entry into the Professional Association."

l
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The District 17 president reported that the District offers a support group to new graduates.
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VII.

The majority of district members who attend
district meetings are not NYSNA members.

3.

Members frorn small districts generally obtain
limited name recognition. As an unfortunate
consequence, some are reluctant to become
candidates for statewide office. It may be
necessary to build name recognition over
time. Members need to make concerted
attempts to develop themselves as leaders in
the professional organization and to be
persistent in pursuits of statewide offices.

DATE OF NEXT MEETING
The next meeting was scheduled for Thursday and Friday,
September 14 and 15, 1989. The September two-day
meeting combines a regular business meeting with an
orientation for newly elected district presidents.

!1:1
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OTHER ITEMS
A.

"''~ ;'<

2.

Dues payments to districts
In response to district representatives' questions, Ms. Orr informed the council that district
dues processing would be among the NYSNA
department functions that are explained in detail
at the September advisory council orientation.

B.

Geographic distribution of origins of nominations
for NYSNA office
District representatives engaged in a discussion
of the geographic distribution of the origins of
nominations for NYSNA office and obstacles to
nomination and election to statewide office
encountered. by members who reside in small
districts. Characteristics were noted of small
districts and their members that act as
impediments to nomination and successful
candidacies. These factors were noted in
particular:

1.

Small districts lack resources to assist in
mounting successful campaigns.
4
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REW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
REPOR'l' TO 'l'HE ADVISORY COUNCIL

MAY 19, 1989 ADVISORY COUNCIL ATTENDANCE

District

LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM

September 14-15, 1989

Representative

2

Katherine Detherage, President

3

Lois Schoener, Vice President

4

Ingrid Pearson, President

5

Louisa Ivan, President

7

Joan Farmer, President

9

Christine Pakatar, President

10

Vickie Rosenberg, President

11

Patricia Sommers, President

12

Mary Ann Valinski, Immediate Past President

13

Sadie Smalls, President
Anne QUashen, Executive Director

14

Sister Theresa Graf, Vice President

17

Estelle Yahes, President

19

Jerold

s. Cohen, President

I.

LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM FOR 1990

The proposed Legislative Program for 1990 will be presented to
the Board of Directors at its meeting on September 21-22 6 1989
and will be distributed to Advisory Council after that time.
II.

TESTIMONY AT REGENTS LEGISLATIVE ~ONFEREHCE

On September 8, 1989, President Juanita Bunter testified on
behalf of the Association at the..·.Board of Regents' Legislative
Conference. A copy of the testimony is attached.
III.

LOBBYING EFFORTS SUCCESSFUL

NYSNA members from across the
cards, and made phone calls.
banks on Thursday and Friday,
ly valuable contribution when

state wrote letters, sent post
Those who assisted with phone
June 29 and 30, made an especialtime was very limited.

NY~NA members participated in an organized lobbying campaign
which clearly influeaced the legislative process. Here'G what
happened:

Prenatal Care
-Passed Senate and Assembly
-Governor expected to sign
-On the Senate floor, Senator Tully mentioned that
NYSNA supported this bill. NYSNA was listed twice
among a list of approximately twenty organizations
which supported the bill.
·
Non-Nurse Midwifery
-We were able to stop this bill in the Assembly Ways
and Means Committee and the Senate Rules Committee.
'l'he Board of Directors approved a strategy fer responding to

WMB

the non-nurse midwifery legislative initiative. NYSNA will
oppose the non-nurse midwifery bill and will actively promote
an alternative legislative strategy to amend the nurse practice
~ct by expanding nurse-midwifery practice. This expansion
includes prescr~pti!e privileges and authority to order
l~~atory examinati';)ns, promotes obtaining hospital
pr1.v1.le~es! and specifies mechanisms for credentialing as a
nurse-midwife.

8/31/89
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The Sept~ber issue of Report will highlight NYSNA's comprehensive response to the non-nurse midwifery legi~lation including
the Board's decision to amend the nurse practice act by expanding nurse-midwifery practice.

f'
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v.

Bcm-Bar:se Jlidv.i.£exy Bill, A.4074A Gottfried/S.2794A Tully would
set up a new practice of midwifery that eliminates nursing as a
prerequisite and establishes a completely new Board of Midwifery to oversee the practice. Seen as a step backwards in tez::ms
of quality of care, NYSNA opposed thi.s bill with the Medical.
Society. This bill sti11 remains in Assembly Ways and Means
and Senate Rules Committees.

The concerted efforts of NYSNA leaders and members successfully
influenced the development of public policy. The flur.rr of
legislative activity has ended for the summer. The ~egislators
have gone back to their home districts, at least until the_
fall. Re!!lember, this is the first year of a two year session~
bills can be acted upon in 1990 without being reintroduced.
The following summary outlines legislative activity by NYSNA.
IV.

Burse Practitioner Bil1, A.8827 Eve/S.6368 Lombardi would amend
the 1988 Nurse Practitioner Law by adding a grandfather provision for nurse practitioners already in practice. NYSNA opposed the bill because of technical. difficul.ties in the .language and a failure of the bill to sunset the grandfathering
clause. Separate bills acceptable to NYSNA to amend the grandfathering process would eliminate some of the objections. Both
the original and amended versions. passed the Assembly, but the
Senate bills never made it out of Senate Rules.

OUTCOME FOR BILLS SUPPORTED BY NYSNA
S-Oking :a:estricti.ons, A.7322 Gramiis/S.6175 Tully passed both
houses and became law as Chapter.244, Laws of 1989. NYSNA
joined with other health related\groups to urge approval of
this legislation.
Prenatal. ecu:e, S.6397/A.8836 was a compromise bill offered by

A.6597 would have set up a
reporting system for BMOs. NYSNA joined the Medical Society in
opposing this bill because of a flawed reporting system
proposal. The bill died in Assembly Rules Committee.
BIID i.Dcident zeporting systea bil1

the Governor during the last week of the session. It will
provide prenatal services to over 70,000 low income women.
NYSNA joined with three coalitions of health care interest
group~ to support this legislation. The bill passed both
houses and was signed by the Governor.

Podiatrist added to Burse Practice .Act, A.8681/S.5504 woul.d

have listed podiatrists along vith physicians and dentists as
those who could issue orders to nurses. NYSNA opposed the bill
not for its intent but for the method. NYSNA proposed that any
such listing should not be in the Nurse Practice Act but in
regulations. The bill never got out of the committee.

Hazardous toys, A.7006 Nolan/S.4371 Tocci would require toy
manufacturers to age label all toys. NYSNA issued an early
memo of support for this bill. It passed the Assembly but got
stuck in Senate Rules Committee.
L~ disease, A.5386A Brodsky/S.3437A LaValle would have added
Lyme disease as an occupational disease for worker:s c~mpensation purposes. The bill passed the Assembly but died in Senate
Rules. NYSNA issued a msmo of support.

Fraudulent use of teDa •doctor,• A.5376 Nadler/S.3440 E. Levy
outlawed the fraudulent use of the term "doctor." This legislation was aimed at stopping deceptive advertising practices.
The Governor signed this bill.
County awams to i.Dc1ude DUrSes, A.6935 Gottfried/S.2836 Tully
will add nurses as a category eligible to receive county
awarded acholarships. This bill is permissive in that awards
are still up to local county governments. It does not apply to
the New York City counties. NYSNA supported this bill which
passed both houses and was signed into law by the Governor.

Bllrse-tlidlrl.ves t:o certify for disability, A.2842B
Gottfried/S.1809B Tully will allow nurse midwives to certify
for purposes of disability insurance and worker's compensation
the disability of a worker. NYSNA issued a memo of support for
this bill which became a Law.

0UTCOME OF BILLS OPPOSED BY NYSNA

VI.

ISSUES AND BILLS NOT RESOLVED THIS SESSION
Exe-pt CJavse Bepeal., A.409 Connelly/S.2122 Padavan passed the
Senate and joined the Assembly version in Assembly Ways and
Means.
Jfanda~oxy '!'him Party ReiWJIIITN:!l«:11t., A. G234 Nacller/Gott£ried
was held in Assembly Insurance Committee. NYSHA .legislative
staff has met with Senator Tully's staff several times to
discuss his sponsoring this bill. Although, the Senator's
staff have expressed interest, the Senator has not yet made a
commitment to sponsor this legislation.

There were many bills proposing scholarships and loan forgiveness programs for nurses. Onl.y the
county award bill (previously described) even moved out of
committee. NYSNA has publicly urged the legislature to review
the entire concept of nursing scholarships and to prepare a
comprehensive bill that would address the nursing shortage
through scholarship and loan forgiveness programs.
Jllursing Scholarships.

-4Bealth Otte PDncy Bil1, A.7459 Gottfried and S.6176 Tully were
two separate bills that could not be reconciled by the Senate

and Assembly. The Assembly version was a Governor's Program
Bill. Both bills had technical problems for each house and
thus remained in committee.
Beal.th Caza Penonne1 Shortage Bi1Js, A.8434 Gottfried and

S.5531 Tully were two separate bills which attempted to provide
a mechanism for demonstration projects to ease the shortage of
personnel in the health <::are field. NYSNA supported the basic
intent of the bills but had technical objections to both.
NYSNA submitted to both sponsors a compromise bill that corrected the flaws of the original bills. Neither bill made much
progress. The Assembly version made i t to Ways and Means while
the Senate version stayed in Senate Health.
Other .iaBllieS of CODCern vhen. the l.egislataxe %etm:Ds are pensions for health care workers, expansion of the NYS Health
Service Corps, long term care insurance, HIV related bills,
school nurse legislation, blood donations, day care related

bills, care for the homeless, life care community bill, and
worker's compensation benefit increases.
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Good morning, my name is Juanita Hunter; I am Presidentj!c,f

the New York State Nurses A2sociation.
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I thank you for the

opportunity to share the concerns and viewpoints of our
Association.
JIORSDG SRORDGR

As you are aware, the nursing shortage continues to be an
important issue which affects many facets of our society.
Several major studies conducted within the past two years have
documented specific recommendations which include the following
short term strategies;
(1) increase compensation (2) increase support ser~ices
for the registered nurse (3) better utilization of the
current workforce and (4) increase the supply of
registered nurses.
The New York State Nurses Association urges the Regents to

initiate and support broad-based funding for nursing education
at federal, state and local levels in order to augment current
efforts to enhance recruitment into nursing.
Although NYSNA supports the nursing scholarship~ proposed by
the Regents, we urge the Regents to consider funding levels which
are more equitable.

The Recommendation of less than $200,000 for

nursing scholarships compared to more than $6 million for teacher
education does not recognize the severity of the nursing shortage.
Furthermore, there are no scholarships for graduate level nursing,
nor any plans to remediate problems accessing publicly funded
baccalaureate nursing education programs ~orth of New York City.
It is important for N~w York State to take steps to correct this
situation now since projections for the number of nurses needed in
the next 20 to 50 years indicate that the shortfall will be great-

est for those nurses who are prepared at the baccalaureate and
graduate levels.

~3
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It is commendable tha~ the Regents recommend 9 million

dollars to enable LPNs to become RNs.

· CJ)\Jnc.1

The major drawback to this

degree instead of allocating some of this funding to allow LPNs
to seek baccalaureate education.

This change would place New

York in a better position to meet current needs for RNs as well

instance nursing care, as a collection of separate, silapl.e1
tasks, which can be isolated, taught to, and performed by

scholarship program is the unfairness of limiting minority and
economically disadvantaged LPNs to earning only an associate

L

a

minimally prepared technician.

.I
I

A

recent request f.rom a hospital. corporation to utilize

unlicensed personnel in the delivexy of intravenous therapy is an
example.

The nursing shortage appears to have been the

motivating factor behind this request.

Instead of using

as meet needs in the near future for baccalaureate prepared

unlicensed personnel, a Queens hospital has completed a

nurses.

successful project using LPNs to deliver intravenous therapy

HYSNA

supports the Regents recommendation to establish grants

under the direction of a registered professional. nurse.

Thi.a

for continuing education courses to assist candidates who fail the

project, like other nursing shortage studies, demonstrated that

registered professional nurse licensing examination.

an adequate number of nurses are will.ing to provide pct.tient care

The Presidential Commission, the Commonwealth Fund, the NYS

Labor Health Industry Task Force, and the NYSNA's Arden House
Conference have all stressed the need for healthcare facilities
to provide sufficient numbers of unlicensed auxiliary staff to
perfollll non-nursing functions such as housekeeping, dietary,
messenger and laboratory tasks.

The availability of RNs for

bedside care can be significantly improved by reducing RN time

spent on tasks that could be performed by these l.ess expensive
assistive personnel..

The Hew York State Nurses Association also would like to

take this opportunity to share with you our deep concern about a

ver, dangerous trend in the provision of healthcare in New York
State.

This trend involves promoting t.he use of unlicensed

persons to deliver patient care beyond their training,
capability, and practice guidelines.

This is extremel.y naive and

it is potentially dangerous to conceive of health care, and in

-2-

if a facility provides the opportunity for professional practice.
Professional nurses want the opportunity to provide direct

patient care •. Registered nurses becomo disenchanted with the

nursing profession when they see direct patient care being
subverted into a secondary, inadequately prepared provider
system.
Likewise, the plan to introduce another categoi:y of
caregiver, the unlicensed, minimally prepared RC'r is short

sighted and dup1icative.

There

already exists a cadre of

experienced cJ..ini.ca1 support staff, LPNs and nursea aides, who do
assist with caregiving under the direc::tion of the registered

professional nurse.

The nuabers of these support staff silllply

need to be increased in practice settings.
As

you are aware, the

Jlew

York State Hursea Association

continues to work toward the upgrading and at.andal:di.zat.ion o:f

--:tt 3

nursing education.

f\dv1~or'-(
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That goal is based upon the long standing

need to appropriately utilize the current pool of nurses and to
differentiate between the levels of practice.

Within the content

of the current shortage additional rationales include:
The need to provide appropriate preparation of nurses

for practice in a highly technical and scientifically
complex. health care environment, and

2.
We

The need to attract more recruits and to retain nurses
in the profession.
u:ge the Regents to support this goal.

\..

~' To address these probl.ems, same are advocating the estab-

lishment of a sepaz-ate Boa.rd of .Midwifery.

This legislative

initiative would elillu.nate the requirement for nursing as a

prerequisite to becoming a midwife.

However, there is no

evidence to support the rationale that this direct-entry
mi.dwifery route will recruit more peopl.e than the current nurse-

midwifery route.
Furthermore, the time and money required to set up a new

we have

~dentified over and over again that this criticai change is

professional licensing board does not justify the introduction of

needed to improve nursing services, health care, and to attract

an unpro-Yen health caregiver, the non-nurse midwife.

prospective students into the profession.

resources could more appropriately be spent on increasing the

number of nurse-midwives, a proven, cost-effective provider.

WUiff Ji.UJlillrltlCI

The

New

These

We ~ge the Regents to implement multiple strategies to

York State Nurses Association strongly supports

nurse-midwives and the coat-effective services they provide.

It

promote nurse-midwifery practice and enhance recruitment into

is a fact that there are net enough obstatrical care providers

nurse-midwifery.

especially in inner city and rural areas.

grant prescriptive privileges to nurse-mic:hd.ves; second, refol:lll

increased infant mortal.ity rates.

These are areas with

Hurse-midwives have an

The current most critical needs are to first,

the regulations which control practice; and third, increase the

established record of caring for these populations in the

geographical availability of nurse-midwifery programs in Hew York

underserved urban and rural areas.

State.

There are approximately 300 nurse-midwives in New York State

and this number is limited by multiple factors.

Pl.ease see the attachment for a description of other

strategies.
Dlf 'IOIIK SBB WASB P!IICUCB K.'T

First, two of

the three educational. programs ~e c:onfined to Hew York City.

There have been multiple probl.ems in impl.ementi.ng the 1988

Secondly, the current regulations under the Sanitary Code do not

Nurse Practitioner Law.

pra-,te professional practice consistent with educational

arisen is whether nurses can execute the orders of nurse

preparation.
Hew

These two primary factors make nurse-midwifery in

York State a less desirable choice than other specialty

practsice areas.

practitioners.

One

of the many questions which has

To resolve this issue, the Regents :rec-rnaend that

the Hurse Practice Act be amended by adding nurse practitioners
to physicians and dentists as professionals who may prescribe.

-5-
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In addition, bills introduced by Senator Donovan and

,,If· Cl)tJnc1 L

Assemblyman Gottfried seek to add podiatrists to clarify that RNS
and LPNs a.re authorized to execute the ordera of a podiatrist.

The New York State Nurses Association recommends an approach
that will ~void a piecemeal solution and at th~ same time will be
both comprehensive and flexible.

First, Section 6902

subdivisions one and two should be revised to indicate that
registered professional nurses and licensed practical nurses can
execute regimens prescribed by a licensed or otherwise legally
autjiorized health care professional.

Regulations should then

define the appropriate health care professionals.
HYSNA

At present,

podiatrists, and any other appropriate individuals.
The use of a general term like "health care professional" in

the Hurse Practice Act is consistent with statements in the

,

"'

.

·:~

NYSHA

commends the Regents for its proposa1 to esp.and the

treatment and supervision of professional licensees with drug or
It is appropriate to allow selected

alcohol abuse problems.

candidates to retain their licenses while undergoing rehabilitation.

The current punitive approach of requiring professional

licensees to surrender their licenaes is not consistent with the
goals of rehabilitation.
BPI-ft CMB IOI SOIW& CBJJJWIBII

There is substantial evidence that the provision of qaality
school health services positively affects the student's health
status and also the student•s academic performance.

The health needs of school children are very diverse.

Many

administer treatments or to evaluate new symptoms which occur

a regimen which a registered professional nurse or licensed

during the school day.

Heal thy children may suddenly become ill

practical nurse can execute.

during the school day.

Children who are homeless are increasing

Law regarding professional discipline.

The New York State Nurses

cautions the Regents to examine the process for implementing these

g

requiring compliance.

then be changed to include those who are authorized to prescribe

~~.;If

I

will be notified of the new requirements and the time frame for

need the care of a professional nurse during school hours to

In the future, if needed, the regulations can

Associat.ion supports the substance of each recommendation but

,'':'!~:;::

The Regents should consider how professional licensees

hospital code.

;;/!

·~.:i~
_§

.. -lrly.

who have chronic illnesses or other severe physical problems ma.y

The Regents are recommending many changes to the Education

..::')~

\.:~!.,

Pbarmacy Practice Act and the most recent revision of the

PROPBSS.d.lL BDOr~OII .AIID PRICnCB

,-t~t

\

recommends that such regulations should at least include

physicians, dentists, nurse prac~itioners, nurse-midwives,

·r

-Rd vf":;,O r '-[
me e..,+o-: ',

new requirements.

Each health professional must be treated

in numbers; they need comprehensive health care s:ervices.
care before and after school poses a problem for individual

families and society as a whole. · The prevention of serious
illness and chronic or crippling disease not only benefits the

individual student but society as well.
In order to provide a school health system which meets the

students' needs, the health services aust be expanded and
coordinated.

-6-
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Each school district 11111St have a sufficient number

M;ta-c•:t•1111•:ct X

of adequately prepared nurses who are allowed and encouraged
practice to trs full extent of their educational preparation.
Planning and developing these seI;Vices must originate from the_
State Education Department.

Please see the attachment for more

specific recommendations on school health nursing.
On behalf of the New York State Nurses Association, I want

to thank the Regents for this opportunity.

MNRC!B--119 •Mli'Bit'i

The New York State Nurses Association recommends the following actions to resolve the shortage of nurse-midwives.

Following adoption of that program, we will share it

with you and seek your support.

I would be pleased to answer any questions.

Strategies to Pxcw,t.e

Jla:cae-llidld£

Practice

* Grant prescriptive privileges to nurse-midwives.

* Authorize nurse-midwives to order laboratory tests.
• Encourage hospitals to grant adaission privileges to nursemidwives.

*

Guarantee the availabil.ity of comprehensive, affordable
liability insurance for nurse-midwives.

* Reform regulations to remove meaningless barriers to practicing the full scope of nurse-midwifery services.

*

Adjuat the reimbursement system to eliminate salm:y COlllpression and recognize the clinical competence of nursemidwives.

*

Ensure that consumers in rural, urban, and suburban areas
have access to nurse-midwifery services.
Strategies to l'DWlt. Jlec:w.i.t

iJd:o -

AS

llfdlrifery

* Develop additional geographicall.y dispersed nurse-midwifery
educational programs targeted to serve the population
needing prenatal care.

* Explore obtaining all possible federal funding to expand
nurse-midwifery educational opportunities.

* Encourage New York State educational institutions

to adopt
proven fast-track nurse-midwifery prograas for non-nurse
adult learners that have been developed in other states.

• Publicize nurse-JU.dvif~ as a career ladder for registered professional nurses, especially lllinority nurse.

* Promote nurse-midwifery as an option for a second career.
* Create incentives £oz registered professional. nurses to
(Consider scholarships, service
paybacks, and State Health Service Corps, etc.).

choose nurse-michdfery.

-8-
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The Association's

Legislative Program for 1990 will be adopted at its October
Convention.

'.'
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school nurses are a valuable resource for meeting the health
care needs of school children. The nursing profession recognizes
school nursing as an area of specialty nursing practice. An
appropriately prepared school nurse must have excellent broad
clinica1 ekills, knowledge of growth and development and a eo~nity health background. Health teaching and counseling are basic
camponents 0£ a professional nurse's preparation.
Therefore, the New York State Nurses Association recommends

the following:
1.

That school districts be required by law to provide
school health nurses.

2.

That the State Education Department have a qualified
school nurse who is specifically responsible for planning
and developing quality school health services throughout

NEW YORK STATE HtlRSES ASSOCI:ATIOH

REPORT TO THE ADVISORY COUNCIL
NURSING EDUCATION PROGRAM

September 14-15, 1989
I.

PROGRAMS FOR NURSING STUDENTS

NYSNA/NSANYS 9th Annual Dialogue
annual student dial.ogue pr:ugra:a wil.l. be hel.d on
Saturday, September 23, 1989. The purpose is to provide
an opportunity for students to learn about the professional nurses organization and to explore ways to be
involved in the professional organization and student
association. The keynote speaker is Cl.aire Murray, Vice
President, Patient Services, st. Mary's Hospital. in
Troy,
New York. She will address how professional
organizations promote unification and a positive image of
nursing.
The

the state.

3.

4.

That school districts be required to allow every registered professional nurse in the school system to provide
individual students the health education and health
counseling they need as authorized by the New York State
Hurse Pr~ctice Act.
That a process be established whereby the school nurse
meets the certification requirements that will allow the

professional nurse to participate fully in health
aducation and health counseling.

8/89

s.

That the existing fragmentation and lack of coordination

6.

That the school health nurse be required by law to hold
at least a minimum of a baccalaureate degree in nursing.

II.

RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION ACTIVITIES
A.

A joint meeting of the Council on Nllniing Education,
Regional. Planning Committees and the Council. on Nursing
Practice was held on the :morning of June 7, 1989. The
purpose of the meeting was to discuss the current negative role models that exist in the practice setting and
to identify strategies to p:r0lll0te positive role •odels.
The Council on Nursing Education will foll.ow up on
strategies suggested.
These activities will include
promoting NYSNA's mentor progra:a, pro.oting and evaluating effective recruitllent and retention activities, and
encouraging evaluation of current curriculUJll lllOdels for
professional and technical education. During the afternoon of June 7, 1989, the Council. on Hursing Education
and Regional Planning
COllldttees lllet.
The Regional
Planning Committees reported on rcCJ.a.iblent activities,
issues and concerns and future plans.

B.

A meeting of the Ad Hoc ComE.ttee on the Hurse ExaJll Pass
Rate, chaired by Edward Salsberg of the State Health
Department, was held on July 17, 1989. Participants
agreed that, because of changing student characteristics,
support servicez, tutorial.s, and new kinds of teaching
strategies are needed: the problea is not one ot curriculum design. An outc011e of the discussion is that the
state Education Department will send notices to candidates who fail the exua inforaing th.ea that they can take
the LPN exaa and work on a li.Jli.ted pend.t as an LPN While
waiting to repeat the RN exaa.

within the school health system be examined and
corrected.

THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATZOH

c. New York State Fair

REPORT TO THE ADVISORY COUNCIL

See addendum.
III.

!."URS:ING PRACTICE AND SERVICES PROGRAM

PLAN'HIHG FOR CONVENTION 1989

Most speakers for the Continuin9 Education Workshops have
been confirmed. Program information has been published in
Journal and Report.

September 14-15, 1989
I.

COUNCILS

A.

Council. on Nursing Practice
The Council has discussed the need to :maintain qua1ity
nursing education during the shortage, RCTs, model nurse
practice act and standards for practice. The council
has developed position statements on RCTs re: Training and
Supervision and the Professional Nurse's Role in supervision.

~~RN

Dir.actor
Nursing Education Program

B.

Barbara H. Garrett, EdD, RN
Associate Director
Nursing Education Program

Council on Ethical Practice
The Council continues its activities related to a 1990
update of its publication, "Contemporary Dilemmas in
Nursing Bibliography." other issues include retention
and recruitment, and the profession's response to the
Supreme Court's Webster decision.

GC/bjk
09/06/89

C.

AIDS Advisors

The scheduled meeting for September 8 had to be cancelled
because of the members• conflicting interest.
II.

CLINICAL PRACTICE UNITS
A.

Ambulatory care NUrsing
The Executive Committee met in the New York City office
on July 19 to plan activities related to the annual
business meeting.

B.

Community Health Nursing
The Committee has no activities to report at this time.

c. Gerontological Nursing
Work continues on the Quality Assurance/Nursing Diagnosis
Project. All six site hospitals have been visited and results will soon be collated. The development of a peer
review evaluation tool will continue into next year.

fd \/ l';:,Dr\.j
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o. Medical-Surgical Nursing
~is w:ii~ has spearheaded an attempt to provide membership
input in~o the 1989-90 activities of the clinical practice
and functional units. A questionnaire will be distributed
to convention attendees (see attached). The Committee is
organizing clinical. practice pesters for the convention
poster session.
E.

Parent-chil.d Health Nursing
The COlllllittee has no activities to report at this time.

F.

t

L

IV.

COMMITTEE

A.

-l

The Co'lllllli.ttee•s proposed publication, a peer assistance
:manua1 for DNAs, is completed and will. be presented to the
Board at its September meeting.

V.

STATE PRACTICE :tSSUES
A.

committee has considered third party reimbursement

1990 legisl.ative concerns and the formation of a state;ide

mental health liaison.
G.

B.

School Health Nursing

FUNCTIONAL UNITS

A.

Direct care Practitioners
Thi~ Executive Collllllittee focused its activities on develv9ing a position statement on non-nursing functions.

B.

C.

Hurse
'I'hi.s

Entrepreneurs

unit

has

develoF.ed a data sheet for distribution

its annual business meeting in order to identify the

at

concerns of nurses in private practice.
D.

c.

Primary care Practitioners
Staff llellbers have kept the Executive Committee informed
of the ongoing activities related to the nurse practitioner

legisl.ation.

llDS

Stress Study

Or. Thomas Reed of Texas A&II promises to have the item
analysis of this study available shortly. Dr. Jane
Fielding, NYSNA Director of Planning and Research, has
completed a content analysis of the c0111JDents which were
supplied by the respondents (see attached).

Hurse Administrators and Managers

Execu~i!e COJlllli.ttee has discussed the proposed superv1~1on position statement and the agenda items for the
unit's 1989 annual business meeting at conve.~tion.

Prescription Writing Workshops
The September workshop which was planned for Buffa1o had
to be cancelled, because of poor registration. since the
9cto~er pre-Convention workshop is our l~st offering,
it will be held. HYSNA staff are exploring with SED staff
the possibility of developing a self-study module to meet
any future requests. HYSNA staff have contacted state
agencies about obtaining third party reimbursement for
nurse practitioners.

On August 26-30 the Executive committee co-sponsored with
the State Association of School Nurses on August 28-30 a
ve~ suc~essful continuing education program on the
orientation of nurses to school health nursing practice.
There were over so attendees.
III.

Registered care Technologists
ANA's memo regarding the initia1 training programs has
been distributed (see attached). HYSHA staff attended a
1ecture on this issue at Union College. The presenter
was Dr. Eugene Schneller, a 111.elllber of AMA's Advisory
Board.

Psychiatric-Mental Health Nursing
1'he

Committee on Impaired NUrsing Practice

D.

State Board for Nursing
The re-registration period was particularly hectic this
year. Staff stayed in close contact with SED staff. A
"Nursing Alert• on this issue was sent to a11 HYSNA offices
offices and DNA Presidents (see attached). Dr. Megel has

has agreed to write an article on registration for Report.

E.

HAHYS

J.

The Hew York State Nurses Association has two ongoing collaborative efforts with the Hospital Association of New
York State. one is the documentation-computer assistance
study and the other is identifying restrictive regulations
and providing suggestions for the improvement of regulatory
language.

F.

Implementation of this law continues to be problematic.
NYSNA staff meml:>ers have been meeting with representatives
of the Coalition of Nurse Practitioners, Family Planning
Advocates and the State Education Department in order to
clarify the problem areas and to reach a consensus. The
main areas of concern are: the development of alternative
criteria for certification; the question of current
specialty area versus original educational preparation:
education requirements when prescriptive privilege is
not being sought; an appeal or waiver process when certification has been denied: and the difficulty obtaining in
DEA numbers.

New York State Department of Health
LPN regulations, nurse aide training requirements and capi-

tal pass-through monies for staff housing have been discussed in DOH meetings this summer. The Association is on
the planning committee for Project Assist - America
Smoking Intervention Strategies.
G.

As of August 26, 1989:

Insurance Liability Committee

1. 766 nurse practitioners were certified;
2. 424 applications were pending;
3. 100 applications hav~ been denied:
a. 76 because of lack of pharmacology component, and
b. 24 for inappropriate educational program or lack
of national certification.

This committee has been unable to have its first meeting
because scheduling problems with the underwriter representative, Markel Inc., and the Association's volunteers.
A fall meeting is currently being scheduled.
H.

Nurse Practitioner Legislation

Licensed Practical Nurses and IV TherapY Regulations
The regulations were approved by the SHRPC Code Committee
at the August 2nd meeting. There were no changes except
for a slight difference in wording between the regulations
and the Health Facilities Memorandum. The New York State
Nurses Association requeste~ clarification from SED and
DOH (see attached).

I.

Karen A. Ballard, Director
Nurs~ng ]?l::actice and Services Program

c-;4,,:_L J,/,t,~'--i)z,.c ,,

Medicaid Utilization Threshold Project
The Hew York State Nurses Association received complaints
from members that this project of NYS through the Department of Social Services would hinder access to vital services of some very needy segments of the population.
After investigation, NYSNA wrote to Governor CUomo objecting to the project (see attached). All major health
groups are in opposition. A lawsuit has been brought by
Community Services, a New York City organization.

/~

Gail K. Demarco, Associiteirector
Hur. ng PRactice and services Program

. iv,.-~'-~.

n-~

Patricia E. M oney, Ass iate Director
Nursing Practice and Services Program

KAB/GKD/PEM/dpf
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NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
Clinical and Functional Units

Needs and Concerns Survey

According to the bylaws of the New York State Nurses Association, the
Clinical and Furactional Units have the responsibility to assist
individual memi.ers to improve P-rofessional ~ractice and development
within a s_pecific clinical or functional area. Each unit is
responsibile for:

a) concerns;
providing a forum for members to discuss relevant issues and
b) planning programs of continuing education;
c) serving as a source for consultation and expertise;
d) develpping positions and policies for recommendation to the Board
.
for Darectors;
e) promoting adherence to approved standards of nursing practice: and
f) maintai'ling communications with other units and councils.

The executive committee is responsible for the business of the unit.

In this capacity. they are fre.9.uently asked to s~eak for the concerns
of nurses across the state. To do this more effectiveJ.y, th~ _are
circulating this needs and concerns survey at the 1989 NYSNA Convention. They plan to use this information to set the goals for 1990.
If you are a member of a Clinical or Functional Unit, please take the
time to complete the survey attached. Feel free to communicate the
concerns of colleagqes who are working with you in the specific
clinical or functional setting.
Thank you!

-#3
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NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

EDUCATIONAL CONCERNS:

NEEDS ANO CONCERNS SURVEY
Please take a few minutes and complete this questionnaire. Your
answers wil.1 help the executive committees set goals for 1990 and
respond to the concerns of nurses working in current health care
settings. Feel free to write additional comments.
Identify your area of
Identify your area of
clinical practice
functional practice

---Ambu.latory care Nursing

---

Community Health Nursing

---Gerontological Nursing
---Medical/Surgical Nursing
---Parent Child Health Nursing
___Psychiatric-Mental Heal.th
Nursing

---School Health Nursing
---Other

-·Deans, Directors -Facilities

--./-'.:

-----Direct Care Practitioners
---Nurse Administers* Managers
---Nurse Entrepreneurs
---Nurse Practitioners
•, Continuing Education

---

Other

PRACTICE ISSUES

ISSUE
1

Liability and nursing malpractice

2

3

4

5

1

Healthy, professional practice

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Inadequate staffing

1

2 ·

3

4

5

1

2

J

4

5

l

2

3

4

5

Use of agency nurses
COMMENTS:

Basic preparation of
nurses for practice

IMPORTANCE
l

2

3

4

5

Orientation of new staff

1

2

3

4

5

Quality of continuing education
programs available

1

2

3

4

5

Relevancy of continuing education
programs available

1

2

3

4

5

List two types of continuing education programs you would like to
attend in the next year:

What other educational issues concern you:

Identify how important each of these research concerns is to you with

s being most important and 1 least important.
CONCERN

IMPORTANCE

Hurses • rights

Boles of nurses

CONCERN

RESEARCH CONCERNS:

Identify how important each of these practice issues is to you with 5
being most important and 1 least important.

environment

Identify how important each of these educational. concerns is to you
withs being most important and l least important.

Assistance in using research
findings to reshape nursing
care for clients
Participation in studies
of theory relevant to nursing
Participation in identifying
problems of real importance
to nursing for critical study
COMMENTS:

IMPORTANCE

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5
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CONCERNS RELATED TO ADMINISTRATION OF NURSING IN
HEALTH CARE SETTINGS:

''

_, ' ;·.'

.

.

L

American Nurses' Association, Inc.
2420 Pershing Boad, Kansas City, Missouri 84108

Identify how important each of these administrative concerns is to you
with 5 being most important and 1 least important.
CONCERN

'

1.;,,-:,:',.{\.,·- .

(816) 474-5720
Lucille A. Joel. Ed.D.• R.N.• F.A.AN.

Presidem

Judith A. Ryan, Ph.D•• R.N.

IMPORTANCE

&ecutive Dil8CIOt

Prepa~tion of nursing
administrators in health
care settings

1

Role of nursing administrators
in health care settings

1

2

3

4

5

Participation of nurses in
development of policies,
standards, etc.

1

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

Fax: (816) 471-4903

WashmgfonOlfice:

1101 141h $ttaer. N.W.

Suite 200

Ylashinglon.O.C.20005

(202) 789-1800
FAX: (202) 842-4375

'!!f
-.:L.
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TO:

The ANA Board of Directors

SNA Presidents and Executive Directors

Committees of the ANA House of Delegates
ANA Cabinets
ANA Council Executive Committees
Participants in the ANA Nursing Organization Liaison Forum
SNA. Media Liaison Representatives

FROM:

COMMENTS:

IDENTIFY OTHER ISSUES YOU WOULD LIKE THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE TO
ADDRESS IN THE NEAR FUTURE:

2 .,.:! :959
•

Carol A. Grimaldi t!!j ..J ·
Public Relations Office~
Communications Unit
· Division of Business and Professional Services

DATE:

July 21. 1989

RE:

Modem Healthcare's RCT Update

Attached is a copy of a Modem Healthcare article on the American Medical
Association's implementation plans for the its registered care technologist
proposal. as reported in the June 23. 1989 issue of the magazine.

If you would like to become more involved with the clinical or
functional unit, please sign the survey.
NAME_ _..,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

--------------------------Phonetwk
hm------------ADDRESS

Unit(s) _____________

Both the article and the report of the AMA Board of Trustees to its House of
Delegates indicate the focus of the proposal's initial implementation has
shifted from acute care to long-tena care settings. The July/August 1989
issue of The American Nurse will include a detailed story on the Board of
Trustees' informational report to its house.
ANA's response to RCT inquiries is that nursing continues to oppose the
proposal because minimally-trained health care workers like RCTs will pose a
danger to patients, they will be expensive to train and supervise. and that
they are not a realistic solution to the shortage of nurses. The profession
is advancing nursing's solutions to the nurse shortage, which will not only
retain experienced nurses, but attract qualified new people into the
profession.
I hope this information is useful to you.
Attachment
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THE NEll YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
CONTENT ANALYSIS OF FREE RESPONSES OF
RNs ON AIDS SURVEY FORM
RETURNED SPRINS, 1989

The response topics were choeen the way the cmaments seemed to fall.
They reflected the topics of the survey form itself. Tbe "unclassified"
responses seemed to be neither strongly positive nor strongly negative and
often neutral.

Table 1: Number and Percent of Positive, Negative and
Unclassified Comments of RNs on 80 Aids Survey Forms:
The Form, Facilities/Colleges, PWA and
Risk of AIDS

Topic of

Comment

..

·fwo nursing homes

:to test AMA'S RCT
··
b ut no
· program,
"hosp"~-tals chosen uet
,; ·
Two naming homes will become test

litesfortbeAmerican.MediealAan.'s
cwtauvaaial
technolo:gist·program, but no hospitals hav'.been' cboaen yet, the Chicago-based
-AllAaaidtbia week.
;.' !l'he,regiatered-eare tedmologiat
windd be a new elaaa of bedside
1'1:irbr~ 'lbe AKA-backed plan ia intended to help Jessen problema am,eiatecl with the nation's ahortage of

names.

·-TIie JIIU'Sing homes won"t let the
until the
p.,g.w 1ia ready to ro11.• an AMA
IP +-,,eon "laid.
"1'be announcement that two of six
RCT test lites have been chosen
lea-. tmannrered the question of
whether my hospitals will participate
ill tile program. The AMA hasn't
abandoned hope of finding a hospital
site, ail lL Roy Schwan, M.D., the

AKA re1eaae their names

~:-: .,
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H<1 sci"i«i:"tllint
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will do one. It is j~. ]
going: to be a lot more difficult." he
said. ''"' !

..

Some 2Z hospitals were approved
by the-AMA ·aa potential test sites
earlier this year but all have
dropped out since then, Dr. Schwarz·
. _ · said. He blames the hospitals'
_::.:.::,.·! change.of .heart on pressure from
·. ,::;; :. nursing groups. "Some (hospital ad, ~-' · , miniatrators) have told me they've
/~'< been threatened with boycotts," Dr.
·· . · · Schwarz said.
· A spokeswoman for the American
Nurses'. Aun., Kansas City, Mo.,
declined to cc;mment. However, the
group bu vowed to pressure selected hospitals to withdraw from
the program. ·
bNursing groups also have esta
llabed a dearinghouae to monitor
the AMA'a search for test sites.
They also have launched a media
campaign targeted at the general
public.

·

Nur:sing groups object to the RC'l's
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28

6

46
14

60
64

9

12

• 52

2

9

1

22

5

23

100
100
100

Total

No:-7

The Survey Form
Facility/Colleagues
Feelings About PYA
How Handling
Feelings about PWA

10

27
43

3

75

Feelings about Risk
of AIDS
How Handling Risk
of AIDS

1

25

0

0

4

100

7

41

9

53

I

6

17

100

13

69

1

5

5

26

19

100

12

76

Responses from 80 RNs are included here. A total of 161 separate comments
are classified - 76 comments about the survey form and 85 about the 5 other
categories selected. Some generalizations about the comments can be made:
1)

Whether the respondents liked the form or not, they were pleased
to be asked about AIDS as they relate to it~

2)

The range and depth of the AIDS care situation are not reflected in
the instrument. For example, professionally helping children or
adults one's own age who are slowly dying is a professional challenge
that goes unappreciated in the survey form.
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Unclassified
No.
7.

E

'-------------1-------------qu
Modem HealtarefJune 23. 19119

Negative
No.
7.

c:i

oo:ame

they will te trained and, in
most cases, supervised by physicians.

Positive
No.
't

3)

Some respondents said they felt tovard Patients With AIDS and the
• associated risks the same way they felt tovard other patients and
associated risks. They noted that other patients also have fatal
and/or infectious diseases. Th~se nurses felt confident about their
abilities to oare for these patients. Tvo nurses said they felt
close to AIDS patients because they had themselves been treated for
cancer. A number indicated close associations outside of work with
Persons With AIDS.

.

-3-

4)

S)

--..

Some nurses have been assigned to work with Persons With AIDS
when they did not feel confident about their ability to do so,
when physical facilities have been inadequate, when staffing was
poor, and/or when sanitary conditions were questionable.

Negative

While 60 percent of the comments on the form were classified as
negative (281. positive) only 43 percent of the other comments
were thus classified (467. positive).

Table 2:

FOTIII

Unclassified

Specific Comments, Occasionally Paraphrased,
According to Topic and Classification

Classification
Positive

Negative

Comments
Thanks for the survey
Interesting
Good luck
Enjoyed doing it
A learning experience
Ambiguous
Too long
Section 14 unclear
Should have asked specialty
Should have used HIV
infections, not AIDS
Does not deal with range of
feelings, emotions in
working with PWA.
Section 9 confusing
Does not deal with caring
for babies with AIDS
Does not deal with
important experiences
(actual contamination,
working with children,
personal life).
Took l hour to complete,
not 30 minutes.
Too many instructions
Cover letter deceptive
Section on job satis•
faction poor
Page 18 • doesn't handle
where no risk present
Does not allow for 2 jobs,
l PT, l FT

Oversimplifies (uncle has
AIDS)
Should have asked if
precautions are used.

Comments

Frequency
10
5
3
2
l

10
6
3
3
2

Facility/
Colleagues

Positive

2

2

1

1

1

1
l

1
l
1

1
1

Negative

Frequency

Questions repetitive
Demographic section vague
Should say PWA (People

1
!

sensitivity
Should have asked religion
Should have asked if
pursuing 1110re education
All circumstances not
considered
Does survey take attitude
of duty into consideration?
Eager to hear results
Question meaning of word
facility-entire, department, floor?
Would not have responded
without stamped, addressed
envelope
Leaving present job because
family moving, not because
of work experience
Answers are related to a new
job
Dealing with "last week" may
not be typical
Rever worked with AIDS,
knowledge limited

1

With AIDS) -

Many ideas come to mind through a review of these responses. With that
in mind, as well as possible questions about how they were classified, the
comments, sometimes paraphrased, are presented in Table 2.

Survey

Classification

-,re

Colleagues supportive
Happy with present management
(dissatisfied before)
Cares about coworkers
(cares nothing about
facility)
Recently promoted and feeling
acre positive
Likes working in Psych (burned
out in Med & Surg.)
Urges nurses to be good to
AIDS patients
Inadequate staffing
Inadequate physical facility
Inadequate sanitation
Poor policy - no choice in
assignment to care for AIDS
patients
Angr; that nurses
react
negatively to working with
AIDS patients

Hospital denied risk and no
precautions taken
Managt:m.ent should value
bedside care more
Vanta to care for patients;
not write "goals"

1
1
l

1

3

1
l

1
1

1
1
1
l
1

1

1
1

3

2

1

1
1
1

1

1

.

Topic
Facility/
Colleagues

Classification
Negative

-sComments

Frequency

Topic

..

Feelings About
Risk of AIDS

There is mismanagement
of AIDS patients
Nurses are exploited
everywhere (nothing to

. 'I

do with AIDS)

1

with AIDS)

1

Nurses should receive greater
respect (nothing to do
Unclassified

Feelings
About PWA

Positive

Negative

Unclassified

How Handling
_Feelings About

Positive

PWA

Negative

. Hospitals change from
time to time
Hospital a distant
bureaucracy
Likes being helpful, feels
rewarded
Has something in common
(diagnosis of cancer)
Would like to care for
AIDS patients
Requested to work with
AIDS patients
Positive nursing experience
Sympathy for homosexual
Any patient can be
difficult, regardless of
diagnosis
Heartbreaking to work with
terminally ill
Difficult to deal with
emotional aspects
No sympathy for IV drug
users, prisoners
Costing society too much
Tired of gay people-own
fault
Hmcosexual paying price
for pleasure
AIDS patients unappreciative
Does not wish to care for
AIDS patients
Has friends living and
dead with AIDS and
friends working with
AIDS patients
Shares views with others;
reads about AIDS
Works hard
Treats as human being
Keeps emotional distance

1
1

Classification

Positive
Negative

i
How Handling
Feelings About
Risk

Positive

3
2

1

Negative

1
1
1

Unclassified

1
3
2

2
1
1

1
l

1

l

JF/jm
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Cc-.nts

Rot afri&cl
Original fear gone
Desires to lmov ac,re
U n ~ are streasful
Afraid
Pricked with contaainated
needle
HIV E9 blood splashed in eye

Carriu out good technique
Handles same as any
in£ectiovs disease
Accepts challenge
Christian faith
Always agreed to care for
AIDS patients
Assertive about precautions
Focus on activity
Afraid is BIV@ and
afr~d to be tested
Does not talk about any
patients with friends
Keeps physical distance if
patient psychotic

s
1
l
6

1
l

1
3
3
2
2

1
1
l
l
4

1
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NURSING PJ~ACTICE ALERT
SED ADMITS THAT THIS YEAR'S REREGISTRATION OF PROFESSIONAL NURSES
IS VERY DELAYED
................................................................................................................

~..;;;~

ACCORDING TO DR. NILENE MEGEL.., ExECUTIVE SECRETARY OF THE STATE
BOARD FOR NURSING.., THE NURSE DOES NOT HAVE TO HAVE A CERTIFICATE
IN HAND IN ORDER TO PRACTICE, THE FOLLOWING ARE ACCEPTABLE

.

.

ALTERNATIVES:

1.
2.

-

L

Last Fnd:iv. the C:nv-.rnnr v~r....,. , ....:.,-..:--

.-

At.so., THE EMPLOYER CAN CHOOSE TO ACCEPT THE NURSE'S WORD THAT AN

APPLICATION HAS BEEN FILED. SEE ATTACHED PAGE FROM NURSING
HANDBOOK FOR APPLICABLE LANGUAGE. HOWEVER.., THE EMPLOYER CAN CHOOSE
TO BE HORE STRINGENT IN ITS OBLIGATION TO ENSURE THAT NURSES' HAVE
THE APPROPRIATE CREDENTIALS TO PRACTICE,
THE

HANNER EACH DAY,

At.soi IN THE AUGUST 18.., 1989 ffANYS NEWSLETTER THE REGISTRATION

.,

A

~-

, 8/31/89 NURSING REGISTRATION· DEADLINE
: APPROACHING-The next triennial registr:uioq
-:: period for nurses begins on September J. 1989, when
all individuals currently practicing 1he profession of
-,1 nursing in New York are expected by law to be
'f currently registered. HANYS has le:imed from several
_; hospit:ils 3nd allied groups that. as the August 31
:: deadline approaches. many nurses are still awaiting
-~ their registr:uion renewals rom the State Education
Dep:irtment (SED). Assocfation staff contacted 1he
·,,~ SED's Division of Professional Licensing to express
;~ concerns over processing delays. According to S.ED
_'i offici:l:ls. registration renewal notices were sent out
four months ago and nearly 100,000 applications were
J received. By the end of this week. SED expeets to
have completed processing on all these applic:uioos
·. and to be current.

J

r

.,By

PROCESS TO BE RECTIFIED CAN CONE TO THE CULTURAL EDUCATION CENTER...-~~
DIVISION OF PROFESSIONAL LICENSING SERVICES.., IN ALBANY.., NY FOR OU
SITE REREGISTRATION. APPROXIMATELY.., 150 NURSES ARE REGISTERED IN TH

...:c..

---~.. . -- --- ---

August 18, 1989

~!._t . ~~nth

wiU

be • s:,artieip:uing

----·--

in

three

--- ·---

MAJOR PUBLICS !\IA Y FILE FOR~
SUPPLEMENTARY BD/CC ADJUSTME?-a'T-Man~<:i('
public hospitals are reminded that they are eligible for
a supplement:try bad debt/charity c:ire adjustment for
services to Medic:iid p:uients. In June. the SHRPC
emergency-adopted a regul:ltioD which enables the
IOC3l county government (or the City of New York in
the c:ase of the Health and Hospitals Corporation) to
file a written request for such an adjustment.
Application must be made to the Commissioner of
Health by September I r or the period April 1 Dece.nber 31. 1989. ud by October 1S for the full
1990 C3lendar year. The proposed supplementary
adjustment is contingent upon feder:il approvals ::ind
feder.tl financial participation. Currenr bad debt and
charity cue pools are unaffected by the proposed
regulation.
(MAKOFSK.E)

·.•';:{

ANY INDIVIDUAL NURSE WHO IS NOT WILLING AND/OR CANNOT WAIT FOR THIS

'""-

-·--=-a.

J
f

BACKLOG OF APPLICATIONS WILL ALL BE ENTERED INTO THE COMPUTER BY
SEPTEMBER 15.., 1989. ANY EMPLOYER WHO STILL HAS NURSES WITHOUT
REGISTRATION CERTIFICATES CAN FAX (518) 473-0578 A LIST OF NAMES..,
THEIR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERS AND LICENSE NUMBERS TO SUSAN
MEKUS AT STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT FOR SAME DAY VERIFICATION,

PROCESS WAS EXPLAINED INCLUDING THE FACT THAT NURSES DO NOT
NEED THE CERTIFICATE IN ORDER TO PRACTICEc SEE ATTACHED,
PLEASE REFER ANY CALLS ON THIS ISSUE TO NURSING PRACTICE & SERVICE

Volume 21, Number 33
GOVE~NOR VETOES \VASTE DISPOSAL DILL-

A CANCELLED CHECK
. .·. .
VERBAL CONFIRMATION FROM THE LICENSURE':.VERIFICATION Urur
(518) -474-3817 -3830 -6591 THAT THE APPLICATION IS BEING
PROCESSED.

lu ADDITION1 DR. MEGEL HAS STATED THAT SHE ANTICIPATES THAT

74 N. PEARL STREET, ALBANY, NY 12207

. :--•·

statute (Section 6502 of the :Educ:uion Law), the
Dep:irtment •shall renew" the registration of each
licensee upon receipt of a complete application and
registrn.tion fee. Applicants do not have to poss~ the
·· registr:ition certificate itself in order to be·' duly
/. registered and to continue to practice. Member
hospitals wishing to verify SED receipt of completed
applications may do so by calling either (518) 4743817, or toll-free. 1-800-342-3729.
(GORDON)

I':·
·
''

DOH ISSUES MEMO ON PAThlENT OF CON FEES
AND CHARGES-A July 24 He:ilth F.lcilities
Memor.mdum {HFM) provided details on the fees and
charges which must be submitted fo:r the processing of
certific:ite of need (CON) applic:itions. These fees
. and charges are for CON ::ipplications for construction.

HERF SEMINARS TO FOCUS ON FAOLlTY
RENOVATJON-To assist he:ilth care facilities in their
Rnovation plans. the Hospital Educational and
Resc:arcb Fund (HERF) has designed a progr:un
enrided • A Master Pbn Str.uegy for Modernizing and
Exp:inding Existing Hospital Facilities.• The program,
which will be held OD September 20 at the La.Gu:irdia
Marriott and September 21 :at HANYS in Alb:my. will
fe:uure nationally recognized experts OD he:ilth are
pbnning and architecture. providing practic::il :idvice
and speciiu: recommendations. Chief <>.,er:uing ::ind
FiD311cial Officers. planning and m:irketing
professio~ hospit:ll engineers. and Physic::il Plant
and M:neri:ils M:imgement directors should find these
semin:us valu:ible. For funher infornution or to
register. ple:lse contact HERF at (S 18) 434-7600.
(ARGENIO)

•
•

STATE OF NEW YORK
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

!

Corning Tower

TITLE VIII OF THE EDUCATION LAW
ARTICLE130
GENERAL PROVISIONS
SUBARTICLE 1. INTRODUCTORY SUMMARY

·• :-< tide provides for the regulation of the admission
,mi tie practice of certain professions. This first arti. mpiie;; to all the professions included in this title,
,···;,t that prehearing procedures and hearing proce_,·., in connection with the regulation of professional
, =~a·t of the profession of medicine shall be conducted
. !::mt to the provisions of Title II-A of article two of
·;,11i,Iic hea_Ith law. Each of the remaining articles ap. :o a particular profession.

·• ;i; ~.

Admission to a profession (licensing)

:·::i,.;;ion to practice of a profession in this state is
·•-i:,µiished by a license being issued to a qualified ap.. • 1:t hy the education department. To qualify for a Ii:.·•· :m ~pplicant shall meet the requirements pre. :,. ·a :n the article for the particular profession.
0

OFFICE OF HEALTH
SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT
Raymona Sweeney

.;:;,;2_ Duration and registration of a

license

: · ·\ license shall be valid during the life ofthe holder
-~l~-s revoked. annulled or suspended by the board of
: -·~ents. A licensee must register with the depart-::ent to practice in this state.

~n!!'e depart~ent ~hall e:tablish the beginning
0 ~ the registration penods for each profession
··nd mad an application for registration to every Ii: •-~~_currently registered at least four months orior
-~ · 11'-' ~~n~in? of the registration period for the re,.t-ctne pro1css1on.
.;_ a\n :tpplic:ition for registration and the req . d
--•1 ·t
•
"
h
u1re
> r.mon iee s all be submitted together with or as
~l part ~f the 3pplic:ition for a license. A person ini•
· practice :iftcr a
,. ::1Jh·
. licensed or a 1·1censee resummg•~tp~ ofn-gist.ration during the last two years of a tri•·nnt:tJ
·
·
•
. • regastrat1on period shall receive a prorated reof onc-third_oh~e total registration fee for each
,car of the triennial period that has elapsed prior
••

11

to the date of registration. The department shall renew the registration of each licensee upon receipt of a
proper application, on a form prescribed by the department, _and the registr~tio_n fee. Any licensee who fails 3\¢
to register by th~ begmmng of the appropriate registration period shall be required to pay an additional
fee for late filing of ten dollars for each month that
regis~tion has been delayed while such licensee con~inued to_practice his profession. The licensee resumtn? practice after a lapse of registration shall be permitted to practice without actual possession of the
registration certificate for not more than four months
after mailing to the department the required application fee.

l

4. Any licensee who is not engaging in the practice of
his profession in this state and does not desire to register shall so advise the department. Such licensee may
subsequently register and resume practice without
paying an additional fee for failure to register at the
beginning of the registration period.

5. Licensees shall notify ;he department of any
chang£· of name or mailing address within thirty days
of such change.
6. The fee for replacement of a lost registration certificate or license or for registration of an additional office shall i>e ten dollars.

§6503. Practice of a profession
Admission to the practice of a profession (1) entitles
the licensee to practice the profession as defined in the
article for the particular profession, (2) entitles the indi~dual licensee to use the professional title as pro\·ided
~n the nr~icle for the particular profession. and <3) sub.
Jee~ the ltcensee to the pmeedures and penalties foi· prof:ss1on:il misconduct as prescribed in this article \sections sixty-fil·e hundred nine, sixty-five hundrl'd ten
and sixty.five hundred eleven).
•

Albany. New York 12237

Oa1nd A,elmd. M 0.
Ccmmi,:s,oner

0,reaor

,;.;11u. fotrodoction

The Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller Empire State Plaza

August 24, 1989

Bnan Hendncks
E,ecvr""' Def'<Jr:, Director

Karen A. Ballard, RN
Director
Nursing Practice and Services Program
New York State Nurses Assuciation
2113 Western Avenue
Guilderland, New York l2US4·9501
Dear Ms. Ballard:
In your recent h:tter you a:;ked for clarification of certain terms
used in the regulations arid the Dep,1rtment of Health Memornmlum addressing
the licensed practical nurse (LPN) and intravenous therapy procedures.
The regulation requires that the registered professional nurse
(RPN) be imnediately available by phone. Each home health agency that
decides to assign LPNs to IV therapy is responsible for making the the
necessary arrangements for RPN cover·uge. We expect that the agency will
plan to have an RPN, who is familia1· with the patient's condition anJ
treatment regimen, available for consultation. While we expect that in most
cases, the RPN will be in the office, it is conceivable that a reliable
system could be set up to inmediately reach an RPN in the field. W€ wocld
not preclude such an arrange.~ent so long as appropriate measures (which
might include beepers, mouile phones, etc.) were taken to ensure ill!lll!diate
coomunication when necessary.
The statement in the DOHM that you asked about refers to the
location of a phone for LPN use to consult with the RPN. The word "nearby"
was used to apply to situations where the patient does not have a phone in
the living quarters, but one is otherwise available. For example, prior
arrangements with a cooperative neighbor who has a phone may be made, or a
shared phone in an apartment building hallway may be available.

me.

Should you have any further questions, please feel free to contact
Sincerely,

~tJ,)tJ_

Thomas 111. Hartman
Director
llealth Care Standards and Analysi::i
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Martha L Orr,MN, RN
&ecullff Dlractor
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Constituent of The American
Nurses Anoc:Jallon

.

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
2113 Weslem Avenue, Gullderfand, New York 12084-9501
TEL (518) 456-5371
FAX# (518) 456-0697

August 3, 1989
Honorable Mario M. CUomo
Governor of New York
Executive Chamber
State Capitol

Albany, NY

12224

Dear Governor CUomo:

lj'

The New York State Nurses Association has received concerned inquiries
from our members regarding the Proposed Amendments to 18 NYCRR Medicaid Utilization Thresholds. In reviewing the proposed amendments
this Association believes that establishing these thresholds has a
potential for negatively impacting on direct health care to a very
needy segment of the population in New York State and may overwhelmingly increase the documentation required by an already overburdened
system.
This Association is particularly concerned about the additional
services which may be required by segments of the Medicaid population
(young children, the elderly, HIV/AIDS patients) and the inability of
these populations to process the required forms necessary to obtain
waivers or exceptions. The setting of "limited visits" per category
of need is artificial and totally non-responsive to the Medicaid
client's health care needs. NYSNA believes that there are other
methodologies available to the Department of Social Services for
review which would be less obstructionistic (e.g. review of utilization rates; managed care) and more facilitative of care.
In addition, the New York State Nurses Association believes that if
these regulations are enacted the documentation required from providers will become prohibitive. Professional nurses will need to devote
more time to assisting clients in accessing the system and less time
in providing direct care to clients. The recent studies of the
nursing shortage, including the Labor Health Industry Task Force,
urged that the documentation required in the health care delivery
system be stream.lined to provide more time for the delivery of direct
nursing care to patients and clients. These regulations will potentially
produce
situations
of nursing
in this
State. which will inhibit the appropriate practice

-:t:t 3
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Governor CUomo
August 3, 1989
Page 2

The New York State Nurses Association urges you to exercise your
authority to direct the withdrawal of these regulations and to urge
the development of appropriate alternatives. This Association is
prepared to meet with your representatives and other interested
parties to discuss other methodologiea which will not compromise
health
services or diminish the provision of nursing services to
Medicaidcare
clients.
Sincerely,

/4'M

'Yll .1A t iJ.. /_,Cf- L-../
/j
Martha L. Orr, MN, RN

Executive Director
The New York State Nurses Association

MLO/dpf

cc:

Commissioner Cesar A. Perales
Jo.Anne A. Costantino
Hospital Association of NYS
Greater NY Hospital Assn.
Pharmaceutical Society of NY
Medical Society of NYS
Dental Society of NYS
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PUBLIC RELATIONS

SBP'l'BMBBR 14-15, 1989
I.

PUBLICM'IONS

2:'b@ Journal
The September issue, which is devoted ta research, begins the

.Toarnal's second year as a peer reviewed quarterly.

'l'heme

issues ware the rule during the first year, but the editorial
hoard has decided that beginning in Karch 1989,. unless themes
emerge from the manuscripts submitted, each issue will be
eclectic. Initially, themes were considered a good way to
encourage 1.mbrd as ions, but that is no longer a problem. There
is now a small inventoi:y of manuscripts awaiting public~tion
and a steady flow of new articles to review.
II.

COMHUIIICATIOBS
A.

PSA with Governor Cuomo
On Jul.y 31, background material for a PSA on recruitment
was sent to Michael Dowling, Governor Cuamo•s Deputy
Secrotaey for Human Services. Hr. Dowling acknowledged
the material and said he would be in touch with us again.

B.

Labor Day Material
An advertisement announcing RYSBA's commitment to patient
care and improved conditions far RHs was placed in El
Diario/La Presna 'a special Labor Day Supplement. An
article painting to the illportant role Hispanic nurses
play in the Association was also submitted. The article
features lliriaa Gonzalez, RYSJIA senior nurse
representative, Alicia CmMcho, and Elizabeth Texidor,
Cha1r of the CRP at St. Luke's Hospital in Manhattan.

C.

Keep Pace With a Burse

District 5 arranged for two legislators to participate in
this ongoing project. On August 1S, Assemblyman Hartin
Luster visited the ~ioga County Health Department where he
followed t1IO staff nurses on their units and accompanied a
nurse on b.aae viaita. The event was covered by local
radio and ff. On Septe.ber S, Assemblyman James Tallon
visited Wilson Jle.llOrial Hospital where he participated in
a round table discussion with staff nurses, the vice
president and assistant vice president for nursing, and
District 5 President-Elect Pamela Steuart.

-#3
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A.

The departaent has J:>een cooperat.:lng on an article on
nursing scheduled for th9 SUnday Magazine Section of 2'he

Nev York 1".imes..

national focus.

B.

C.

gm IIBW YOB SD.TB RURSBS ASSOCD.fiOB

RBPOR'.r

September 14-15, 1989
:t.

nursing shortage, written for Working
included an interview with Cynthia
BottoJlls-Suarez of Maimonides .Medical Center.

An article on the

flamen magazine,

E.

On July 23, the program Call Por Action on Syracuse radio

F.

A local Syracuse television show, Our Communit.y on
WSTM-13, featured 4 NYSNA members, Julie Dibagio, Beverly
Ianuzi, Ingrid Pearson and Cathy Scott, on its July 23
broadcast, which focused on the variety of career

G.

H.

II.

American Nurse did stories on two facilities in New
York state: Cancer therapies at Roswell Park Institute in
Buffalo and Balloon Catheters at Strong Memorial Hospital
in Rochester.
The

Contracts won by liYSNA at the large

Hew

York City

vo1untary hospitals were mentioned in an American Journal

of Nursing editorial in July and covered more extensively
in the AJN's August issue under the headline, New York
Hurses Are Breaking Through the Salary Ceiling.

INPORMA'l'IOH RESOURCES FOR NURSE RESEARCHERS
The Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature will give a presentation to the AHA Council of Hurse
Researchers• meeting in Chicago IL, September 27-30, on
•info:cmation resources for nurse researchers.• It is
hoped that the meeting will provide for additional input
into the development of a national nursing information
network. The idea of a national network evolved from
discussions between several concerned groups of nurses
and librarians in early 1988.

station WHEN did a show on the contributions of health
department nurses with two RYSNAmembers who work for the
Oneida County Beal.th Department.

opportunities in nursing.

GUIDE 'l'O HURSilltG .ARCHrVBS

The •Guide to :Nursing .Archives,• a publication of the
Interagency Council on Library Resources for Hursing, is at
the printer and will be available at the ICLRH October
meeting. The guide will provide access to collections on
a geographic basis with further clarifica~ion on personal.
papers, schools of nursing records, etc.

An article in Hospital Security and Safety Hanage.ment,
quoted nursing representative Gloria cappella on security

concerns at the 17 BBC Facilities .in Hew York City.

D.

III.

HEW SERIAL

Specialty Nursing Porum is a new quarterly newsletter.
Produced by Specialty Nursing Porum, Inc., the publication
foc~ses on broad issues in the profession of nursing.
Recent issues addressed were successful lobbying strategies, the nursing shortage, and differentiated practice~
Information is available from:
Specialty Nursing Porum, Inc.
216 Higgins Road
Park Ridge, IL 60068-5790

Anne Schott, Director

CODIIDUD.ications and Publications

ri

Lamb, Assistant

Communications and Publications
AS/DL/'pcb

9/4/89
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'!ha article is expected to have a

Betty Ann Lynch of St. Luke's Roosevelt was interviewed as
a typical. New York City nurse by Radio Free Europe for a
br.>adcast that wil.l J:each 10 lllillion Russians on the
veekand. of Sept:ember 9th.

m
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Warren G. Hawkes, Director

Library
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HEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
Library Acquisitions

May 2, 1989 - August 31, 1~89

Ulf.ITBD STATES G0VERRIIENT DOCUJIEHTS

21 Federal jRegulations.
USGPO, 1988.

Parts 1-60.

Washington, DC:

2t Federal Regulations, Parts 61-399. Washington, DC:
USGPO, 1988.

2f federal Regulations. Parts 430-End.
USGPO, 1988.

Washington, DC:

*Nursing Resources mm :tu. Delivery C2i, .E,atient Care. Washington,
USDHHS, National Institutes of Health, 1988.

DC:

*Sixth Special Report t o ~ ~ Congress 2n Alcohol and Health.
January 1987.

Washington, DC: USDHHS, 1987.

NEW YORK STATE GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS

*Comprehensive Prenatal-Perinatal Services Network:
Albany, MY: BYS Department of Health, 1989.

Progress Report.

Governing the Emplre State: An Insider's Guide. Albany, !IY:
Rockefeller Institute of Government, 1988.

*llli Annual Report~~ Governor ml!I Legislature: Publi£ Health
Section 2803-d, Requirements Goveminq Reporting of Patient
Abuse in Residential Health~ Facilities. Albany, NY:
NYS Department of Health, 1989.

::~i~
.•~-~

.

-fl:- ..-.

OMRDD Organization: Update
1989.

*Prenatal

12/88.

Assistance Program:

Albany, RY: State of New York,

gnual Report 1988. Albany,

RYI RYS Depu-taant of Health, 1989.

*Vital statistics 2f
Heal.th, 1989.

1!§3!

%21'.k

state, 1987. Albany,

BY1

HYs Dept.

Al!ERICAH HORSES' .ASSOCIATIOB
llalaon, L.

Credentiali.ng in Nursing;
1

Contemporazy Development·a

of

1L

-:t=t 3

fd \/ l':=>Dr'--/
Dd Trends. Legal Implications 21 voluntary crectentialinq.
xansas City, HO: American Hurses' Association, 1989.

.

mee.+•~ C,
U)ync_ t

•

RATIORAL LEAGUE FOR NURSING

Associate Degree Nursing Proarne, Accredited

the tn.N. 1988-89 •
Bew York: Rational League for Nursing, 1989. (PUblication
123-1S44)

.BAccalaureate Education in Nursing: Kev.~~ Professional Career in
Nursing~ 1989-1990. New York: National League for Nursing, 1989.
(Publication #15-1311)

Curriculum Revolution: Reconceptualizing Nursing Bdu~ati«:'n. New
York: National League for Nursing, 1989. (Publication 115-2280)

Criteria t2l: Appraisal gt Baccalaureate Programs:
A Critical Hermeneutic Analysis. New York: National League for

Diekelmann,. H.

Nursing, 1989. (pUBLI~ION 115-2253)

Hart,

s., Ed.
Outcome.

Doctoral Education in Nursing: History. Process and
Hew York: Rational League for Nursing, 1989. (Pub-

lication 115~2238)

Midwif!t, .ADS Other Poems gn Caring. New York: National
League for Nursing, 1989. (Publication 121-2286)

Krysl, M.

,m

Nursing Bylaws, .ll1lD§ 1989. New York: National
League for Nursing, 19890 (Publication #11-406)

National League

Nursing~ Review. 1988.
1989.

New York: National League for Nursing,
(Publication 119-2290)

Practical Nursing Programs ,Accredited m! the !ild!.&, 1989. New
York: Rational League for Nursing, 1989.
State-Approved Schools of Nursing RN. 1989. Hew !ark: National
Leagua for Nursing, 1989. (Publication #19-2~88)
Tanner, c. and Lindemann, c., Eds. Using Nursing Research.
New York: Rational League for Nursing, 1989. (Publication
#15-2232)

c., and others. Strategic Planning, Marketing a~d Evaluation for Nursing Education Ans! Service. New York: Rational
League for Nursing, 1989. (Publication #15-2282)

Waltz,

BCOHOMIC AHO GBBBRAL WELFARE

Rpgployee Relations Id:11! i n ~ Health~ i!orkplace:_Strategies Amforerican
Successful Labor
Employment Relations. Washington, DC:
Bar Association, Porum Committee on Health Law, 1988.

mm

2

L

i:Arbitration Works. 1585-87 Supp1 f!P!ftnt, Washington, DC: Bureau
of National Affairs, 1988 •

NURSING PRACTICE AND SERVICES

•~ rn.

Booki Information for Workers. San Francisco, CA: Service
Employees International Union, 1988.

*An .Assessment of the Beliefs
Practices &@lated :tQ HIV Infection
Among Gynecologlsts, Obstetriciu.,J..L Nurse-Midwives ~d Nurses:
Report to the Philadelphia C~ssion gn .AIDS. Philadelphia.
Trustees of Univ. of Pennsylvaru.a, 1988.
Carroll-Johnson, R., Ed. Classification gt Nursing Diagnosis: Proceedings of the Eighth Conference., (NAHDA). Philadelphia, PA:
J.B. Lippincott, 1989.
Gomberg, B• .Alcohol and women. Hew Brunswick, BJ: Rutgers Univ.,
1989 •.

Guidelines for Nursing Management of People Infected !!ith Human Ymmunodeficiency Virus (HIV). Geneva, SWitzerland: World Health Organization, 1988.
Haack,

x.

and Hughes, T., Bds. Addiction in the Nursing Profession.

Hew York:

Spzinger Publ. Co., 1989.

Johnson, J. and Bennett, L. Adult Children of Alcoholics: Theory
and Research. New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers Oniv., 1989.
An Infor:mation Resources Director.r.
American Foundation for AIDS Research, 1989.

Learning AIDS:

Rew

York:

Aips Inf~;gnation Sourcebook.
Phoenix, AZ: Oryx Press, 1989.

Malinowsky, H. and Perry, G., Eds. The
2nd. edition.

Managing Relationships in Today's Changing Healthcare ClimaT.e.
Nashville, TN: Vanderbilt University, 1988.

c.. New York Statutes Affecting Nursing Practice.
Claire, WI: Professional Education Systems, 1989.

Northrop,

Bau

Washington, DC: American Bar Association, Forum Committee on Health Law, 1986.

Peer Review - ~ the Law.

Quinn, P. AIDS Educational Resource Guide.
Physical Therapy Association, 1388.

Alexandria, VA: American

*Update gn Nursing services Monitoring and Evaluation. Chicago,
IL: Joint Commission on Accrediation of Healthcare Organizations, 1989.

zeese, K. Dr.ig Testing Legal Manual: Guidelines and Alternatives .
New York: Clark Boardman Co., 1988.
l

RBFDEJICE

Booher,

o.

1988.

§S!S!Sl

Gunar.

Grief.

New York: Facts on Pile Publns.,

•'

1

Fawcett, J. Aoplyaia Ami Byaluo;tion 2'. Concgptuu Mpdels in Nursing.
2nd edition. Philadelphia, PA: P.A. Davis Co., 1989.

a.d Book, 1989-1990. 19th edition.
Nev York Legal Pabl. Co., 1989.

D!l M!t

Health

.lill·Ma Guide .tQ

CAm

Hospital Association, 1989.

Field.

Albany, NY:

Chicago, IL: American

A Directory 2f Ba.tional Organizations Related~
Jlaternal AD!l Child Health, Washington, DC1 National center for

Repchi.nq

•

I

,
I

.

llsaociation ConYalrl:J.on, Jane 1988). , '· Bursing Betwork, 1988. 2 audiotapes.

•Rurses and Politics, Shaping the Future.•
Kansas City, IE:
.American Nurses' Association, 1989. 1/2 vidaocaasetta, color,
16 mins.

J

i'
!

!

i

Bduc!ltion in Maternal and Child Health, 1989.

.

1t%!!§

Shortage 2' Registered Ruraes in tlMl Health CAa Coppunity.
Port Lee, BJ: Ezacutive Compensation Service, 1988.

KISCELLAlmOUS

Attitudes, values And Beliefs .2f

Public ill Indiana 'l'QWard Nursing
Rphance Recruitment iDm Rursinq. Indian-

u. A career,

A Study

c9PP91\ Gooch

Socia1 Welfare H!!

apol.t.a, IR: Sigaa Theta Tau, 1988.

York: The !'om Foundation, 1989.

Aaerican Puture.

jvv

8/31/89

11ew

Byolgtion .2f
Professional Rursing Orgfpization:
Deye}rn-,nt .2f Power. Austin, ft: University of 'l'ezas at Austin,
1986. (Doctoral dissertation)

Freitas, L.

*Green, JI. , Ed.

Diversity.

Hughes, D., et al.

QJjld Health
1989.

.

1Jin9Tities 211 CPPUII I- Bftpdbook ,m Enhancing

1989.

Washington, DC: American Council on Education,

%hf! Health 2f !mer!can's ChJ1drens Maternal and
J2Aa Book. Washington, DC: Children's Defense Fund,

Payipq )fore, Getting Lese I
Washington, DC:

How Lb Health

Aaaricans for Health, 1988.

Measures

School LB. 19881 A Handbook .f!u:. BU School Board Members.
Albany, RY: Bew York State School Board Asuociation,

1988.

AUDIOVISUALS
•claasification £or llu.rBing Practice.· (Progrma-American Rurses'
4

York, Rational

5
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ORGANIZATION SERVICES

September 14-15, 1989

I.

CONVBll'riOH

The Convention program is at the typesetter's. Please notify
us immediately if you have not already brought any booth requests
or advertisements to our attention. The deadline for congratulatory
remarks in the Awards Program is September 18. Rate information
is in the exhibitor prospectus.
Please help us in spreading the word to your members, especially
the 11 district only" members. Informational items about Convention
in your newsletters are always appreciated. A copy of the entire
schedule of events is attached.

Small posters are being mailed to every hospital in our efforts
to inform the non-member population.
II.

PROMOTJ:ORAL I'l'EMS

In an effort to "test the market" of certain promotional items
we have purchased a few new items to sell at Convention.
In addition to the NYSNA pins, mugs, children•s tee-shirts,
holiday cards and canvas totes from previous years, the following
items have been ordered in small quantities:

umbrellas
sport shirts
baseball hats
windbreakers
pens-on-a-rope ("You can't spell caring without RN")
button ("The nursing shortage is dangerous to your health")
stuffed bears with "I love a nurse" tee-shirts
The smaller items will carry a generic nursing theme, appropriate
for gifts {especially during nurses' week) to even the non-member.
The more expensive items are all of excellent quality and have
either the logo or the Association's name on them~

1989 CONVENTION SCHEDULE

-2III.

Friday, October 27

AIDS NORKSBOPS

Fall AIDS workshops are scheduled as follows:

Holiday Inn, Riverhead
Grand Prospect Hall, Brooklyn

September 14-15
Nov.30-Dec.l

Tentative spring dates have been arranged for the following:
Peninsula Hospital, Far Rockaway
Bayley Seton Hospital, Staten Island
Antun's, Queens Village
Montefiore Medical Center, Bronx

February 8-9

March 1-2

April 23-24
May 10-11

[Q;_J·e~l~-ttr&m _/

Deborah Matterson, Director

organization Services

Laura Kinson,, Associate Director
Organization Services

Time

Ennt

Loatioa

7:30a-2p

Exhibit Set Up

Convention Hall ESP

8:30a-6:30p

Registration

Red Corridor ESP

8:30a-8:30p

Ready Room

Ill ESP

9a-12n

Saipl Review

sui1e omce. Hilton

10a-12n

First-timer's Orienration

#SESP

10a-2p

NSANYS Meeting

Beverwyct. Hilton

10a-2p

CE Session
*Nurses in a Pluralistic Society

14ESP

10:30a-12n

CE Session
*Incentives and Recognition for
Experienced Nurses

16ESP

ll:30a-l:30p

Foundation TrustceS Meeting

Ten Broeck. Hilton

12:15p-l:45p

CE Sessions
•sentimental Women Need Not Apply
*Designing and ImpJcrncntingUnique

16:ESP

Jp-2p

Parliamcnlarian Hours

1Si.$P

2p-4p

Voling Body

ConveiUion Hall ESP

4p-6p

Plattsbuigh Rcccplion

Arthur's Court Hillen

4p-8:30p

Exhibits Open

Convention Hall ESP

4p-8:30p

PostcrShow

BaseofEgg

4:l5p-6p

Clinical Pr.lctice Uni&s (7)
•Med-Sorg

BallroomA

Curriculum Offerings

DII/LK/a1
9/6/89

•Pment-Oilld

*School Health

it,:

j.
' .

'

'

~-

-,:;

,
'

.,

·~

Hilton

BaDroam B

-community Health

*Psych-Mental Health

BaltroomE

4:1Sp-6p

Videos

ISESP

8:30p-9:30p

Keynole Address

Cclmsilion HaD ESP

9:30p-10-.30p

Emll>ilSOpen

ColwaabOII Hall ESP

9:30p-

Opening Nlght Rc:ceplioo

Convenlioa Hall ESP

9p-l0p

Buffalo CVB Farewell to Dr. Hunler

OBDcctES?

• Ambulalory care

_;J

12-3ESP

Beverwyct(4&S)
Van Rems (6&1)
BallroomC

~logical

;~ :
.:.~.

BaUroomD

;j

_',

'.

"J
1

-~

I
1
t
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Saturday, October 28

.
8a-2p

Registration

Red Corridor ESP

8a-2p

Exhibits Open

Convention Hall ESP

8a-7:30p

Ready Room

#lESP

8: 1Sa-9:45a

CE Session
-The Drug Free Workplace Act of
1988 Impacts on Health Care Setting

8:1Sa-ll:4Sa

CE Session
•Nurses. Nursing & Clients Where's

Ballroom C-E, Hilton

the Research?

.

#6 ESP

.

Sunday, October 19
Timi!

Eveal

Lor:dia

7:30a-€:)

Regislralion

Red Caridor ESP

7:30a-9a

Exhibits Open

ConYCntionHalIESP

7:30a-8:30a

lmpaiRd Nursing b!eakfast

Ten Broeck. Hiltoo

9a-lp ·

Voting Body

Convention Hall ESP

lp-2p

ExhibilS Open

Convention Hall ESP

lp-6p

Ready Room

fl ESP

l:15p-2:30p

Leadership Luncheon

Ballroom

2p-3:45p

CESC§ions
• AnalOmy of Malpractice Suil: How
lO Select Legal Counsel
•Physical Abuse and Pharmacological
Restrainrs in the Elderly

16ESP

IS

IOa-Ip

Crossgates Shopping

bus pickup at ESP

10a-ll:45a

CESC§ion
•Humanistic Nursing Practice

#6ESP

10:30a-l2:30p

Parliamentarian Hours

#SF.SP

I0:30a-1l:30a

Delegate Assm. - Private Sector

Ten Broeck, Hilron

10:30a-l l:30a

Delegate Assm. - Public Sector

Van Renss, Hilton

3p-5p

Parliamenrarian Hours

10:30a-12n

Retired Nurses Hospitality Room

Beverwyck, Hilton

4p-S:45p

CE Sessions

12n-l:45p

Foundation Luncheon

Ballroom A-B, Hilton

2p-Sp

Voting Body

5p-7:30p

Exhibits Open

Convention Hall ESP

S:1Sp-6:30p

Functional Units (6)
•Nurse Practitioners
•Nurse Entrepreuuers
•Nwse Educators
•Direct Care Practitioners
•Nurse Adm in & Mgrs
•Providers of CE

Hilton
Ballroom B
Beverwyck (4&5)
Van Renss (6&7)
Ballroom C
Ballroom D

Ballroom E

S:15p-6:30p

Videos

#5ESP

6p-10p

Racerrack Tour (Saratoga Harness)

meet at Hilton

6p-9p

NYSNPA Reception

Ballroom A, Hilton

7p-I0p

Delegate Assembly Mtg.

Ten Broeck, Hilton

7:3<>p.9p

CE Sessions
-The Indications for Determining the
Cost and Value of Nursing Services
•Resean:h Network Model

#6 ESP
#2-4 ESP

8p-9?

Parliamentarian Hours

#SESP

9p-llp

Las Vegas Night

Ballroom CDE. HillOn

:..

Convention Hall ESP

·-....

Hilton

12-4ESP

•Co-dependency Scrategies
•state and Cily Planning for AIDS
and the New Confidentiali!y I.aw

16ESP

5:30p-7:30p

Madeline Naegle Reception

Anhm's Court, Hilton

6p-7:30p

CB Sessions
•violcncc-JSafcty in the Wodcplace
*Communicable Disease Outbreaks
Expose Immnnm.Lion Policies and
Your Nursing Practice

12-4ESP

161:SP
12-41:SP

7:30p-9:30p

Videos

ISESP

8p-8:30p

Awards Recepcioo

Tmfllcs. Hiltoo

8:30p-I0:30p

Awards Banquet

Ballroom A-E. Hilroo

I0:30p-12m

District 14 Rcceplion

A11hur's Court, Hilroo
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Full

Member
Install Monthly Quarter

Report of Membership Figures
JOLY. 1989
Tota,
R•duced MeMbarshlp Dues
No
Group A
Group a
Advance
Coiap ll •
Full Install
Full Install
Pa~ Type
Paid

D01

99

74

D02

86

DOJ

111
16

15

7

67

41

0

0

3

17

D05

31

a

2

004

22

0

1

2

0

9

D06

25

26

0

0

9

3

0.01

32

26

0

0

6

008
009

21

19

0

0

97

80

2

0

7
20

0

5

0

17

7

32

2

0

1

233

1

2

17

5

11

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

4

0

5

14

3

5

6

20

,

11

0

3

a

Date:
Page:

PRD
4

0

4

237

0

43

40

0

40

83

0

144

6

0

6

150

0

65

0

0

0

65

•4
•4

0

0

67

99

10

99

166

+S

0

0

0

83

38

2

40

123

-6

0

0

0

55

23

1

24

79

+2

0

227

26

1

27

254

0

0

7!1

97

1

98

173

+3

0

0

33

4

0

.. 1

107
2401

12

0

119

•5

2474

u

37

0

133

2607

5009

-4

22!17

'8

2315

4074

•27

1

1

0

2

5

0

,0

10
41

0

012

0

0

DIJ

3

7

5

1155

,

831

1

1

102

59

16

2

0

014

584

3

3

208
7

17
1

0

0
0

1759

13

60
1

4

2

2
0

H

01!1

795
21

ua

0

016

224

131

1

0

2:S

28

2

0

0

416

017

86

69

1

0

a

7
5

12

2

0

0

,n

011

65

51

0

7

6

0

140

D19

60

56

0

0

16

10

0

149

z:s

SUI

3000

2202

20

7

342

199

6461

5561

1

0
44

NU

2201

1010

16

4

103

51

42

2

TOT

'201

3212

36

11

44!i

250

679

46

July, 1989
June, 1989

30,412
301260
+152

-3

233

20

COMPARISON FIGUkES,

Rep

390

15

637

Total

9

10

u

5
2U
J7

31

4

-9

SM£

SAME

-1

0

5

5J

4

247

663

0

37

220

3Z

172

+1

24

47

196

+12

240

5101

12262

,

..... ,j.,

+C
Pre11

157

30

'

Total
PRO

5

D10

·I,J}f·'t
(\
. (.)J

7/31/8~
1

152

011

a

Pending

- ..

SAME
-7

-48

0

3430

13572

1146

14720

uno

+200

1

9H1

191U

1388

20521

30412

+152

July, 1989
July, 1988

30,412
291764
+648

,_p..c_
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Report Of Membership Figures
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Full

lj

.. •~ii"('\:)i;

Member
Install Monthly Quarter

Redueed

Du~s

Group A

Fut l

Date:
Page:

AUGUST. 1989

Ins tell

Group S

Full

Install

Total
Advance

Mo

Pay ·Type

Paid

PltD

Pending

Total

3/31/89
t
+or-

PRD

Total

Prev'lous

Report

001

97

70

1

0

14

7

32

2·

0

1

224

151

3

154

37a

D02

-12

114

79

1

2

13

8

11

0

0
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HISTORICAL SKETCH OF ANA

Se¢':~r 2, 1896. Delegates from 10 alumnae
assooa~~ met n';8!' New York City for the purpose
of organmng a national professional association for

nurses.

1897. Qmstitution and bylaws were completed and
the Nurses' Associated Alumnae of the United Stat.es
and Canada was organized.
1899. Name changed to Nurses' Associated Alumnae
of the Unit.eel Stat.es.

April _18, 1901. The incorporation of the Nurses'
Associat.ed Alumnae of the Unit.eel States completed

and filed in Albany, New York.

1911. Name changed to American NUl'!!es' Association.
May 3, 1917. Incorporated in the District of Columbia.
Janwuy 19, 1920. Incorporation in New York State
annulled.
May 23, 1934. Issuance of a certificate of authority to do
business in the state of New York.
July 1, 1982. The American Nurses' Association
became a federation of constituent state nurses'
associations.

CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION OF

AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION
We, the undersigned, a majority of whom are
residents of the District of Qilumbia, desiring to avail
ourselves of the provisions of Section 599, et sequitur,
of the Code of Laws of the District of Columbia, do
hereby certify as follows:
1. The name or title by which this Society shall be
known is AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION.
2. The term for which it is organized shall be
perpetual.

3. The purposes of this corporation are and shall be
to promote the professional and educational
advancement of nurses in every proper way; to
elevate the standard of nursing education; t.o
establish and maintain a code of ethics among
nurses; to distribute relief among such nurses as
may become ill, disabled, or destitute; t.o
disseminate infonnation on the subject of
nursing by publications in official periodicals or
otherwise; t.o bring into communication with
each other various nurses and associations and
federations of nurses throughout the United
States of America; and to succeed to all rights
and property held by the American Nurses'
Association as a corporation duly incorporated
under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
New York.

4. The number of its trustees for the first year of its
existence shall be thirteen.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned
Jane A Delano, a resident of the District of Columbia,
and Georgia M. Nevins, a resident of the District of
Columbia, and Clara D. Noyes, a resident of the
District of Columbia, and Annie W. Goodrich, a
resident of the City of New York, and Sarah E. Sly, a
resident of Birmingham, Michigan, have heret.o set
our hands and seals this 28th day of April, 1917.

ff

JANE A DELANO
GEORGIA M. NEVINS
CLARA D. NOYES
ANNIE W. GOODRICH
SARAHE. SLY

-ii-

-iii-

(Seal)
(Seal)
(Seal)
(Seal)
(Seal)

...........,
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STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA,

PlilLADELPHIA COUN'IY SS:. Peraonally appeared. before me, a Notary Public
m and for the Commonwealth of Pennsylvarria.
Jane A. Delano, Georgia M. Nevins, Annie W.
Goodrich, Cl81"8. D. Noyes, and Sarah E. Sly, ~ho are
pe~ly well known to me to be the individuals
:,"ho mgn~ the foregoing and annexed certificat:.e of
mcorporation and acknowledged the same to be their
art and deed.

Given under my hand and notarial seal this 28th
day of April, 1917.

ROSE MARIE KELLEY
Notary Public

(Notarial Seal)
Commission expires 19 Jan., 1919.

AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION

BYLAWS

As Revised June 26, 1989
.ARI'ICLEI
Name, Purposes, and Functions

Section 1. Name

The name of this association shall be the American
Nurses' Association, hereinafter referred t.o as ANA.

Section2. Purposes
a. The purposes of ANA shall be to1) work far the improvement of health standards
and the availability of health care services for
all people, and

standards of nursing, and
3) stimulat.e and promot.e the professional develop-

2} fast.er high

ment of nurses and advance their economic

and general welfare.
b. These purposes shall be unrestricted by
consideration of age, color, creed, handicap,
lifestyle, nationality, race, religion, or sex.

Section 3. Functions
The functions of ANA shall be toa. establish standards of nursing practice. nursing
education, and nursing serv.ices.
b. establish a uxle of ethical conduct for nurses.
c. ensure a syst.em of credentialing in nursing.
d. initiate and influence legislation, governmental
programs, national health policy, and
int.ernational health policy.
e. support systematic study, evaluation, and research
in nursing.
f. serve as the central agency for the collection,
analysis, and dissemination of information
relevant to nursing.
g. promot.e and prot.ect the economic and general
welfare of nurses.
h. provide leadership in national and int.emational
nursing.
i. provide for the professional development of nurses.
j. conduct an affirmative action program.
k. ensure a collective bargaining program for nurses.
I. provide services to constituent members.
m. maintain communication with constituent members
through official publications.

-iv-
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n. assume an active role as consumer advocate.
o. represent and speak for the nursing profession
~th alli~d health groups, national and
international organizations, governmental
bodies, and the public.

ARTICLED
Membership
Section 1. Composition•
ANA shall be composed of state nurses' associations,

multi:state nurses' associations, and United States of

Amem:a nurses overseas associations hereinafter
referred t.o as constituent members.

Section 2. Qualifications
A constituent member is an association that-a. is composed of individual members and may

include organizational members/affiliates.
b. has articles of incm-poration and bylaws that
govern its individual members and regulate its
affairs.
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c. has stat.ed purposes and functions congruent with
those of ANA
d. provides that each ofits individual members has
been granted a license t.o practice as a regist.ered
nurse•~ in at least one st.at.e, territory, or
posseSSion of the United Stat.es and does not
have a license under suspension or revocation in
any state, or has complet.ed a nursing education
program qualifying the individual t.o take the
stat.e-recognized examination for registered
nurse licensure as a first-time writ.er.
e. ~aY, in ~rd with its policies and procedures,
include m 1,ts membership the impaired nurse, in
recovery, woo has surrendered a license t.o
practice.
f. provides that each of its organizational members
or afliliates1) has a mission and purpose harmonious with
the constituent member.
2) has a _governing body composed of a majority
ofregis~i:ed ~urses. This shall not preclude
the participation of organizations of associate
nurse:i- ~e rights and privileges of the
orgamzational members or affiliat.es shall be
determined by and limited to participation in
the constituent member.
*See Proviso, page 26.
**See Proviso, page 26.

2

g. serves a geographic area such as a state, territory,
or possession of the United States or any
combination thereof where there is no other
recognized constituent member.
h. maintains a membership that meets the
qualifications in these bylaws, unrestricted by
consideration of age, color, creed, handicap,
lifestyle, nationality, race, religion, or sex.
i. is not delinquent in paying dues to ANA

Section 3. Responsibilities

a. The bylaws of each constituent member shall1) provide for the obligation of the constituent

member to pay dues to ANA in accordance
with policies adopted by the ANA House of
Delegates.
2) provide for individual members of the constituent to elect delegates and altemat.es t.o the
ANA House of Delegates according t.o
provisions of these bylaws.
3) protect individual members'right to participate
in the constituent member.
4) specify the obligations of individual members.
5) provide for disciplinary action and an appeal
procedure for individual members pursuant to
common parliamentary and statutory law.
6) orovide for the recognition of disciplinary action
taken by any constituent member against its
individual member.
7) provide for official recognition of constituent
associations of the constituent member.
8) provide that additional dues shall not be required from nor refunded to individual
members transferring from another
constituent member if the individual member
has made full payment of dues.
b. Each constituent member shall1) apprise individual members of the constituent
of their right
a) receive a membership card and The
American Nurse.
b) be a candidate for ANA elective and appointive
positions in accordance with these bylaws.
c) participat:.e in the election of constituent
member delegat.es to the ANA House of
Delegates in accordance with these bylaws.
d) attend the meetings of the ANA House of
Delegat.es, the convention, and other
unrestricted ANA activities.
3
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f) aflitiata with ANAmancils
With
pn,mions rlthee bJlaws.
2) requin! that individual memben Jthe C!llllltit-

uent member abide by the Cork ff,r N'll:l'a.
Sec:tioo '- Rights
Each cmstitu.ent member shall be entitled to-

a. display a a!l'titicate of membership in ANA.
b. distribution cL77re
Nun,e to its individual

members.
c. hold voting seats in the ANA House ofDelegat.es.
d. submit proposals for consideration by ANA.
e. submit the names of nominees for ANA elective and
appointive positions in accordance with

provisions of these bylaws.
f. a fair hearing before any disciplinary action is taken.

g. hold a voting seat in the Constituent Assembly.

Sedioo 2. Reeponsibilitiee

F.-:b arpni2atioaal afliliat.e abal1 maintain a miaaion
and pwpoee harmonious with the pmpoees .md
fimctioos rlANA.

Section 3. Rights
Each mganizatiooal affiliate shall be entitled to-a. one registered nurse perticipant who shall have
'Ydce, but no vote. in the ANA House of
Delegates.

b. make reports or presentations to the ANAHouse
of Delegates within its area of experti11e.
c. submit the names of registered nurse
representatives qualified for appointment t.o ad
hcc groups, task forres, congresses, ~d the
Commission on Economic and Professional
Security.

ARTICLE IV
Dues

h. other rights as provided under common
parliamentary and statutmy law.

Section 5. Disciplinary Action by ANA
a. Cause for disciplinary action against a constituent
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member shall be limited t.o1) failure to maintain the qualifications and fulfill
the responsibilities of constituent members as
specified in these bylaws.
2) failure to submit its bylaws for ANA review
upon reasonable request.
3) engaging in dual unionism.
b. Discipliruuy action shall be conducted in accordance with ANA policies and procedures.

ARTICLEm

Organimtiona! Affiliates of ANA

Section 1. Qualifications

An organizational affiliat.e of ANA is an association
that-a. is a national nursing organization that meets
criteria established by the ANA House of
Delegat.es.

h. has been granted organizational affiliate status by
the Board of Direct.ors.
c. has paid an organizational affiliation fee t.o ANA.

rrmarse1fttr ·

Section 1. Amount of Dues
The ANA House of Delegat.es shall establish the dues.
Section 2. Notification of Change
Constituent members shall be notified in writing of
any proposal to change the dues at least 180 days
prior to the meeti~ of the A.""JA House of Delegates at
which the proposal 1s t.o be voted upon.

Sed:ion 3. Vot.e
A vot.e of two-thirds of the delegates present and
voting shall be required to change the amount of dues.

Seci:ion 4. Payment
ANA dues shall be paid in accordance with policy
adopted by the ANA House of Delegates.

ARTICLEV
House of Delegat.es
Section 1. Definition
The ANA House ofDelegates is the governing and
official voting body of ANA.

'
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Seetion 2.

Composition

be oomposed or
not more than 615 individual members from
constituent members including:
1) Delegat.es duly elected by secret ballot by individual members of constituent members. A
mail ballot is pennissible.
2) The members of the Board of Direct.ors, whose

a. The ANA House of Delegates shall

voting rights llI'e limited, as pmv.ided herein.
b. The ANA House of Delegates shall also include:
1) a representative of the Federal Nursing Services

and the Natiorud Student NUI'!WS' Association
who shall have courtesy seaf-8.
2) one participant from each A.."l,/A i:ouncil.
3) one registered nurse pal'ticipa,t from each urgam.
zationel affiliate.

Section 3. Authority

The ANA House of Delegates shallpositions.
b. delegate authority and define 80COOJltability for
the implementation of association policies end
positions approved by the ANA Home of

a. determine association policies and

Delegates.

Section 4..

Responsal,ilitjea

'!he ANAROl.l9e of Delegates shalla. esteNish rules d pn,c:edwe for meetings « the
A."a BOU!le Delegmes_

b. elect ANA officers, dirt!ct.or.s. congress members.
and the Nomrnstiog Canmittee, as pruv.ided for
intbeseby)aws..
c. adopt and m&intain bylaws.
d. adopt a code of ethics.
e-. -.ire the development and promulgation rL nursing standmds.

f. establish~ .md assign their responsibilities.

Section 5. Apportionment
&dt 1XJ11Sbtuent member shall be entitled to three

..,._

Secl:ion 7. Delegates
a. Qualifications

1) All delegates shall be individual members of a
oonstituent member.
2) Delegat:es shall be ruxredited by the Delegat.e
Credentials Committee.
b. 'Tonn of Office
Ear.h delegate and alternate shall be electoo for a
two-year term or until a SUIXl8980r is eleded.
c. Vacancies
VIIC2Jlcies shall be filled with alternates elected by
secret ballot in aa:ordana! with procedure, for
election of delegates. A mail ballot is permi9sible.

d. Voting Rights
All duly elettai delegates shall have the right lO llOte
in the ANA House of Delegates. The memben of the
Board of Directors, who are not duly elected
delegates, shall not voce fir offia!rs or dira:ta"S « the
ai!BOCiation, bot they shall have the right to YQCe on
all other matters befme the A.'llA Home Del.2gales

«

Section 8. Meetings
a. The ANAHouse rLIRlegates shall meet annually.
b. The time and place of the meeting 5haD be

determined by the Board m ~
c. Constituent members snd odms who bold 91!8:s in
the A.~A House uDelegau!s !hall be notified in
writing« a meeting mthe A."iA Home rL
Delegates at least 60 da}-s prior to the meeting.
d. A special meetingrLtheA.'iAHcmeof~legates
may be called by a two-thirds YOt.e the Board
c!Directors and shall be called by the president
upon the written request rL a majority rL the
constituent members.

«

delegates at-large at any meeting of the ANA House of
Delegate... Additional delegates shall be allocated
proportionately to the constituent member based on
the policy adopted by the ANA House of Delegates..
The policy shall be adopted by a vote of two-thirds of
the delegates present and voting.

6
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Section 6. Notification of Change in Apportionment
Constituent members shall be notified in writing of
any proposal to change the apportionment policy at
least 60 days prior to the meeting of the ANA House
of Delegates at whlch the proposal is t.o be vot.ed on.
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Section 9. Quorum
A quorum for transaction of business by the ANA
House of Delegates shall consist of 50 percent of the

d Removal of Elected Officials

. Any official elected by the ANA House of Delegates

may be removed by the ANA House or_Delegates
, whenever such action is deemed to be 1~ the best
interest of the association, or for other Just call8e..
Removal of an elected official require.s a majority vote
of the ANA Houge of Delegates.

total delegate population, representing a majority of
the constituent members, and five members of the
Board of Direct.ors, one of whom shall be the president
or a vice president; or of90 percent of the t.otaI
delegate population, representing two-thirds of the

ARTICLE VI

constituent members.

Section 10. Nominations and Elections for Office
a.

Nominations
1) Candidates for office shall meet established qualifj.
cations and shall consent t.o serve if elected.

Individual members of constituent members
shall be considered eligible for only one
elective office in ANA at any one time.
3) An individual member of a constituent member

2)

who meets the established qualifications for an
elective office may declare as a candidate by
writing t.o the secretary of ANA.
4) The slate of candidates shall be published in
The American Nurse at ]east 60 days prior to
the annual meeting in even-numbered years.
Constituent members shall be notified of the
slate of candidates in writing in accordance
with approved policy.
b. Elections
l} Elections shall be held at the annual meeting
of the ANA House of Delegates in
even-numbered years and shall be by secret

ballot.

2) Tiie delegates shall be notified of the dates and
hours of voting in the notice of the anneal

meeting in e\.-en-numbered years.
3) 1ne Delegate Credentials Committee, appoint.eel

~- the Board of Directors, shall accredit
delegates and verify eligibility of all vot.ers.

C.

4) A plurality ,·ote shall constitute an election. In
case « a tie, the choice shall be by lot.
5) The term of office shall begin at the adjournment « the annual meeting of the A.~A House
of Delegates in e-.·en-numbered ) ~
Challenge
Any challenge t.o the ~«tion shall be filed with the
of A.'.,\ not more dw1 30 da,-s after
ad,ioumment of the annual meeting of.the A."A
Home of Dciegatt.'5 in t."'-en-numbt-nd

,"l'M'!I.

8

Board of Directors
Section 1. Definition
The Board of Direct.ors is the corporate body
composed of officers and directors elected by the ANA

HoUBe of Delegates.

Section 2. Composition

The Board of Direct.ors shall consist of ANA elected
officers and direct.ors, each of whom shall be an

individual member of a constituent member.
a. There shall be five officers: president, first vice
president, second vice president, secretary, and
treasurer.
b. There shall be 10 direct.ors elected at-large; at
least four of whom shall be sta.ffnurses.
c. The Boe.rd of Directors shall pro'lide a ~t t.o the
Constituent Assembly chairperson or designee.
'!be chairperson may participate in meetings of
the board without vot.e.

Section 3. Authority
The Board of Directors shall have the authority
delegated t.o it by the ANA House of Delegates,

including the duty and power of acting fer
membership in the intervals between meetings of the
A."lAHouse of Delegates. and other duties and powers

as defined in these bylaws.

Section 4. Aa:ountability
The Board «Directors shall Jeport and be
aaountable to the ANA Home rLDeleptes
Section 5. Respon.salJilities
The Board cL Direct.ors shallL

esame th..wtporate

duties tne assoc:iatim COllSistl!!Jt with
applicable provisions r:L law.

9
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b. provide for implementation of association policies
and positions approved by the ANA House of
Delegates.
c. establish policies and procedures for the transaction of business, coordination of association
activities, and operation and maintenance of a
national headquarters.
d. establish financial policies and procedures adopt
the budget, submit all books annually to r:_
certified public accountant for audit, and present
an annual financial statement to the
membership and the ANA House of Delegates.
e. es~lis~ policies and p~dures for approving
publications and other pnnted materials prior t.o
their distribution.
f. establish policies and procedures for the collection,
analysis, and dissemination of information.
g. establish policies and procedures for nominations
and elections.
h. establish standing and special committees of the
board as deemed necessary for the performance
of its duties, and define the purpose and
authority of such committees.
i. make appointments and fill vacancies as delegat.ed
to the board in these bylaws.
j. define qualifications for appointi,·e office unless
otherwise specified in these bylaws.
k. appoint, define the authority and responsibilities
of, and annually review the performance of the
executive director as the chief executive officer.
l. confer constituent membership on associations
meeting qualifications established in these
bylaws.
m. consult with the Constituent Assembly on issues
affe<:ting constituent members.
n. collaborate with the Constituent Assembly in
detei:nining services to be offered by ANA t.o
constituent members and enter int.a the
appropriate contractual agreements with
constituent members.
o. e~lish ~licies and procedures for disciplinary
action against constituent members.
p. develop guidelines for the creation and dissolution
of multi-state nurses' associations and United
States of America nurses overseas associations.
q. ~nt organizational affiliate status in accordance
with these bylaws.
r. establish fees for organizational affiliates.
s. establish_ fees for conventions, specified activities,
and sernces.

t. control the use of the official ANA insignia and the
procurement and sa!e of replicas thereof.
u. ensure the maintenance of a national archive for
the collection and preservation of documents and
other materia1s that have contributed and
continue to contribute t.o the hist.orical and
cultural development of nursing.
v. provide for ANA liaison or representation at
meetings

w.

x.
y.

z.
aa.

bb.
cc.
dd.
ee.

of voluntary organizations and of public ar
governmental agencies.
establish relationships and collaboration with the
National Student Nurses' Association.
repr.,sent ANA as sole stockholder and elect the
Board of Directors of the American Journal of
Nursing Cmnpany.
constitute the member..hip of the .American Nurses'
Foundation and function in that capacity as
specified in the bylaws of the American Nurses'
Foundation.
maintain official membership in the International
Council ofNUI"'..es.
appoint members to the Board of'frustees of the
American Nurses' Association Political Action
Committee (ANA-PAC) as specified in the bylaws
of ANA-PAC.
receive annual reports from the American Academy
ofNursing.
establish the mechanism t.o advocate for and protect the human rights and ethical concerns of the
nursing profession.
establish and dissolve councils in accordance with
these bylaws.
assume other duties as may be provided for
elsewhere in these bylaws and by the ANA
House of Delegates.

Section 6. Tenn of Office*
a. Officers shall be elected in even-numbered years
to serve for two years or until their successors
are elected.
h. Five directors shall be elected at a meeting of the
ANA House of Delegates in even-numbered years
and five direct.ors shall be elected in the
alternate even-numbered years, each t.'> serve
four years or until their successors are elected.

•See Proviso, page 26.
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c. No officer or directur shall serve more than two
COMeCUtive terms in the 8BDle affice nor m<n
than eight conaecutive yeans on the Board of
Direct.ors. An officer or ditector who has served
one half term or more shall be considered to
have •rved a full ti!nn.
Section 7. Qualifications
Tb be eligible to eerw on the Board ofDirectore, a
pen,onshalla. hold current individual membership in a oonstituent member.
b. not concummtly serve as an officer or director of
another organization if such participation might
result in a conflict of interest with ANA.

Section 8. Vacancies
In the event of a vacancya. in the office of president, the first vice president
shall become president for the remainder of the
term.
b. in the office of first vice president, the second vice
president shall become first vice president for
the remainder of the term.
c. in the office of another officer or of a direct.or,
the Board of Directors shall fill the vacancy by
appointment until the next annual meeting of
the ANA House of Delegat.es in even-numbered
years, when such vacancy shall be filled by
election.

. .:; :~ '".

·,Jp,;,AS"~ii'

Section 9. Duties of Officers
a. The president of ANA shall serve as the official
representative of the association and as its
spokesperson on matters of association policy
and positions; as the chairperson of the ANA
House of Delegat.es, the Board of Direct.ors, and
the exec:utive committee of the board; and as an
a-officio member of all committees except the
Nominating Committee. As designated by the
Boord of Direct.ors, the president may appoint
standing committees of the Board of Directors
and may fulfill other duties.
b. The vice presidents in order of rank shall assume
duties of the president in the president's aheence
or at the discretion of the president.

12
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c. 'The secretary shall be responsible for ensuring
that records are maintained of meetings of the
ANA House of Delegates, the Board of Directors,
and the executive committee of the board. and
shall notify constituent members ofmeetinp of
the ANA House of Delegat:es.
d. The treasurer shall be responsible for :.mnitoring the
fiscal affairs of the association and shall provide
reports and interpretations of ANKs financial
condition to the ANAHouse ofDelei;atee, the
Board ofDinictors, and the membership.
e. Officers and directors shall fulfill the responsibilities of the Board of Directors as defined in these

bylaws.

Section 10. Executive Committee
There shall be an executive committee of the Board of
Directors composed of the officers, which shall have
all powers of the Board of Di~, to transact .
business between board meetings m accordance with
rules established by the board. Such transactions
shall be reported at the next regular meeting of the
Board of Direct.ors.
Section 11. Executive Director
a. The Board of Directors shall delegate to the
executive director, as the chief executive officer,
the authority to manage the association
according to policies established by the ANA
House ofDelegat.es and the Board of Directors.
b. The executive director shall be accountable to the
Board of Directors.
c. The executive director shall employ, direct, promote and terminate staff of the association.
d. The ~ecutive direct.or may represent the association and serve as spokesperson on matters of

est.ahlished policy and positions•

Section 12. Meetings
a. Meetings of the Board of Directors shall be held at
least twice annually at a time and place
determined by the Board of Directors. Special
meetings may 1:-e called by the president and
shall be called upon written request of at least
ten constituent members or six members of the
Board of Directors.

13

b. Business requiring act.ion by the Boe.rd of Directors
may be conducted by mail or other media. Such
action shall be subject to ratifiaition at the next
regular meeting of the Board of Directors.
c. Absence from two consecutive regular meetings of
the Board of Direct.ors shall be cause for

declaring a vacancy in the board position. Such
vacancy shall be determined by a majority of the

board.

Section 13. Quorum
A majority of the Board of Directors, including the

president or a vice president, shall constitute a
quorum at any meeting of the Board of Directors.

ARTICLE VU

Standing Committees•
Section 1. Definition

There shall be standing committees of the ANA House
of Delegates as follows: Committee on Bylaws,
Reference Committee, and Nominating Committee.
Section 2. Composition
a The Committee on Bylaws and Reference Committee shall be composed of at least five individua]
me~rs of constituent members appoint.ed by
the Board of Directors.
b. The Nominating Committee shall be composed of
seven individua] members of constituent
members elected by the ANA House of Delegates
in even-numbered years. The seven nominees
receiving the highest number of votes shall serve
as members of the Nominating Committee. The
remaining nominees shall serve as alternates.
The nominee receiving the highest number of
votes shall become chairperson.

Section 3. Term of Office
-~:'

: -•

.I
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a Members of the Committee on Bylaws and Reference Committee shall serve two-year terms or
until their sua:essors are appoint.ed. No member
rL a standing committee may serve more than
two oonsecutive terms on any one standing

committee.

*See Proviso, page 27.
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b. Members of the Nominating Committ.ee shall serve
two-year tenns or until their successors are
elected. Members may serve no more than two

consecutive terms.**

Section 4. Accountability
Standing committees shall be accountable to the ANA

House of Delegates and submit reports to the &ard of
Directm"B-

Section 5. Vacancies
a. Absence from two consecutive meetings shall be
cause for declaring a vacancy in the position.
Such vacancy shall be determined by a majority
of the Board of Directors.

b. A vacancy on a standing committee, except the
Nominating Committee, shall be filled by
appointment by the Boord of Directors.
c. A vacancy on the Nominating Committee shall be
filled by the alternate receiving the highest
number of wtes.

Section 6. Responsibilities
a. The Committee on Bylaws shall1) interpret these bylaws.
2) receive and prepare proposed amendments to
these bylaws or articles of incorporation,
report them to the Board of Directors, and
submit them to the ANA House of Delegates.
3) review the articles of incorporation and bylaws
of an association that applies to ANA for
constituent status in order to det.ermine
confonnity with qualifications of consf:ituent
members in these bylaws, and report its
findings t.o the Board of Directors.
4) review bylaws COJl:>tituent mem~r.: ?Po11
changes in qualifications or responsibilities of
constituent members in these bylaws, t.o
determine continuing conformity with these
bylaws, and report its findings t.o the Board of
Direct.ors.
b. The Reference Committee-I) shall receive, review, and report on proposals submitted for the consideration of the ANA House
of Delegates.
2) shall provide for hearings on proposals at
meetings of the ANA House of Delegates.
3) may recommend action on proposals to be considered by the ANA House of Delegates.

of

**See Proviso, page 27.
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4) shall develop prooedU!'28 for presentation of proposals t.o the ANA House of Delegates for

The chairpersons of the Congress on Nursing
Economics and the Congress of Nursing Practi~ shall
serve as ex-officio members of the other respective

adoption.
c. The Nominating Committee shall1) request names of candidat.es for elective offices.
2) prepan! a slate of at least two nominees far

congress.

Section 4. 'Thnn of Offioo

each elective office and publish such slat.e at
least 60 cays prior t.o the annual meeting in
the even-numbered yE!li?S.
3) present the slate of nomineas to the ANA

Appointment and election of congress members shall
be for a four-year term or until successors haw been
appointed or elected. Congress members are not
eligible t.o serve consecutive terms on the same

House of Delegates.

congress. Members having served 24 months or more
shall be considered t.o have served a full term.

4) implement the policies and procedures for nominations and elections as established by the Boord
of Directors.

Section 5. Acoountability

5) asswne other responsibilities for nominations

Congresses are accountable t.o the Board of Directors
and report t.o the ANA House of Delegates.

as provided for in these bylaws.

Am'ICLEVIIr
Congresses

Section 6. Responsibilities
a. The Congress on Nursing Economics shall-

Section I. Definition
A congress is an organized, deliberative body which
focuses on long-range policy development ~ntial t.o
the mission of the association.
Section2. Designation••

..
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There sha11 be a C.Ongress on Nursing Economics and
a Congress of Nursing Practice.
Section 3. Composition

Each congress shall consist of :fifteen members, nine of
whom shall be elected by the ANA House of Delegates
and six of whom sball be appointed by the Boord of
Directors. Individual members of constituent
members may be elected or appointed from nominees
submitted by constituent members, congresses,
councils, and committ.ees. Not more than one
regist.ered nurse representative of organizational
affiliates may be appointed. The chairperson shall be
designated by the Boord of Direc:t.ors.
The chairpersons of the Commission on Eamomic and
Professional Security and the Institute of C.Onstituent
Member Collective Bargaining Prcwams shall serve
as a-officio members of the Congress on NU?'SU!r:

Economics.

'

1) develop long-range policy essential to tht: mission of the association.
2) establish a plan of operation for carrying out
its responsibilities.
3) develop and adopt standards.
4) develop and evaluate program.'!.
5) address and respond t.o concerns related to
equal opportunity and human rights, ethics,
and to nursing education, research, and
services.
6) recommend policies and positions to the Board
of Directors and the ANA House of Delegates.
7) provide for dissemination of information and mmntain communication with constituent members,
organizational affiliates, and others as
approved by the Board of Directors.
8) evaJuate trends, developments, and issues.
9) assign responsibilities t.o and receive reports
from the Commission on Economic and
Professional Security a.id the Institute of
Constituent Member CoUective Bargaining

Programs.

10) appoint members and chairperson of the Commission on &'Onomic and Professional Security.
11) assume other responsibilities as assigned by
the ANA House of Delegates and Board of

Directors.

b. The Congress of Nursing Practice shall1) develop long-range policy essential to the mission of the association.

-See Proviso, page 27.
"See Proviso, page 28.
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2) establish a plan of operation for carrying out its

Section 2. Composition

responsibilities.
3) develop and adopt standards.
4) develop and evaluate programs.

The commission shall consist of eight individual
members appointed from co~tituent me1!1be~ and
registered nurse representatives_ of org:aruza~on~
affiliates. Appointed representatives of ~rgaruzational
affiliat.es shall not ex<:eed three of the eight members
of the commission.

5) address and respond to concerns relat.ed to
equal opportunity and human rights, ethics,
and to nursing education, research, and

services.
6) reoommend policies and positions to the Board
of Directors and the ANA House of Delegates.
7) nl'nVi'de
for dissemination of information and mainr•-··
tain communication with constituent members,
organizational affiliates, and others as
approved by the Boord of Directors.
8) evaluate trends, developments, end issues.
9) formulate revisions of the Code for NurtJeB and
recommend them t.o the ANA House of
Delegates, and interpret the Code for Nurses.
10) recommend establishment end dissolution of
11} =:~nsibilities to and receive reports
from councils.
12} assume other responsibilities as assigned by
the ANA House of Delegates and Board of

Direcro~.
Section 7. Vacancies

Absence from two consecutive meetings shall he
cause for declaring a vacancy in the position.
Such vacancy shall be determined by a majority
of the Board of Directors.
b. A vacancy in the congress shall be filled by appointment by the Board of Directors from nominees
submitted by constituent members. congresses,
councils and committees, or organizational
affiliates.
a

Section 3. Appointments/Qualifications

!
•
1
,
j

I
i

i
l

,

I
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The commission shall be appointed b~ and shall
accountable to the Congress on Nunnng Econmmcs.
Appoint.ees slutll have expertise in workp!ace related
issues of economic and professional secunty. The
chairperson af the commission shall be designated by
the Congress on Nursing Economics.
Section 4. Term of Office
Membc~ of the commission shall serve for three-year
terms or until their successors are appoin~ No
person may serve more than two consecutive terms on
the commission.

Section 5. Responsibilities
The Commission on Eeonornic and Professional
Security shall-

a evaluate trends, developments, and i~es related
to the economic and professional secunty of

Section 1. Definition

individual nurses or groups of nurses.
b. develop standards, positions, and policies for
recommendation to the Congress on Nursmg
Economics.
c. receive from and disseminate information to
constituent members and ANA organizational
units.
d. establish a plan of opei:ati!->Jl:l for carrying out and
evaluating programs within 1ts area of
·mlity.
e.
that its policies and positions are in
accordance with those of the Congress on
Nursing Economics and of ANA.

The mmnrission is an organized. deliberative oody to

Section 6. · Vacancies

ARTICLE IX*
Commission on Economic and
Professional Security
whkh the Congress on Nursing Economics assigns
specific responsibilities related to the economic and
professional security of individual nU?'S!!S or groups of

nurses.

'"See Pro'loiSO, page 28.
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a Absence from two consecutive _meetings _s!mll he
cause for declaring a vacancy m the positi~n ..
Such vacancy shall be det.ermined by a rnaJonty
of the Congress on Nursing Economics.
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b. A v ~ on the commission ohall be filled by
appamtment by the Congress on N ~

b. evaluate trends, developments. and issues related

to the conduct of mnstituent member collective

Economics from nominees submitted by

bargaining programs.
.
c
·de a forum for constituent members' sharing
· ~onnation and development_ of whm~
guidelines for standards, operations, poe1~ons,
policies, and practices :relat.ed to the tonStituent
members' collective bargaining programs.

constituent members or orpniza.tiona} affiliat.es.

ARTICLE:r
Institute of Constituent Member
Collective Bugainmg Proo-ams

Section 1. Definition

d. strengthen consti.tuent memb_er collective ~ n ing programs through educational, consultative,
and publication services.

The ins~tute is an elected body to which the Congress

on Nursmg Economics assigns specific responsibilities

e. receive from and disseminate inf~ti~ to the
constituent members' collective bargaimng
programs and othenJ as appropriate. .
f. establish a plan of operation for catryl.Ilg out and
evaluating programs within it.a area of

related to i!ISUeS surrounding the conduct of
constituent member coi1ective bargaining programs.

Section 2. Composition
The institute shall consist of one elected
repre~ntative
each constituent member with a
coll~ve bargaimng program. 'llle chairperson shall
be designated by the institute from among t.l:ie
members of the institute.

responsibility.

In accomplishing these functions, the institute is not
intended and will not operat.e to substitute for or
control the constituent members in their role as the
certified bargaining agent.
As the certified bargaining agents, the constituent

Section 3. Elections/Qualifications
Members of th;e institute shalla. be a member of the constituent member.
b. be elected by the constituent member.
c. be a member of a bargaining unit represented by
the constituent member.

members and their local bargaining unit.a retain the
sole and exclusive authority relative to collective
bargaining and all related decisions. The ~stitute's
relationship to constituent members is adVll!Ol'Y only.

Aln'ICLEXI
Councils

Section 4. Accountability
The institute shall be autonomous with respect to the

Section l. Definition
A council is an organizational unit through which
individual membera of constituent members
participat.e in the improvement or advancement of the

development and implementation of operational
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standards, positions, policies, and practices re}at.ed to
collective bargaining. Otherwise, the institute shall be
~unt.abl~ to the Congress on Nursing Economics,
which retains account.ability for the setting of overall
~tandards related t.o employment and workplace
issues, and to the administrative structure of ANA.

of Directors.

Section 2. Designation
The Board of Directors may establish and dissolve
councils upon the recommendation of the Congress of
Nursing Prnctice.

Section 5. Responsibilities
The I~tut.e of Constituent Member Collective
Bargmrung Programs shalla.

establi!lh guidelines to govern its affairs and

operations.

',.
".}.

profession in an a:rea of nursing practioo ar interest.
Councils and their fees are estabushed by the Board

*See Proviso, page 28.
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Section 3. Composition
Each individual member of a constituent member may
affiliate with one or more councils upon meeting each
council's eligibility requirements and paying the
affiliation fee for that council.

21
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Section 4. Accountability

Councils are accountable to the Qmgress of Nursing
Practice.

Section 5. Responsibilities
Each council shalla. provide a oommunity of peers and a principal
source of expertise in areas of interest and serve
as a forum for discussion of relevant issues and
concerns.
b. dev<!lop standards, positions, and policies for
recommendation t.o the Congress of Nursing
Practice.
c. propose the establishment of certification offerings

and recommend specific certification

d.

e.

f.
g.

requirements in an area of interest to the
appropriate governance structure.
maintain communication with council affiliates,
other councils, the Congress of Nursing Practice,
constituent members, and other organizations.
establish a plan of operation for canying out its
responsibilities.
assure that its policies and positions are in
sccordance with those of ANA
designate a representative who shall participate in
the ANA House of Delegates with voice, but no
vot.e.

Section 6. Executive Committees
a. The executive committee of each council shall be
responsible for the business of the council.
....... _-_.-.,.-:
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b. Each council shall have s five-member executive
committee composed of a chairperson,
chairperson-elect and three members at-large.
Individuals shall serve on the executive
committee for a two-year term or until
successors are elected. No individual may serve
more than two consecutive terms in the same
office, nor more than six consecutive years on the
executive committee of the council. A
chairperson-elect shall serve two years and
succeed t.o the office of chairperson for two
years.* Vacancies shall be filled by the executive
committee of the council.

c.

..
h 11 be conducted annually. The
Council e)ectJons 5 8
be t-1°...,... shall
.
lect and one mem r a - .. chairperson-e
. umbered 8.1'8. two
be elected in the even-nbe electe«fin tbe
members at-larged sh~ mail ballot is permissible.

odd-numbere years. ·
. .
.
.
ti
.
Nureina
n-ni,.ation
Section 7. Partiopa on m
- a ...,,15.... -

Liaison Forum
-oarti0· te in the Nursing

Councils may ap~ly toF.

?8accordance with policy

Organimtion Ll8.1son orum m
established by the Board of Directors.

ARTICLEXII

Constituent Assembly
Section 1. Definition
bl · a representative body 01
The Constituent Assem .Y 1s
deliberation on
consti~ent members
consults
profeSS1onal ~d orgaruBoard of Directors and reports to
·th and advises the
:e ANA House of Delegates on such matters.

~:tc!~::s and

Section 2. Composition
of
The Constituent .Assembly shall be ~mposed
a.
•
fro m each.constituent
two rep~sentatives
d hl f
member who shall be the president an c e
administrator or their designees.
. rson
b Th Constituent Assembly shall elect a chairpe
its members and shall elect other officers as
determined by the assembly.

. rro:i

Section 3. Responsibilities
The Constituent Assembly shalla. consult with the Board of Directors on issues
affecting the constituent members.
d
rt t.o
b recommend to the Board of Directors an repo
. the ANA House ofDelega~ sta~ments of
position relative to profeSSional issues and.for
organizational concerns.
li • and
c. promote the implementation of ANA po oes
positions by constituent members.

Section 4. Voting

Each constituent member shall be !"1lowed
be cast by its president or the president's

*See Proviso, page 29.
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Section 5. Meetings

Meetings of the Constituent Assembly shall be held at
least annually. Special meetings may be r.alled by the
Constit-uent Assembly Executive Committee and shall
be called upon the writt.en request of at least twenty

constituent members.

ARTICLE XIII
Nursing Organization Liaison Forum
Sect.ion 1. Composition
The Nursing Organization Liaison Forum shall be

composed of duly authorized representatives of ANA
and of other nursing organizaaons that meet the
qualifications specified in these bylaws.
Section2. Qualifications
A nursing organization that participates in the
Nursing Organization Liaison Forum shalla. have a mission and purpose harmonious with the

purposes and functions of ANA
b. have a governing body composed of a majority of
registered nurses. This shall not preclude the
participation of the National Student Nurses'
Association.

Section 3. Function
The Nursing Organization Liaison Forum shall meet
at least annually. It shall provide for the discussion of
issues of common concern to the nursing profession
and s11all promote concerted organization&] action on
those issues.

ARTICLEXIV
The American Nune and the American
Journal ofNursing

The American Nurse shall be the official organ of this
association and shall be provided to each individual
member of constituent members. The American
JoUTTUJ.l ofNursu,g shall be the professional journal of

ARTICLEXVI

Amendmen~

. 1• Amendme~t.s with Notice .
Section
.
be amended with pnor notice
a. These byl~ws:: ANA House of Delegates in

e by a two-thirds vote of the
odd-nmnbere years
d n+-in,..
ccredited delegat.es present 8."l Vu,...,e.
•
8
be
nded with prior notice
b. These by!aws ma7
ANA House of
at a speCll3! meeti1 "th Article V. Section 8d by
at a meeting d

or'a:

net~~~ =~r
~e accredited delegatA!s
•

8

present and voting.
. _,.,:a
Th Committee on Bylaws shall receive t - • v ~
c.
e dm ts t least 180 days prior to a meeting
H~use of Delegates in odd-numbered

~he ANA

years.
th Committee on
d. Amendments l?roposedby
th~:House of Delegates
Bylaws for action
tary d
shall be submitted t.o the AR~ secre.
of
shall be appended t.o the offioalofn~f~!:
the meeting of the ANA House
'"'6Section 2. Amendments Without Notice
. .
ded
·t1tout
prior
notice
m
These bylaws may be amen
WI
•al meeting
odd-numbered years at any ~uala.::r:th Article
of the ANA House of Delegates 10 of the accredited
V Section 8d by a 99 percent vote
d~legates present and voting.

.ARTICLE XVII .

Parliamentary Authonty
R vised verns this
Robuf.'s _R~ of Orderli Newtaryly
esituati~ns that are
association m all par amen
harte b laws,
not provided for in the law or in the c
r, ,y
or adopted rules of ANA.

this association.

ARTICLEXV
American Academy of NW'Sing

The American Academy of Nursing is an
independently organized body composed of individual
members of constituent members who have made

significant contributions to the advancement of the
profession of nursing.

24

•See Proviso, page 29.
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PROVISOS
AOOPTED BY THE 1989 BOUSE OF
DELEGATES TO THE ANABYLAws
AS REV1sED JUNE 26, 1989

(anding Committees)
1
thorized by the ANA
·ttee on Ethics, as au hall continue until
The
C.00:ended
in June
Bylaws,
. of the
ANA 1987,
HousesofDelegates in 1990.

AK/'ICLE VII (S

the condUS1on
. ,
nmmlities are
t.... "-mmittee on Ethics _n:spo fthe Code
-me....,
ulate reV1S1ons o
as follows: to form mend them t.o the ANA
~r N!.11'11e8 and ~to provide for
House ?f~l~~ Code {Gr NU1'81!8 and
dissemmatio~ of.
f the code; and t.o
ote application o
prom
th
"-..,·for
NUT8e8.
interpret e \,CIUe

AKI1CLE II fMembership), Sect.wn 2 (QlUlli/ication,J
That all state nurses' associations currently

designated as constituent SNAs shall be deemed ANA

members as defined in Article Il, Section 1 of the
bylaws and shall remain ANA members pending their
review for continuation of constituent membership by
the Board
of Directors in accord with Article VI,
Section
5(1).

· .\ Section 3 (7enn
AJmCLE VII (Standing Committees,,

AKI1CLE II <Memben,l,ip), Sect.wn. 2 (Qua/ificatio11S)
'nus proviso is intended t.o provide for the evolving
membership of the constituent members with regard
t.o the second level practitioner of the future.
At SUch time as a st.ate has enacted legislation or
regulation for a future differentiated professional/
associate nurse licensing system, and prior t.o implementation, and the constituent member chooses to
include in its membership an individual who would be
granted a license t.o practice as a second level
Practitioner, the ANA House of'Delegates must
determine membership rights, responsibilities, and
privileges of the second level practitioner at its
earliest scheduled meeting, regardless of the bylaws
cycle.

ARTICLE
VI {BoarrJ cfDirectors), Sect.wn. 6 t1erm. of
Of/ice)
The second vice president, secretary, and five directors
who me elected in 1989 shall serve until 1992 and
shall be considered to have served a full term.
The president, first vice president, and treasurer who
are elect.ed in 1990 shall serve until 1992. The five
direct.ors who are elected in 1990 shall serve until
1994.
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Two
staff nul'9e direct.or positions shall be
election in 1990 and two additional
positions infor
1992.
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o{Office)
. . Committee elected in
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St:' ~es~ ogram staff

A tyl?ical day in th_e life of the Nurs_ing ~~ctic
con~1sts of a mormng '?f telephon~ mqumes, an tei
n11' delivering
1esumony and an evenmg of meetmgs. The reason or his~[tiallenging
schedule is apparent when one describes the Program-~ .. Nj!hing
Practice Ire Service." concerns itself with the nature, sc pe. • ~Ideal and
legal aspects or nursing practice. Implementation inv, ves ·faffing and
ser\'icing 12 NYSNA Organizational Units ... calla · · with over
25 professional and community groups on nursing pracuce and health
issues (hospice. home cari>, pharmacy, medicine, soda) work) ...
rq>resenta1ion on various Statewide Task Forces and Committees
(mental health, AIDS. perinatal, pediatric, home care and long-term
care) ... publication of numerous educational materials (Third Party
ReimbursenR'OI, Emn•preneurship, Peer Assistance) ... and public
lcctur<'s on key nursing issues.
Because ~YS:\'A is rerngnized as an authority on nursing, requests for
nmsulta1ion ser\'ices come daily from both Association members and
non-membt·rs. Quesrions run the gamut from a staff nurse inquiring
about the impact o[ the nursing shortage to an RN seeking guidance in
staning a business. Answers usually include lengthy phone discussion
and H'seard1 with a follow-up of printed literature and additional
rde1t·n<T matnials.

Whate,·er ,·our interest, there is a place in NYSNA for you. Progress
l)('gim with pani<·ipation. We encourage you to actively contribute your
t·xpt·nise 10 onl' of the Clinical Practice or Functional Units available
through ~\'S~A membership. Some current issues being explored by
members and staff are E1hical Dilemmas, Staffing, Specialty Nursing
Practice. The Nurn·'s Role in the Care of AIDS Patients, The Effects of
Rl ·Gs and DRGs on the Quality of Care, Pre-natal Care, Home
Care Lung-Term Care, Super\'ision of Unlicensed Personnel, School
llt-ahh :'l:ursing, Chm1ical Dt'pendency within the Profession and
lllll!,1:s·
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\"ou'n• already recognized the importance of your professional
Association b~- becoming a member. Now, make your membership come
alive b~- hemming im·olved!

The essence
of any
IJTofession
is in the

excellence

of practice

The New York State Nurses Association's Councils,
Clinical Practice and Functional Units which are
ser\'iced by the Nursing Practice and Services Program
are: Co~ncil on Ethical Practice, Council on Nursing
Praciice; Clinical Practice Units: Community Health
:'l:ursing. Gerontological Nursing, Parem-Child
1-fralth Nursing. Medical-Surgical Nursing,
Psychiatric-llt-ntal Health Nursing. and School
Ht'ahh Nursing; Functional Cnits: Direct Care
Practitioners. Nurse Administrators and Managers,
Primarv C.are Prac1itioners and Committee on
Impair~ :,\;ursing Practice.

Struggle seems endemic to the nursing profession. In 1960, rhe average
RN' weekly salary was $75.00 ... the a~·erage work w~k 48 ho~rs.
Working conditions included unrestricted shift rotation, excessive nonnursing duties, lack of job security and inferior benefits_ A n«d to
improve these conditions prompted massive organizing movements. By
)967, the an·rage pay for nurses doubled. Thecolkctive bargai1_'ing
process and NYSN.4 nurst's working in unison ... made the diff,:rence.

NYSNA's reputation as a strong
bargaining agent was built on a long
history of precedem-se1.ing
contracts ... comracts whirh
rerngnizt'<l nurses economically and
professionally. This professional
distinction made the New York State
:\'urses Associa1ion the largest RN
collective bargaining represemati\·e in
the country.
The E&G W Program is based on the
(irm belief 1hal nurses have the right to
participate in decisions affeding lhem
as employees and professionals. Wages,
benefits and conditions of employment
unquestionably ha\'e a significant influence on the quality of care the
nurse deli\'ers. And, since the nurse is a professional accountable to the
client for the care recei\'ed. each nurse has the obligation to ensure
employmem conditions which permit delivery of the highest quality of
care. Collective bargaining is one \·ehide used bv nurses to influence
employment conditions and 1he quality of care delivered.
Currently over 26.000 NYSNA nurses, organized as autonomous NYS~..\
Councils of Nursing Practitioners. strive to improve their working
conditions. Each CNP is democratic and self-directed. E&GW Program
staff work closely with 1he CNP by prm·iding the technical assistance to
implemem a working democratic structure. Officers are elected from
am.ong ~NP members. The collective bargaining team is composed of
CNP offtce~s andlor members and NYSNA labor/nursing
representauves. Acceptance of an agreement is by vote of CNP
members-at-large.
Program stafl work in concert with CXP o£ficers 10 implement and
enforce 1he colleaive bargaining agreement. Educational programs are
condu~ted by Program staff on grie\'ances. implementing nego1iated
commm:es· ui:iders1anding the legal framework of practice/malpractice,
and dealmg wnh contemporary issue,; such as alcohol and drug
dependency.
Com~unication with management is fostered through negoliated
l?mmmees s~ch as_ Nursing Praaice and Labor-Managemem Relations.
Commumcauon wrth membership is fostered through on-site \·isits bv
.
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!':YSNA staff 10 patient units and other work areas to observe the
working conditions of the members. Additionallr, NYSNA prints and
distributes CXP newsletters and/or announcements import.ant to the
members. f.ach CXP member is pro\'ided with a copy of the collective
harj,raining agreement. 1he CNP rules, and a director; of CNP officers
and program staff to promote the fullest opportuni1y for addressing
members· problems and concerns. E\·ery CNP member also receives
E&:GW Statewide, dlt' official publication ol the NYSNA E&:GW
Program. E&:G\\' Stat<:wide features contemporary nursing issues and
news of the .-\ss1xia1ion's Economic&: General Welfare Program around
1he state.

~YSNA COUNCILS Of NURSING PRACTITIONERS DELEGATE
ASSDIBL\"

Through tht' Delegate Assembly nurses in Cl\'Ps have a direct and vital
link with colleagues in CNPs across the state. This \'ehicle assures
panicipation in the planning and implememation of activities aimed at
mt'eling the ,1t>eds o( bargaining unit members. As is the case with all
..\!>socia1ion endea\'Ors surcess is directly related 10 rhe active involvement
of our members. Contact an NYSNA Nursing Representali\'e for ways 10
become im·oh·ed.

PURPOSE - The Delegate Assembly will .•.
• ackanc<' th<'_ mission of the Associarion • pro\'ide an opportunity
101 11111111al as~1s1ance 10 C.XPs • assist CNP members and Economic
and Gt:1wral \\'<•~f;~rr Program staff of the Association 10 strengthen the
1 ollecl l\'t' bargammg program.

The Association is considered the primary resource for nursing news in
the stat~. NYSNA °:1~mbers and sta!f have been featured in newspapers
and radio and televmon programs mall major New York cities.
Inquiries cover all facets of nursing and health care-from the effects of
DRGs on the quality of patient care to the expanded expertise of the
professional nurse in tooay·s health care systt>m.

The ~mmunications &: Public R:lations Department develops.
coordmates .ind oversees all Association public relations acti\'ities and
publications._ Si_aff du_ties include brochures, special e1,·ents projects. press
releases, media mterv1ews and press coverage for Association e\'ents.
BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP

Regular Publications - To keep you on top of nun,ing issues. all
members recei\'e the following publications:

If~

' 1

TASKS - The Delegate Assembh· will ••.

• _~t'rn· as a n·smuce for co~sulration,expertise 10 CNPs and Economic amt General Wdfare Program staff • anakze trends and de\'elopm~-111~ affecting. bargaining unit members • plan programs of
<0 111_11~umg _<·ducmon for bargainin~ unit members • identify and
p:n11011a1e m di(· dt'velopment of informational materials needed to
p_1111m~t<·_ tilt" ;:&(_;\\' Pro.~~a_m • facilitate communication among
C.ounuls of :'\:ursmg Pracm1oners • assist CXPs in promoting ad~erem:e to standards of nursing prJctice • recommend to the Execu-
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tfft' D1n·c10r and the E&:G\\' Program Director actfrities, resources, or
otlwr means of strengthening the Program.

DELEGATES
To be l'iigible for dc-ction to an,· .-\sst'mbly position, individuals must
X\'SXA membership ... current membership in a
(.:-,,;~: • • and, one ·year's c-xperience in a CNP or appoimed leadership

Special Publications - NYSNA publishes a \·ariery of bookle1s and
~ibliographies cm·ering a wide range of topics. A comple,e listing o(
mies and costs is in our "Publications Catalog." Audio-\·isual rentals.
including a 12 minute presentation about NYSXA. are also a,·ailable.

T~t _slate is di\·irlro. into ten geographic zones. Each zone has a
11111111111101 <?( nm· representatin-. Additional delegates are elected based
on pop11la11011.

If you plan 10 change your mailing address or name. notif~- the
Association four wreks in advance to a-.·oid a lapse in receipt of your
publication. Address 8: Name Change forms are periodically published
in Report and Journal.
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August 28, 1987

To:

Advisory council
Board Cormnittee to Study the Role of the Advisory Council

From:

Martha L. Orr, Executive Director

The following information is provided to assist in your
orientation to the purposes and functions of the Advisory
Council.
1902 - 1918

The original bylaws of the Association do not mention any
type of advisory council. The first such mention of an advisory
council is found in bylaws amendments of 1918, in which the
following article was adopted:
Advisory council
Section 1. The officers of this Association, the
Chairmen of Standing CCXlmittees, the Chairmen of
Sections, ex-Presidents, District Presidents, the
Presidents of Alumnae Associations, the Editor in Chief
of the American Journal of Nursing, the President of
the State league of Nursing Education, the President of
the State Public Health Nurses' Association, and the
Director of the Department of Nursing and Health at
Teachers' College, shall constitute an Advisory council
to consider and promote the interests of the New York
State Nurses' Association.
Section 2. Meetings of the Advisory Council shall be
held in connection with each annual meeting at such
times as shall be designated in the program.

Documentation of the activities of this body has
found except for scant references in early minutes of
of Directors.
1918 - 1951

The above section of the bylaws is found in much the same
form through 1951. In 1935, the bylaws were changed to require
that representatives on the counci1 ])e nurses and, in 1945, that
they ])e members of the Association. In 1951, there was a proposed
amendment to delete this section from the bylaws.
The transcript of the 1951 Bouse of Delegates indicates that
the Advisary Council recanmended the deletion. Discussion
referred to the inability of the council to take "final steps" in
the business of the organization. There was also considerable
discussion about the desirability of Alumnae Associations being
represented on the council. The motion to delete the section
lost.
A review of meeting summaries and minutes of the Board of
Directors has not revealed any substantive discussion of the
purposes and functions of the Adviso~y Council. Recurrent topics
of discussion included such items as proposed legislation,
establishment and use of a relief fund, business practices of
Districts, membership dues, and membership recruitment.
1953

A proposed amendment to delete the Advisory Council and to
substitute an "Open Forum" passed the Bouse of Delegates with no
discussion. The substitute section specified:
There shall be an open forum meeting held in
conjunction with the meeting of the House of Delegates
of the New ~ork State Nurses Association. All members
of this association are eligible to attend. 'l'his group
will discuss matters of particular interest to the
association and make recomnendations to the Bouse of
Del,:-:gates.
Board minutes prior to this meeting state·:
The Board members strongly favored Mrs. Delehanty's
proposal that the Advisory council be changed to an
open forum which any member might attend and gain
information from tbe discussion of the various
pro))lems. It was agreed that such an arrangement will
be reccmnended to the Advisory council.

2

• 19S3 - 1967

During this interval of time, it appears that several
meetings of District Nurses Association officers and the
President of NYSNA were held. 'l'hese meetings were sometimes
called "District Officers' Institutes." A 1964 memorandum to DNA
Presidents from then Executive Director Marion Klappmeier cites
these purposes of those meetings:
The purposes of the institute are to lend assistance to
district officers with their responsibilities in this
role,. particularly as pertains to interrelationships
with the state and national associations; to
familiarize them with certain procedures, especially
membership processing, and to acquaint them with their
state headquarters office.
Board of Directors• minutes in December, 1965 refers to a
pattern of meetings with District Presidents:
There was a review of the pattern which has been
followed for Board meetings in the past, i.e., on the
first day of the Board meeting, the district presidents
are invited to attend and this is followed by executive
session of the Board. J:t was noted that on1y nine of
the 18 district presidents were able to be in
attendance at the meeting today, and that the agenda
was completed by 11:30 a.m. There was general
discussion about the primary purpose of a Board of
Directors meeting and whether this was the most
effective means of giving assistance to districts.
Some of the members present, who had a.lso been in the
position of district president, comnented on their
experiences and noted particularly the value that they
attached to the all day meeting of district presidents
and executive directors. -Other methods of assistance
and closer working relationships with tlle district were
reviewed and discussed. The difficulty, and resultant
frustration, of going through the agenda without taking
action was commented upon. The general feeling was
expressed that it might be more effective and more
satisfying for both the Board of Directors and the
District Presidents if the present pattern of meetings
were to be changed.
The comnent was offered that
with the increasing number of major issues the Board
needs to consider, it might soon becane necessary to
expand the number of days-for the Board meeting unless
the present time could be used more effectively.
Miss Notter moved that in view of the success of the
aJ.l day meetings for district presidents and executive
directors and of the other means used to assist and
keep the presidents informed on all board action and
association activities, it would ])ea more effective
use of both the district presidents and of the NYSNA
3

Board of Directors time, to continue, and to increase
such means of assistance, and to discontinue the
district presidents' forum and meeting with the board
of the first day. 'l'his new approach to be tried for a
two year period of time. Seconded. Carried.
A sunmary

report of a 1966 meeting confirmed this action:

Miss Klappmeier reviewed the Dec. 6, 1965 Board of
Directors' action regarding the significance of an all
day meeting of District Presidents and Executive
Directors such as this one, instead of merely a forum
and attendance at the first day of Board meeting. Due
to the increasing need for Districts to mutually
explore problems and be aware of activities of other
districts, it was felt that an all-day meeting would be
more beneficial and profitable. This in turn would be
supplemented by materials sent from headquarters
office. After discussion it was agreed that these
meetings were beneficial and in the future perhaps
three or four per year could be scheduled. The
.
possibility of two persons attending from a District
was also discussed and will be considered in light of
the District paying total e~nses for the second
person.
Another (undated) paper refers to the policies of a "Presidents' Forum":
Purpose of the Forum: (1) for discussion of mutual
problems; (2) for free discussion of state and local
questions; (3) to make recomnendations to the Board of
Directors of NYSNA.
A special report to the Board of Directors by then President
Disosway states only that dues processing, a proposed dues
increase, and central billing were discussed. No other record of
the substance of these meetings has yet been found.

The convention transcript indicates no discussion of the
proposed amendment, which was passed.
1969 to 1987
A review of reports of meetings of the advisory counc~l
indicates that there has been a co.mnon pattern to the meetings:
-review
-review
-review
-review

of
of
of
of

NYSNA programs and activities
NYSNA Board action
District activities
ANA activities

Discussion of common concerns has often focused on the
following topics:
-membership processing and dues collection/distribution
-membership recruitment
-programming for meetings/convention
-NYSNA legislative program
-ANA House of Delegates matters
From time to time, guests have been invited to meetings of
the Advisory Council (e.g., Executive Secretary of the State
Board). continuing education programs have also been
incorporated into the meetings (e.g., Parliamentary Procedure,
Financial Management; membership recruitment)
Since January, 1986, the subject of the purposes and
functions of the Advisory council has been discussed at each
meeting. Excerpts from the meeting summaries of January and
April, 1986 meetings are attached.
There have been two minor changes in bylaws respecting the
council since 1967--to permit DNA Presidents to specify
alternates who are not necessarily officers, and to structure the
bylaws section in three sections: membership, purpose, meetings.

1967

A bylaw amendment was proposed to replace Article XI - Open
Forum, with the following Article X: Advisory Council:
Section 1. The president, or an alternate, and the
executive director of this· association and the presidents and executive directors of the constituent
district nurses associations shall constitute an
Advisory Council to consider and promote the interests
of the New York State Nurses Association.

MLO
(ML0-5:Advisory.Mem)

Section 2. Meetings of the Advisory Council may be
held at such times and places as shall be determined by
the Board of Directors of this association.
4

5

4/7/86 Advisory Council .Meeting SU1111a!'7

V!I. OTH£R ITEMS

A.

Funotioas aad Purposes of AdYiaory Council
Advisory Council. representat1ves engaged in a
discussion about the purposes and functions or the
Council, the nature at meeting: and possible ways in
which they may be improved, and the uneven ;,attern or
attendance or •••tings.
The discussion included
consideration or these elements-or the Council and its
operation:
1.

2.

3.

There are d1tt1cult1es 1nberent in scheduling
•••tings or twentr-ane prospective participant.s
vbicb will conttaue to exist.
Alt.hough the practice of sharing DNA activities,
successes and problems has been very helpful to
district leadership, devotion of a portion of the
agenda to concerted discussion ot problem resolution could have the potential to be of greater
ass i.s tance.

Designation or portions ot the agenda tor tbese
eubjects might be appropriate and desirable:
orientation to DNA leadership roles and
. responsibilities and the SHA-DNA relationship;
leadership development; appropriate resources or
SIAS and DNAs.

Advisory Council representatives present at the meeting
concurred tbat consideration or the tunctions and
purposes or the Council should be continued at the next
aeeting.
Start was requested to notify District
representatives not in attendance or the issue and
request that they be preparad to discusa it durins the
next aeeting.

v.

PURPOSES AHD FUNCTIONS OF ADVISORY COUHCIL
District representatives discussed at length various aspects
ot Advisory Council functioning, including:
Ae

The role and relationship ot DHA leadership vi.s-a-vis

B.

Similarity ot' NYSNA Advisory Council functioning to·
that or the ANA Constituent Forum.

NYSNA.

The following possible functions or tbe Advisor~ Council

were identified:

A.

Providing vehicle tor DNA contribution to H?SHA
Board deliberation.s •

B.

Providing vehicle for .soliciting
about AHA/HYSHA matters.

c.

Sharing intormation.

or

DNA membership

Providing DNA network.

E.

Problem .solving.

F.

Providing vehicle tor continuing education.

District representatives agreed to schedule a two-day
Advisory Council.meeting in September. One day would be
devoted to orientation or newly placed DHA president.sand
executive directors; the .second day would be devoted to
conduct ot a regular Ad•i.sory. Council business session.

President and Executive Director

THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
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July 1989
District
1

President and Executive Director

Treasurer

Professional Nurses Association of WNY
District 1
Elizabeth Bums, President
4248 Ridge lea Rd., Suite 10
Amherst, NY 14226
(716) 285-1212, Ext. 350 (business)
832-8455 {D-1 Office)

Annette Boies
(same address)

NYSNA

District Dues Rate:

30.00

6

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Genesee Valley Nurses Association
~YSNA District 2
Katherine Detherage, President
302 N. Goodman Street
·
Rochester, NY 14607
(716} 423-2803 (business)
473-6937 (D-2 Office)
482-8513 (home}

Rosemary Ann Roth
302 N. Goodman Street
Rochester, NY 14607

District Dues Rate:

7

35.00

District Office Hours: Mon/Tues/Thurs/Fri - 8-l

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·
3

District Association No. 3 of the
New York State Nurses Association, Inc.
Janeen Sheehe. President
459 Franklin Street
Elmira, NY 14904
(607) 734-0268 (home)
871-2181 (business)

Alice Bartholomew
Box 3471
Elmira, NY 14905

Oistrkt No. 4
New York State Nurses Association, Inc.
Kay Wiggins, President
308 Kimber Road
) Home
)
Syracuse, NY 13224
(315) 423-2146 (business)
446-4322 (home)

Rebecca Bender
4022 Vintage Road
Syracuse, NY 13215

District Dues Rate: 20.00

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·
4

Patti Falcone
Office Manager
2827 Jaines St., Room 218
0-4 Office
Syracuse, HY 13206
(315) 437-1220
District Office Hours: Mon. &Thurs. - 8:30-2:30

District Dues Rate: 25.00

l

---------------------------------------------------------------------------~------------------------

Ruth Barney

2424 Charleston Road

Vestal, NY 13850

20.00

District Dees Rate:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------·--------------------

Connie Cookman
Administrative Director
(same address as above)

2

District No. 5
New York State Nurses Association, Inc.
Louisa Ivan, President
501 Mountainview Drive
Endicott, NY 13760
(607) 748-6540 (home)
770-6591 (business)

Treasurer

District No. 6 Inc.
New York State Nurses Association
Sherry Wilson, President
273 Paddock Street
Watertown, NY 13601
(315) 782-8356 (home)
782-9450 (business)

Professional Nurses of Central New York
NYSNA District 7
Joan Fanner, President
69 Burrstone Road
New York Mills, NY 13417
(315) 768-6393 (home)
732-3101 (business)

Karyn Fellion
Rte. 3, Box 281

Canton, NY 13617
District Dues Rate:

10.00

Sandra Bailey
18 Clarion Dr.
Whitesboro, NY 13492
District Dues Rate:

15.00

---------------------------~------------------------------------------------------------------------·
8

District No. 8 of the New York
State Nurses• Association
Joyce Holt
15 Dennis Avenue
Plattsburgh, NY 12901
(518) 563-3644 (home)
563-8822
or 561-2000, Beeper 7-973 (business)

Margaret M. Sholette
15 Cogan Avenue
Plattsburgh, NY 12901

District Dues Rate:

12.50

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------9

Capital District Nurses Association
NYSNA District 9
Christina Gerar·di, President
) Home
8 B Saratoga Court
lltham, NY 12110
)
(518} 783-6353 (home}
584-6000, Ext. 694 (business)

Carol Mahoney
1944 Union Street
Schenectady, NY 12309

District Dues Rate: 30.00

Office, D-9, NYSNA
1944 Union Street
Schenectady, NY 12309
(518) 346-3801

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Mohawk Valley District #10
The New York State Nurses Association
Vickie Rosenberg, President
RD #6 McKay Road
Amsterdam, NY 12010
(518) 842-7331 (home)

Judith Kelly

Box 343s RD #1

Fultonville, NY 12072

District Dues Rate:

10.00

------~----------------------------------------------·------------------------------------------~---

. /'

.~

District

President and Executive Director

Treasurer

11

New York State Nurses Association
District No. 11
Patricia Sonners, President
6088 Mald~n Turnpike
Saugerties, NY 12477
(914) 246-2693 (home)
338-6400 (business)

Eileen Cornelison
46 John Street
Saugerties, NY 12477
District Dues Rate:

16

15.00

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·
12

District No. 12
New York State Nurses Association, Inc.

Elizabeth Y. Hall, ~resident
74 Scenic Hills Drive
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603
(914) 454-6529 (home)
471-4243 (business)

Joy Godin
P. 0. Box 673
Wingdale, NY 12594

President and Executive Director

Treasurer

Nurses Association of
Westchester County Inc.
NYSNA District 16
Ronald Inskeep, President
51 DeKalb Avenue
) Home
White Plains, NY 10605
)
{914) 949-6094 (home)
997-5930 (business)

Nancy Zweig
3 Old Mamaroneck Rd., Apt. 16
White Plains, NY 10605
District Dues Rate:

30.00

Office, D-16, NYSNA
3 Old Mamaroneck Rd., Apt. 16
White Plains, NY 10605
(914) 949-4326
District Office Hours: Mon/Tues/Wed/Thurs - 9-2

District Dues Rate: 15.00

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·
Sabina Fa 11 on
District No. 17
13

The New York Counties
Registered Nurses Association Inc.
NYSNA District 13
Sadie Smalls, President
301 E. 21st Street
)) Home
New York, NY 10010
(212) 254-2230 (home)
598-6649 (business)

Anne J. Quashen
Executive Director
200 Park Ave., South, Room 511
New York, NY 10003
(212) 673-7110

l

17

Sandra Lowenthal
200 Park Ave., South, Room 511
New York, NY 10003

District Dues Rate:

45.00

Nurses Association of the
Counties of Long Island, Inc.
NYSNA District 14
Linda Goropeuschek, President
215 Cleveland Street
Franklin Square, NY 11010
(516) 326-4972 (home)
(718) 735-2650 (business)

18

D-13 Office

Patricia Leng
One Hanson Pl., Room 1707
Brooklyn, NY 11243

) Home
)

Executive Director

J

New York State Nurses Association
Delaware, Chenango &Otsego Counties,
District 15
Shirley Haddad, President
RD 2, Box 24
Bainbridge, NY 13733
(607) 967-4115 (home)

Thiells, NY 10984

District Dues Rate: 10.00

District No. 18

Margaret Scalzo
25 Oak Street
Newburgh, NY 12550
District Dues Rate:

10.00

---------~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------19

District Dues Rate: 35.00

Professional Nurses Association
of Suffolk County
Jerold S. Cohen, President
195 Southern Blvd.
Patchogue, NY 11772
(516) 654-3417 (home)
(212) 932-4326 (business)

Florence Jerdan
61 Eimer Street
Patchogue, NY 11772
District Dues Rate:

25.00

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

D-14 Office

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~
15

New York State Nurses' Association

Maureen Kessler, P~·esident
10 Pembroke Road
Washingtonville, NY 10992
{914) 496-9290 (home)
285-7000 (business)

Barbara J. Halon

One Hanson Pl., Room 1707
Brooklyn, NY 11243
{718) 783-4433

8 Stander Lane

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·

·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------14

New York State Nurses Association
Estelle Yahes. President
Rockland Conmunity College
145 College Road
Suffern, NY 10901
{914) 354-9236 (home)
356-4650, Ext. 542 (business)

Lois Ricci
12 Pearl Street
Sidney, NY 13838

District Dues Rate: 15.00

f
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THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
MEETING OF ADVISORY COUNCIL

September 14-15, 1989
TENTATIVE ORGANIZATIONAL CALENDAR
FOR 1989-90

September 1989
ADVISORY COUNCIL

Board of Directors (September 21-22)
proposed 1990 legislative program (for presentation
to 1989 voting body)
appointments to NYSNA organizational units
october 1989
Convention, October 27-30, Albany Convention Center
Board of Directors, pre- and post-convention meetings
nominations for 1990 ANA elections and certain
appointed units
disposition of voting body matters .
appointments to Committee on Finance and certain
board committees
November 1989
Orientation for newly elected board members
Conmittee on Bylaws
Organizational units meetings begin
December 1989
Call for nominations for NYSNA 1990 elections (Report)
Mailings begin to NYSNA delegates to 1990 ANA House

[over]

January 1990

ADVISORY COUNCIL
Board of Directors
establishment of 1990 convention registration fees
establishment of subsidy for NYSNA delegates to
1990 ANA House of Delegates
appointments to Awards Committee and other board
committees
Call for nominations for NYSNA 1990 elections (second
Report notice and special ·first class mailing
to DNA leadership and others)
March-April 1990
ADVISORY COUNCIL

Board of Directors
appointments to certain ANA units
Commi~tee en Bylaws (April)
Nominations for NYSNA elections due
Nominating Committee (March and April/2 meetings)
May-June 1990
ADVISORY COUNCIL
Board of Directors
ANA House matters
1990 Honorary Recognition
recommendations of NYSNA Committee on Bylaws
Orientation fer delegates to ANA House
Nominations for NYSNA 1990 Awards due
ANA House of Delegates

July 1990
Awards Conmittee
Board of Directors
rec011111endations of Awards Committee
1990 Honorary Recognition (additional consideration
if necessary)
Budget for fiscal year 1990-91

THE NEW YORK STATE Nt.JRSES ASSOCIATION

STAFF ROSTER FOR ADVISORY COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVES*
september 1989

Executive Director
Associate to the Executive
Director
Administrative Assistant to
the Executive Director

Wendy M. Burbank

Deputy Director
Administrative Assistant

Elizabeth carter
Grace Kinmey

Director of Business Affairs
Administrative Assistant

Mary Kay Bell

Director of Membership Services
Administrative Assistant

Janet Palombo
Syl.via Cornell

Martha L. Orr
Kim E. Roberts

Robert R. Sacco

Nursing Education Program
Director
Associate Director
Administrative Assistant

Gretchen Crat.1ford

Barbara Garrett

Barbara Kovarovic

Nursing Practice and Services Program
Director
Associate Directors

Karen A. Ballard

Gail DeMarca

Patricia Mahoney
Dorothy Fiori

Administrative Assistant
Legislative Program

E. Joyce Gould
Bernard T. Mccann
carol Persons

Director
Associate Director
Administrative Assistant

Economic~ General Welfare Program
Questions about E&GW matters should be directed to
Martha L. Orr, Executive Director.

WMB
9/11/89

AC16

Organization Services
Director
Associate Director
secretary

Deborah J. Matterson
Laura Kinson
Alicia Luciano
l

Conm!llli.cations. Publications~ Public Relations
Director
Assistant to the Director
Graphic Artist
Administrative Assistant

Anne Schott
Debra Lamb
Kimberly Audino
Penny Bishop

~-

l

.:;,

New Yolk State Nurses Assoc:imon

Le9isfative '.Program

Warren G. Hawkes
Jean Van Voris

Director
Administrative Assistant
Records Management Department
Records Management
Coordinator

2113 Wesrem Avenue. OuiJderfaDd. New York 12084 (518) 456-5371

Carol Gallacchi

STRATEGIES FOR SUCCESS

When trying to obtain passage of any piece of legislation. you
"have to have all your ducks in line.• Questions to ask and
answer include:
1.

2.

*This is not a complote staff roster. It is anticipated that the
services that these staff members provide are services that may be
needed routinely or occasionally by Advisory Council members.
Staff members in the first four offices listed assist DNA
presidents and executive directors most frequently on routine
organizat~onal and membership matters.

What is the reacti~n of other nursing groups? Bow do
ali nurses (all= different areas/speciality groups or
nurses) feel about the issue?
Who is going to support it?
specific nursing groups
- specific non-nursing organizations
- consumer support
Whjch legislator is going to introduce it1
- Is this person a key committee person?
- Is this person able to gain support of others for
passage of this bill?
Who is going to oppose it and why?
Know your opposition
- Inform legislators that you know who your opponents
are on this piece of legislation.
Develop a response for each opposing point
- Find out what your opponents are doing to lobby
against you.

5.

What similar legislation was passed in previous
sessions? What has changed since then?
Have legislato~s changed?
Have key committee people changed?
- Have their attitudes or voting opinions related to
health care. nursing and budget. etc. changed?

6.

What is your political strategy?
How will you counteract the opposition?
How will you mobilize your SU?porters?
- How will you encourage other groups to actively
support your legislation?

•
5/8/89
WNB
9/8/89
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POLITICAL POWER:

Library
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TrfE NYSNA LEGUNE: Toll-free number 1-800-724-INFO _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Campaign to Eliminate
Nursing Shodage
.
& Guarantee Quality Patient Care ........
Bl110UIDUII

LEGLINE

TO:

CALL 1-800-724-q636 ANY DAY 2q HOURS A DAY. Every Wednesday a
new message will give you the latest information on the New York
State Legislature, phone numbers where current material can be
obained, federal congressional news, and requests to help with
lobbying for specific bills. Share your knowledge with your
bargaining unit. Get them involved to~.
GET IN THE HABIT OF CALLING EVERY WEEK.
toll free.

8/89

Board o~ Directors

Presidents and Executive Directars,
Coaatttuent District lurse Associations
Council on Legislation
District LegislatiYe
Chairpersons
Con.iruaer Advisory Council
ICey Contacts
Delegate Assembly
JIYSHA Stat!

FRON:

E. Joyce Gould, Director, Legislative Program
Bernard T. Mccann, Associate Director, Legislative Program

DATE:

July 7, 1989

Remember the call is

The amended version ot the non-nurse ~idvitery bill, A.4074A, vas
introduced and passed in the Assembly Higher Education Co11111ittee
on June 27, 1989. It was passed by tbe Assembly Codes Co11aittee
on June 30 1 1989. It was referred ·from Codes to tho
Ways and Means Committee where it still sits; this Conaittee bas
not yet tak~n any rurther action on this bill.
The amended version or. the non-nurse
bill, S.2794& was
introduced and passed in the Senate Education Committee on June
27, 1989. It was referred to tbe Senate Rules Committee vhlc~
bas not yet taken any further action on this bill.
TBAKS TO TBE IITEISE LOBB!IIG EFFORTS OF IYSIA IIEJIIBEIS ACIOSS

TBE STATE• THIS BILL VAS BAJ.TD II !BE UDST OF ITS ACCELEIATP
PACE TRIODGB TBE LEGISLATUBE.

Although the legislature is now recessed, it can be reconvened at
the call o~ Speaker ot the Aaseably Mel Miller and Senate
Majority Leader Ralph Marino. It is our opinion .tbat turtber
action on A.407.IJ!/S~2791lA will probably not occur betore next
January. It is possible tor either .or both bo&ses to act on
these bills whenever they are called back to session. At
present,. ,there is.-.no tirlli date $et for them to reconvene.
However., they tr-eqlJently return in tbe tall to address _
budget ·1te111~. Remember, this- is the tirst year· ct a
tvo.iyea.,r 'sesaion; these bills can ~e acted ,~POD ill 19,90-with.out- .
being r.eintroduced.
. · .· .
.

_New York- Nurses.~tton..2113 Western Ave.. Guilderland. NY 12084(518)45&.,537.];·

-3IIS11 POSITIOI IIB lCTIOI PLAI
Attached are a copy of the bill, the amended version of the bill,
and HYSNA's Memorandum or Opposition to this bill. The bill
would eliminate the requirement for nursing as a prerequisite to
becoming a midwife. The rationale behind this approach is that
direct-entry midwifery will attract more people than the current
nurse-midwifery route. In tact, there is no evidence to support
that claim. But this bill ~111 certainly create a more costly
and more time-consuming route to increasing the number or obstetrical care providers in Nev York State.
Legislative Program staff have met with all appropriate individuals and organizations to discuss NYSHA's concerns with this bill.
HYSHA clearly recognizes the shortage or nurse-midwives and has
identified strategies to promote the practice of nurse-midwifery
and to promote recruitment into nurse-midwifery. These strategies are listed on page three of the ·enclosed Memorandum of
Opposition. IYSIA vill be working energetically to implement
each or these strategies. IYSIA vill be working eneraetically to
build coalitions which will support the
oC these
strategies. Look for additional information about how you can

participate in promoting a positive solution to the shortage of
nurse-midwives.

HISTORY OF TRIS LEGISLATION
Some nurse-mid~ives and Assemblyman Gottfried's office are advocating the development of this costly and ill-advised non-nurse
midwifery initiative as the solution to the shortage of nursemidwives.
The New York State Chapters of the American College of Nurse
Midwives (ACHK) has had similar legislation introduced in both
the Assembly and tbe Senate every session since 19aq.
A March 11, 1985 letter from the New York State Chapters of the
ACHH to their own members states the
•The purpose of this legislation is:
II

• • • To make Midwifery a licensed profession in

New York State
• • • To develop a State Board of Midwifery
To define the scope of midwifery practice
".
To assure quality and availability of Midwifery
"•
care to the public.n

II

.. ..

According to a July 1, 1985 statement on letterhead of the New
York State Chapters of the ACNM, •Midwifery is a profession with
a defined scope or practice which is not addressed by either the
Hurse Practice Act nor the Sanitary Code.•

What is not stated is that some nurse-midwives want to sever
their ties with nursing because they feel that nursing is detrimental to their practice and diminishes their recruitment efforts. Some nurse-midwives advocate strongly that midwifery must
be separate from both mediciqe and nursing since nurs~-midvifery
practice do~s not fit within the scope ot practice or either
profession.
However, there are many nurse-midwives who strongly identify with
nursing and want to keep nurse-midwifery as a specialty or
nursingo This group bas been working diligently to revise the
current Department of Health (DOH) regulations to address the
practice problems which face nurse-midwives in Hew York State.
DOH's Perinatal Unit bas sent the dratt of the revised regulations to DOH•s legal counsel for review and approval. Ir
implemented, these regulations would resolve some of the barriers
nurse-midwives face in practice. However, it will not address
the issues of liability insurance and the recruitment of
additional nurse-midwives.
SOD.I.BY

HYSHA will coctinue to pursue all appropriate regulatory and
legislative approaches to resolve the practice problems faced by
nurse-midwives and to increase the number of certified nursemidwives practicing in New York State.

/cjp
Attachments
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Martha L Orr. MN. RN
&ecullft Dlrwctor
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Conallluent of The American
Nuran Assoclallon

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
2113 Wntern Aftfflle. GuDdtrllftd. N.Y. 12084, (518) 458-5371

MEMORANDUM OF OPPOSITION
AH ACT to amend the Education Law, in relation
to the profession or.midwifery, and repealing
Section 2660 or the Public Health Law relating
thereto.
The New York State Nurses Association opposes the enactment of this
bill. The bill would eliminate the requirement for nursing as a
prerequisite to becoming a midwife. The rationale behind this
approach is that direct-e~try midwifery will attract more people t~a~
tbe c1'rrent nurse-midwitery route. In fact, ther:e is no evidence to
support that claim. ·But this bill will certainly create a more costly
and more time-consuming route to increasing the number or obstetrical
care providers in Kew York State.
-This bill seeks to establish a new category of health care provider,
create a State Board of Midwifery, and define a new practice of
midwifery. The impact of this bill would be to establish a costly
duplication of existing nurse-midwifery educational programs and
certification processes. Futhermore, it will fragment the health care
system by establishing a new category of health care providers
(midwives who are not nurses). This will confuse consumers in that
they will not know who can provide them with the care they need.
lurse-MidviYes Provide Bigb Quality Service at Lover Cost
There is a body or research data accumulated over the last twenty-five
years which demonstrates that nurse-midwi'fery care has achieved major
reductions in prematurity and neonatal mortality.
A six-year study done in New Ycrk City demonstrates significant cost
savings when comprehensive ambulatory maternity care provided under
the dir~ction or a nurse-midwife is compared to the costs for a standard delivery.
Nurse-midwives have an established record or caring ror the
underserved in urban and rural areas. They care tor those with the
lowest per capita income and those with the highest-birthrate •

•

•

. ;/
.

.i

-3Burse-midwifery offers an alternative birth experience which many
women and families have chosen over traditional obstetrical care.
Shortage

or

Obstetrical Care ProYiders

Physicians have been leaving obstetrical practice or curtailing their
practice to sub-speciality areas. Concomitantly, nurse-midwives are
gaining acceptance across the country.
Fro• 1976 to 1986, tbe National Center tor Health Statistics in
Baltimore reported that the number of births in the U.S. attended by
nurse-midwives tripled tram o.as in 1976 to 2.,s in 1986.

What Can be Dene to BesolYe the Shortage oC •urse-Kidviyes
Strategies to Proaote Rurse-Midvirery Practice

* Grant prescriptive privileges to nurse-midwives.
• Authorize nurse-midwives to order laooratory tests.
• Encourage hospitals to grant admission privileges to nursemidvives.
• Guarantee the availability of comprehensive, affordable liability
insurance for nurse-midwives.

FurtberMore, tax-supported hospitals are increasingly using nursemidv1ves. Haying nurse-midwives attend all low-risk deliveries is a
cost errective way to meet the growing burden of indigent care.

• Reform regulations to remove meaningless barriers to practicing
the full scope of nurse-midwifery se\vices.

There are tever than 300 certified nurse-midwives in New York State,
not enough to till the current vacant positions.

• Adjust the reimbursement system to eliminate salary compression
and recognize the clinical competer.ce of nurse-midwives.

Factors Vbich Liait the Supply o~ Hurse-Midwives

• Ensure that consumers in rural, urban, and suburban areas
access to nurse-midwifery services.

In Nev York State, the educational programs availabla to enable nurses
to be.come nurse-midwives are very limited. There a:.-e two well- .
established programs in Hew York City, one a master•~ program and one
a certificate program. There is one innovative community-based
certificate program which started in June 1988. This progra~·will
enable nurses to continue living in their own community while pursuing
an educational program to become a nurse-midwife. However, this one
program is not enough to overcome the significant geographical
barriers which limit the number of nurses who can access nursemidwifery educational programs.

New York State Sanitary Code regulations are out or date and do not
permit a nurse-midwife to provide the full rattge of services
consistent with her educational preparation. This constraint on
practice makes New York a less attractive choice when nurse-midwives
decide vhere they will practice. The restrictions on practice also
serve as a powerful disincentive for those nurses who are considering
specialty practice.
Institutional constraints imposed on nurse-midwifery ,ractice are also
a problem. These restrictions sometimes increase the cost of
providing matern·i ty care by mandating unnecessary pt.:ys ician
participation. Such mandates dissuade some nurses from becoming or
continuing as nurse-midwives.
Furthermore, liability insurance ror nurse-midwives has been a problem
since the early eighties. The carrier in New York State charges a
high rate ror the rider despite the fact that there is no actuarial
data to support the charge.

Strategies to Promote

have

into lurse-Midvitery

• Develop additional geographically dispersed nurse-midwifery
educational programs targeted to serve the population needing
prenatal ca re.
• Explore obtaining all possible federal funding to expand nursemidwifery educational opportunities.
• Encourage New York State educational institutions to adopt proven
fast-track nurse-midwifery programs tor non-nurse adult learners
that have been developed in other states.
• Publicize nurse-midwifery as a career ladder for registered
professional nurses, especially minority nurses.
• Promote nurse-midwifery as an opti()'f) for a second career.
• Create incentives for registered professional nurses to choose
nurse-midwifery. (Consider scholarships, service paybacks, and
State Health Service Corps, etc.).
Hov This Legislatiwe InitiatiYe Fails to "eet the leed
This bill fails to address the short~ge of obstetric~! care providers in
the following ways:
There is no demonstrated evidence that there is a large group or people
who are interested enough to complete a three year
direct-entry
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midvitary educational program. The program in Washington State is often
beld out as an example that New York should emulate. However, this
program bas graduated only 59 people in 10 years; 13 of those 59 are
nurses.
Establishing a new professional board is very costly and very time
consuming. Creating new educational standards and devising a new
certification examinaticn are costly and time-consuming projects. There
are no non-nurse midwifery models which have wide-acceptance comparable
to the ~rocess developed over many years tor nurse-midwives by the
American College of Hurse-Midwives.
Even if this legislation were enacted immediately, it would take a
minimum of five years before there would be even one new direct-entry
midwife. In reality, it would probably be 8-10 years before there would
be any new graduates.
··
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There are no mechanisms to address the institutional, reimbursement, or
liability insurance barriers which are significant impediments to nursemidwifery practice.
The bill ignores the significant role or nurses in the delivery of
maternity care. Nursing is not included on the Board of Midwifery which
does mandate the inclusion of obstetricians/gynecologists, midwives, a
pharmacist, and a consumer.
the bill provides no incentives or funding to encourage the development
There is no discussion of the need to
develop programs which are designed for adult-learners. There is no
mention or the need to increase geographical accessibility.

gf new educational programs.

su. . . ry

This bill seeks to have Kew York State expend considerable resources of
time and money to establish a new health professional, a non-nurse
midwife. This proposal will not meet the urgent prenatal care needs or
Nev Yorkers. There are less costly alternative strategies which can
mor@ quickly and more reliably increase the number of nurse-midwives.
NISHA respectfully urges the.legislature to vigorously pursue all
options to increase the number of nurse-midwives in New York.
,~

For the reasons stated above, the New York State Nurses Association
opposes the enactment or A.4074-A/S.2794-A.
6/26/89
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STATE

s.

Introducing a new health professional fragments the health care systec
even further and confuses consumers.
The legislation does not provide an exemption tor nurse-midwives to
. -.
continue to practice under the title of certified nurse-midwife. Nursemidwives who wish to r~tai~ •~•ir current title will leave Hew,~~~
State or stop practicing as midwives. Furthermore, New York will have
difficulty attracting fully qualified certified nurse-midwives from
other state:,.
·
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1989-1990 Regular Sessions
SEHATE-ASSEHBLY
February Z1, 1989

SENATE Introduced by Sen. FARLEY - read twice and ordered
printed, and when printed to be co1111itted to the Colllllittee on Education committee discharged, bill amended, ordered reprinted as
amended and recomitted to said comittee
IN ASSEMBLY -- Introduced by M. of' A. GOffFllED, E. C. SUWVAH,
DANIELS, GRANNIS - Multi-Sponsored by - M. of' l. BEBHEIT, BOYLAHD,
BRENNAN, CATAPANO, cumc, CONNERS, DAVIS, Del TORO, DIAZ, EVE;-FARRELL, GANTT, GRABER, GRE£HE, HAREHBEBG, HILL, KOPPELL, LOPEZ, MARTINEZ, MePHILLIPS, NADLER, SANDEMS, SEHIHERIO, SILVER, TOliKO, ifEIHSIEIN, YOUNG - read once and ref'erred to the Collllllittee on Higher
Education - committee discharged. bill amended, ordered reprinted as
amended and recommitted to said conmittee
AN Act to amend the education law, in relation to the profe!Ssion or
midwifery and repealing section 2560 or the public health law relating thereto
THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK,: REPRESENTED IH SENATE .lHD ASSEMBLY, DO EKACT AS FOU.OWS:
1
Section 1. The education law is amended by adding a new article 140
2 to read as follows:
IH

3

4

AmCLE 140

MIDWIFERY

5 SECTION 6950. IHTRODUCTIOH~
6
6951. DUIHinOH OF PRACTICE OF MIDWIFERY.

1

8
9

10

6952. PRACTICt: OF MIDWIFERY AHD USE OF THE nTLE "MIDWIFE".

6953. STATE BOARD OF MIDWIFERY.
6954. BEQUIREMEHTS FOR A PROFESSIONAL LICENSE.
6955. PRIOR CEmFICATION.
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6956. EXEMPT PERSONS~
6957. LIMITED PERMIT.
S 6950.
INTRODUCTION.
THIS AmCLE APPUES TO THE PROFESSION OF
MIDWIFERY. THE GENERAL PROVISIONS FOR ALL PROFESSIONS CONTAINED IN ARTICLE ONE HUNDRED THIRTY OF THIS TITLE APPLY TO THIS ARTICLE.
S 6951.
DEFINITION OF PRACTICE OF MIDWIFERY. 1. THE PRACTICE OF
THE PROFESSION OF MIDWIFERY IS DEFINED AS THE MANAGEMENT OF ANTEPARTAL,
INTBAPARTAL, POSTPARTAL OR GYNECOLOOICAL CARE OF ESSENTIALLY HEALTHY
WOMEN OR NEWBORNS, IH COLLABORATION WITH A LICENSED PHYSICIAN WHO IS
CEfflFIED AS .AH OBSTEI'BICIAH/GYNECOLOGIST BY A STATE OR NATIONAL CERTlffiNG BODY, OR AN INSTITUTION PROVIDING OBSTETRICAL CARE WHICH HAS ON
ITS STAFF A UCEHSED PHYSICIAN SO CERTIFIED, TO ENABLE MEDICAL CONSULTATION, COLLABORATION OR REFERRAL IN ACCORDANCE WITH WRITTEN PRACTICE PROTOCOLS.
2. A LICENSED MIDWIFE SHALL HAVE THE RIGHT TO PRESCRIBE AND ADMINISTER DRUGS, IMMUNIZING AGENTS ..AND DEVICES NECESSARY FOR THE PRACTICE OF
MIDWIFERY AS ESTABLISHED BY THE BOARD IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
COMMISSIONER'S REGULATIONS.
S 6952.
PRACTICE OF MIDWIFERY AND USE OF TITLE "MIDWIFE". ONLY A
PERSON UCENSED OR EXEMPT UNDER THIS ARTICLE SHALL PRACTICE MIDWIFERY
OR USE THE TITLE "MIDWIFE".
S 6953.
STATE BOARD OF MIDWIFERY. 1. A STATE BOARD OF MIDWIFERY
SHALL BE APPOINTED BY THE BOARD OF REGENTS ON 'RECOMMENDATION OF THE
COMMISSIONER FOR THE PURPOSE OF ASSISTING THE BOARD OF REGENTS ON MATTERS OF PROFESSIONAL LICENSING AtfD PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT IN ACCORDANCE
VITH SECl'ION . SIXTY-FIVE HUNDRED EIGHT OF THIS TITLE. THE BOARD SHALL
BE COMPOSED OF NINE INDIVIDUALS. INITIAL APPOINTMENTS TO THE BOARD
SHALL BE SUCH THAT THE TERMS SHALL BE STAGGERED.
2.
(A)
mE MEMBERS OF THE BOARD SHALL BE INDIVIDUALS LICENSED AS
MIDWIVES UNDER THIS ARTICLE OR DEEMED TO BE LICENSED PURSUANT TO THE
PROVISIONS OF SECTION SIXTY-HINE HUHDRED FIFTY-FIVE OF THIS ARTICLE.
CB)
nlO MEMBERS OF THE BOARD SHALL BE INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE LICENSED
PHYSICIANS WHO ARE ALSO CERTIFIED AS AN OBSTEI'RICIAN/GYNECOLCGIST BY A
STATE OR NATIONAL CERTIFYING BODY.
(C)
ONE MEMBER OF THE BOARD SHALL BE AN INDIVIDUAL WHO DEMONSTRATES
CURRENT TRAINING AND PRACTICE IN PHARMACOLOGY.
(D)
ONE MEMBER OF THE BOARD SHALL BE AN INDIVIDUAL NOT POSSESSING
EITHER LICENSURE OR TRAINING IH MEDICINE, MIDWIFERY, PHARMACOLOGY, OR
NURSING AND SHALL REPRESE&"T THE PUBUC AT LARGE.
3. FOR PURPOSES OF THIS AfflCLE, 11BOARD 11 MEANS THE STATE BOARD OF
MIDWIFERY CREATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THIS SECTION, UNLESS THE CONTEXT CLEARLY IHDICATES OTHERWISE.
S 6954. REQUIREMENTS FOR A PROFESSIONAL LICENSE. TO QUALIFY FOR A
LICENSE AS A MIDWIFE, AN APPLICANT SHALL FULFILL THE FOLLOWI?li
REQUIREMENTS:
1. APPLICAnON: FILE A.1 APPLICATION WITH THE DEPARTMENT;
2. EDUCAnoN: A.. HAVE SATISFACTORILY COMPLETED A THREE YEAR, POSTSECONDARY EDUCATIONAL PREPARATION FOR THE PRACTICE OF MIDWIFERY IN A
PROGRAM SATISFACTORY TO THE BOARD AND REGISTERED BY THE DEPARTMENT OR
IN A PROGRAM DETERMINED BY THE BOARD TO BE THE EQUIVALENT; OR
B. SUBMIT EVIDEflCE OF CURRENT CERTIFICATION BY A STATE OR NATIONAL
CERTiffiNG BODY, WHOSE STANDARDS ABE SATISFACTORY TO THE BOARD;
3. EXPERIENCE: RAVE EXPERIEHCE SATISFACTORY TO THE BOARD A!m IN ACCORDANCE VITH THE COMMISSIONER'S REGULATIONS;

.
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1
4. EXAMINATIO?I: PASS AN EXAMINATION SATISFACTORY TO THE BOARD AND IM
2 ACCORDANCE WITH THE COMMISSIONER'S REGULATIONS;
3
5. AGE: BE AT LEAST TWENTY-ONE YEARS OF AGE;
4
6. CITIZENSHIP: MEET NO REQUIREMENTS AS TO UNITED STATES CITIZEHSHIP;
5
1. CHARACTER: BE OF GOOD MORAL CHARACTER AS DETERMINED BY THE: DEPART6 HEHT; AND
_
7
8. FEES: PAY A FE£ OF ON£ HU?IDRED NINETY DOLLARS TO THE DEPARTMENT
8 FOR ADMISSION TO A DEPARTMENT CONDUCTED EXAHIHATIOH AND FOR AN INITIAL
9 LICENSE. A FEE OF ONE HUNDREl> DOLLARS FOR EACH RE-EXAMIDATION, A FEE CF
10 ONE HUNDRED FIFTEEN DOI.LABS FOR AH INITIAL LIC£HSE FOR PERSONS NOT
11 REQUIRING ADMISSION TO A DEPARTMENT CONDUCTED EX.AMIKAnOH AMD A F'E£ OF
12 ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY DOLLARS FOR EACH TRIENNIAL REGISTRATION PERIOD
13
s 6955. PRIOR CERTIFICAnoH. ANT INDIVIDUAL wo 1s CERTIFIED AS A
14 NURSE-MIDWIFE PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF SECTION TWO THOUSAND FIVE
15 HUNDRED stxn OF THE PUBLIC HEALTH LAW ON OR BEFORE THE EFFECTIVE DATE
16 OF THIS ARTICLE, SHALL BE DEEMED TO BE LICENSED AS A MIDWIFE UHDER THIS·
17 ARTICLE, PROVIDED THAT, EACH SUCH CERTIFIED HURSE-HIDWiu SHALL. WITHIN
18 TWO YEARS AFTER THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS ARTICLE, SUBMIT EVIDENCE OF
19 SUCH CERTIFICATION TO THE DEPARTMENT TOGETHER WITH THE APPRO?RIATE FEE
20 REQUIRED BY SUBDIVISION EIGHT OF SECTION SIX THOUSAMl> RINE HUtIDRED
21 FIFTY-FOUR OF THIS ARTICLE.
22
S 6956. EXEMPT PERSONS. NOTHING IN THIS ARTICLE SHALL BE CONSTRUED IO
23 AFFECT, PREVENT, OR IN ANY HANNER EXPAND OR UMIT AHY Dun OR RESPONSI211 BIUTY OF A LICENSED PHYSICIAN FROM PRACTICING MIDWIFERY OR AFFECT OR
25 PREVENT A STUDENT EflGAGI?li IN CLINICAL PRACTICE U?IIiER THE SUPEMSIO?l
26 OF A LICENSED PHYSICIAH OR BOARD CERTIFIED OBSTEI'RICIAH/GYHECOlOOIST IN
27 PURSU!NCE OF AN EDUCATIONAL PROO RAM REGISTERED BY TUE DEPARl'MENT.
28
S 6957 • LIMITED PEBMIT. 1. A LIMITED PERMIT TO PRACTICE HID'.IIFERY
29 HAY BE GRANTED FOR A PERIOD NOT TO EXCEED TWELVE MONTHS TO AH nmIVID30 UAL WHO HAS, TO THE SATISFACTION OF THE BOARD, MEI' ALL REQUIREMENTS OF
31 SECTION SIX THOUSAND NINE HU?IDRED FIFTY-FOUR OF THIS AmcLE. Btrr HAS
32 NOT YET PASSED THE EXAMINATION REQUIRED BY SUBDIVISIOH FOUR OF SUCH
33 SECTION.
311
2. A LIMITED PERMIT SHALL ENTITLE THE HOLDER TO PRACTICE MIDWIFERY
35 ONLY UNDER THE SUPER'IISIOH OF A LICENSED PHYSICIAH OR UCENSED MIDWIFE.
36
S 2. Section 2560 of the public health law is REPEALED.
'3'7
S 3. This act shall take effect April 1, 1990. except tbe state board
38 of midwifery shall be constituted by January 1. 1990, and any rules and
39 regulations neceasary for the timely implementation of this act on its
110 effective date shall be promulgated on or before such date.
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Section I.
The education law is amended by adding a new article one
hundred forty to read as follows:
ARTICLE 140
QIOWIFERY
Section 6950. Introduction.
6951. DefiniHons. ,
6 2. Practice of midwifer and use of the title "midwife".
6953. licensure.
~limited I icensure •.
6955. State board of midwifery.
6956. Duties of the board.
6957. Practice under licensure.
6958. Unlawful acts.
6959. Restrictions of license.
EXPLANATIOH--Ratter in italics {underscored) is new; matter in brackets
(] is old law to be Olllitted.

·. LS007473-0l•9

tcztff

S. 279r.

2

S 6!150. Introduction. This article applies to the profession of
The general provisions for all professions contain~d in arti2 •idwifery.
cle one hundred thirty of this title. as added by chapter nine hundred
3 eighty-seven of the laws of nineteen hundred seventy-one, apply to this
article.
S 6951. Definitions. When used in this article the following words and
phrases shall have the following meanings, respectively, unless the con7
clearlJ indicates otherwise.
8 text
1. "Practice of midwifery" means the independent management of care of
nei,,borns and/or -en. antepartally 1 intrapartally 1 postpart~II~ an~/or
necol icall
occurrin
within a- health cares stem wh,eh ro~,d~s1.1 for medical consultation, collaborative manageme~t_or ~eferral
~s ,n
accord with the functions ~tandards and ual1f1cat1ons for m1dw1fer
t3
l_!t practice as defined by the state board of midwifery.
2. "Board" means the state board of midwifery.
tS
(, 2. Practice of midwifer and use of the title "midwife". Onl a
ti person I icensed or otherwise so_ aut~o~iz~d under this article shal I
11
t)._
midwifery or use the title 1111dw1fe •
ij practice
• Licensure. 1. The board shall issue a license tc an
erson
6
aeeting an the requirements of this arti~le. or rules. of the board . a~
20
adopted pursuant to this article ror a m,dw,~e. No l,c~nse_shall be_ ,s
ti sued rior to satisfactor com letion of~ wr,tten exam,nat,on re u,red
Z-2
by the board.
z. fees for licensure shall be established by the board. .
S 695'-. Limited licensure. 1.- A temporary ~icense to pract~ce midwifer within the state ma be ranted for a er, od not exceed• n · twe Ive
t.6 1110nths to- a person who has completed an approved midwifer~ educational
27 progra111 who in the opinion of the board meets all regu~rements f~r
28 licensure except the oassing of the examination required by this
29
30 article.
li~ense shall entitle the holder to ractice midwifer
2.
31
erv is ion of a midwife or h s i ci an current I
I i~ensed
onl
32
by
this
state.
.
33
J. Fees for each I imi ted Ii cense sha 11 be es tab I I shed by. th~ board. •
• State board of midwifer • I. A state board for midw1fer sh~ll
· 6
35 be appointed by the board of regents or; rec0t1111endation of the commis36 sioner for the purpose of assisting the board of regents on m~tters of
37 professional licensing and professional conduct in accordance with sec38 tion six thousand five hundred eight of this title. The board shall be
39 c posed of nine individuals. Initial appointments to the board shall be
0111
leO
. .
.
lot such that the terms shal I be staggered.
2. (a) five fflelllbers shall be persons li~ensed as m1~,v~s.under th,s
'12
article. provided that until such time as six o~ more ,n~,v'.d~als are
'-3 licensed pursuant to this article, ~he appointment ~f '.nd,vcduals to
,uy be filled by individuals who are midwives. who hold
i.5 fill these
to practice midwifery io_New York state ~s authorized under secthe public health law.
1,7 tion two tttousand five hundred s,xty of
(b) Two at!lllbers of the board sh~l~ 1 include indivi~uals_holdinq an un1.8
restricted license to practice med1c1ne and surgery •n this state. who
1.9 demonstrate
current training and·practice in maternal and child health.
(c)
One
IN!tlOer
of the board sha I I be a I i cens~d ~h~rmac is t.
SI
(d) One aemer of the bOard shall be an 1nd1v1dual not possessing
52 either
licen,ure or training-in medicine, midwifery, pharmacy. or nurs!il ing and shal I represent the pubt•ic at large.
51o
S r,956. Duties of the board. 1. The board shall establish such rules
as are necessary to carry out the purposes of this article, shall esta1
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A.

1

r.07i.

blish an •pproval process of midwifery educational programs, shall estathe reguiremencs
established under this article and by rules of the board 7 sna11 be
responsible for supervising the continued registration or qualification
of licensed midwives as it finds approp~iate, shall establish rules and
criteria far re•licensure or eaintenance of licensure as it may deell
proper. and shall carry out all other duties and responsibilities necesl
sary to accomplish the purposes of this art;cle.
.
2. Approved educational programs shall include but nat be limited to~
(a) certification by a state or national organizatiClfl whose standards
are satisfactory r,o the boardj or
·•
(b) completion of an educational proqraa tkat shall consist of docu~r
mentation of experience and skills. with demonst~ation of ecmoetency in'
1
all of the required areas of education and skills.
3. No activity nor responsibi Ii ty of the board shal I in any manner ex=-1
ea~ ~r I irai t any duty or responsibi ti ty of the state board of nursing:;'
medrcine or pharucy other than as specifically designated in this1
article. Any determination by the board as to any licensure revocatiori
or suspension shall be sol~ly that of the board and shall not ~e subject
t~ review, approval or disapproval by the state board of nursing, llle(fi~
c I ne or pharmacy.
.
S 6957. Practice under licensure. I. •nr person licensed as a eidwif(!"
may provide services for newborns and -en antepartally 1 intraoartallv;
p~st~artally and for gynecologica11y 1 provided such services occur
w,th,n a health care system which provides medical consultation and
collabora~ive management with a physician or referral to a ohysician;
Such services shall include the provision of necessary laboratory tesu
and hospital admissions.
,.
2 • A midwife. licensed to practice midwifery. only after licensure by
the ~ep~rtment 1 1n accordance with qualificatlons established by the
comnuss,o~er, shall have the right to prescribe and adotlinister a for111Ul.:!!,y_o! drugs as es tab I ished by the board of midwifery.
,
S ~958. Unlawful acts. I. Exceot as otnen.ise provided in this arti~
cle 1 ,t shall be unlawful to e~gage in the practice of midwifery or to
!!2.!5' on~self out as able to provide the services of midwifery, wnether
fr; or without compensation, unless licensed as a midwife in this state;
provided that it shall not be unlawful for any person to·render ass•stance during any emergency.
2. It shall be unlawful for any midwife to provide services of midwifery or to engage in the practice of midwifery duri"9 a time sucn
midwife's license is revoked or suspended.
l·. I~ shall be unlawful for any licensed midwife to provide services
9.! l!'l'.~tfery or to engage in the practice of midwifery contrary to any
cond1t1ons placed on the license by the board.
_S_695~- Restrictions of license. The board may revoke 1 susoend or cond,ticn •~ any mann~r
license upon finding by the board of a violation
b!
I 1censed m1dw1 fe or upon finding by t,1e board that the I icensed
m1dw1fe has engaged in any unprofessional ac'tivi ty 1 any failure or refu·
sal ~o p~rform any ma~datory obligation under this article, any failure
to ma,nta,n any educational or professional reguireraen~.s established under this article, or in any other rule that may froa tiiae to time be established by the b~ard.
S 2. This act shall take effect on the one hundred twentiech,day after
it shall have become law. e•cept that any rules and regulations necessary for the timely implementation of this act on its effective da~
shall be promulgated on or before such aate. ·
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THE NEV YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
MEIIIIIEIITS TO BYUIIS ADOPTED BY 1987 AIID 1988 VOTIIG IOOIES

AIEIDEIITS TO BYI.MS ADCFTED BY 1987 VOTING_,
The 1987 Voting Body approved the following proposed amendments to the
NYSNA bylaws.

Italics denote language to be add~d.

Article IV - Board of Directors, Section 3 - Functions
Addition of new letter 11 911
g)

-

Esta.bZish s-peaia.Z committees as needed.

(Reletter remaining functions accordingly.}
Article V - Officers and Directors, Section 10 - Vacancies
Addition of new letter "c

11

-

c) Absence f1'011t t1JO consecutive NguZaI' meetings of the Boan:i of
Di-rectors_ shaZl, 'be cause foI' deaZaI'ing a vaaancy in the BoaI'd
position. Such va.ca.nay shaZl, 'be deaZa!'ed by mjority vote of
the Board of Direators.

Article VIII - Clinical and Functional Units, Section 1
Section 1. .
aJ

·~·::-· :

Clinical and functional units are estabJished by the Board of
Directors to assist individual members to improve professional
practice and development within a specific clinical or functional

area.

b) A cZinicaZ practice unit my be esta.btished by the Boan:i of Directors
in any area of speciaZty nursing practice for 1uhich the Board
dete.mrines that there is need and sufficient interest of mem'bers.
c) A functional, unit rtrz.y be esta.bUshed by th~ Board of !JiJ>ectora
in any area of funationat zaoZe for i,,hich the Board detemtines
that there is need and suffiaient interest of mem'be!'s.

Article VIII - Clinical and Functional Units. Sections 5 1_6

Deletion of Sections 5 and 6 and renumbering of subsequent sections
accordingly. (Sections 5 and 6 name the units.)
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. Article YIJJ - C1fllfcal 111d Functional lllfts, Section 9· - Vacancies

Addition of new letter •c• ..

llaritaal L Orr, MN, RN

Conslituantof'TheAmertcan

Execullve Dlnlctor

oJ AbiNnos fZ'Olll ttiJO oonssoutiw Ngutar. meetings. of an 83:SOU.tive .
ccnrrti.ttH ·a-haZZ: bs cause fozt dsol,azti,ng a vacanay in the position.
Such. vaca,,cy shat.'Z. be dso'Zazttld: by rrajoz,i,ty vote of the Boa:Pd
of Di-Natoz-s.

Nuaa ANOClatlan

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
2113 Western Awnue. GuJlderta.,ct, New York 12084 9501
TEL (518) 456-5371
FAX t (518) 456-0897

Article Bil - Collstftlat Dtstrfct llurses Assocfattons. Section 2(b)

b) A 111jorfty of the llll!llbers of this Associaticm Nsiding in the area
to be changed have requested such change in writing.

AIEIIIEITS TO BYI.MIS ADDPlED BY 1988 VOfIIG BODY
The 1988 Voting Sody adopted the following amendment to the NYSNA Bylaws.
Article III - Disciplinary Actfon11 Section 3

September 14, 1989
TO:

Presidents and Executive Directors, Constituent
District Nurses Associations

FROM:

Martha L. Orr, Executive Director

RE:

EXPENSE REIMBURSEMENT POL:!CY FOR ATTENDANCE

Section 3.
Disci.ptino.ry action taken by any. SNA against its mem'bePB shait 'be
recogniaed by this assooiation.
·

OF ADVISORY COUNCIL MEETINGS

This is to.inform newly elected district presidents and to remind
other Advisory Council members that NYSNA reimburses one representative from each district nurses association for travel expenses (only) incurred in participation in Advisory Council
meetings. Only representatives who hold NYSNA membership are
eligible for reimbursement of expenses.
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